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DECEMBER 12, 2015 
STUART C. SIEGEL CENTER • RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY 
Dear C lass of 2015: 
Virginia Commonwealth University is a premier national research 
university with a mission focused on people. Research that helps 
people. Care that heals people. Teaching that empowers people. 
Service that embraces people. 
Our greatest successes, then, are the successes of our people, 
including those of you who are earning your degree today. You are 
graduating from one of America's great public research universi-
ties; as such, your educational experience has been about more 
than completing your courses and rece iving a grade. It has been 
about making your knowledge real to solve real problems that will 
make a real difference in the real world. It has been about becom-
ing leaders in your academic disciplines and in your communities. 
It has been about innovating, transforming and creating opportunities 
for yourself and others. 
You are part of a rich legacy at VCU. For 177 years, your alma mater has focused on helping 
students like you become creators, innovators and entrepreneurs who will advance the human 
experience around the world. As you graduate from VCU, always remember that your opportu-
nities are boundless because your potential is limitless. 
On behalf of the faculty, staff, students and alumni of VCU, I congratulate you on the 
remarkable achievement of your commencement. We are so proud of you and encourage 
you to stay connected to your alma mater fo rever. 
Best wishes, 
Michael Rao, Ph.D. 
President 
VCU and VCU Health System 
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Board of Visitors 2015--16 
Rector 
John A. Luke Jr. 
Vice Rector 
Jacquelyn E. Stone 
Secretary 
Alexander B. McMurtrie Jr. 
Teresa H. Carlson 
Michael D. Fraizer 
William M. Ginther 
Phoebe P. Hall 
Robert D. Holsworth , PhD. 
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Carol Shapiro, MD. 
Sudhakar V. Shenoy 
John W. Snow 
G. Richard Wagoner Jr. 
Steve L. Worley 
University Vice Presidents 
Richard Bunce 
Interim Vice President for Finance and Budget 
John F. Duval 
Vice President for Clinical Services and 
CEO, VCU Hos/Jitals, VCU Health System 
Gail Hackett 
Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Marti K.S. Heil 
Vice President for Development 
and Alumni Relations 
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Pamela D. Lepley 
Vice President for University Relations 
Francis L. Macrina 
Vice President for Research and Innovation 
Wanda S. Mitchell 
Vice President for Inclusive Excellence 
Marsha 0 . Rappley 
Vice President for Health Sciences 
and CEO, VCU Health System 
Brian Shaw 
Interim Vice President for Administration 
and Senior Executive Director, 
Office of the President 
Processional 
National Anthem* 
Welcome and Introductions 
Commencement Address 
Recognition of Degree Candidates 
Edward A. Wayne Medal 
Presidential Medallion 
Conferring of Degrees/Honors Recognition 
Doctor of Philosophy Candidates 
Graduate and First Professional Degrees 
Graduate School 
School of Allied Health Professions 
School of Medicine 
Latin Honors and University Honors 
Undergraduate Degrees 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
School of A llied Health Profess ions 
School of the Arts 
School of Business 
School of Education 
School of Engineering 
L. Douglas W ilder School of Government and Public Affa irs 
School of Nursing 
School of Social Work 
University College 
VCU Life Sciences 
VCU Alumni Remarks 
Recessional** 
VCU Commencement Brass 
Ross A. Walter, Director 
VCU Police Honor G uard 
VCU Commencement Brass 
Victoria Nochisaki Kinney, Soloist 
Gail Hackett , Provost and 
Vice Pres ident for Academic Affairs 
Sen. Mark R. Warner 
Michael Rao, President 
F Douglas Boudinot, Dean 
Hood ing by Dean F Douglas Boudinot 
and Faculty Adviser 
F Douglas Boudinot , Dean 
Cecil B. Drain, Dean 
Jerome F Strauss III , Dean 
Barry L. Falk, Dean 
A lison Baski, Interim Dean 
Cecil B. Drain, Dean 
Joseph H. Seipel, Dean 
Ed Grier, Dean 
Leila Christenbury, Interim Dean 
Barbara D. Boyan, Dean 
N iraj Verma, Dean 
Jean G iddens, Dean 
James E. Hinterlong, Dean 
W. Gardner Campbell , Dean 
Leonard A. Smock, Interim Vice Provost 
James E. Williams, 
VCU Alumni President 
VCU Commencement Brass 
To sh.are JJhotos or memories from Commencement, use #VCU20 15. 
• The audience wi ll stand for the national anthem. **Graduates will remain in place unti l the President's party exits the arena. 
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Commencement Speaker 
Sen. Mark Warner 
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Sen. Mark Warner was elected to the U.S. Senate in November 
2008 and re-elected to a second term in November 2014. He serves 
on the Senate Finance, Banking, Budget and Intelligence commit-
tees. During his time in the Senate, Warner has established himself as 
a bipartisan leader who has worked with Republicans and Democrats 
alike to cut red tape, increase government performance and account-
ability, and promote private sector innovation and job creation. 
Warner has been recognized as a national leader in fighting for our 
military men, women and veterans, and in working to find bipartisan, 
balanced solutions to address our country's debt and deficit. 
From 2002 to 2006, Warner served as governor of Virginia. When 
he left office, Virginia was ranked the best state for business, 
the best managed state and the best state in which to receive a 
public education. 
The first in his family to graduate from college, Warner spent 20 
years as a successful technology and business leader in Virginia before 
entering public office. An early investor in the cellular telephone 
business, he co-founded the company that became Nextel and 
invested in hundreds of start-up technology companies that created 
tens of thousands of jobs. 
Warner, his wife, Lisa Collis, and their three daughters live in 
Alexandria, Virginia. 
Edward A. Wayne Medal 
The Edward A. Wayne Medal 
was established in 1971 to honor 
individuals who have made 
outstanding contributions or 
provided exemplary se rvices 
to Virginia Commonwealth 
University. Presented by the 
president at Commencement, 
the medal is named in honor 
of Edward A. Wayne, who was 
chair of the commissio n that 
led to the establishment of VCU 
in 1968 by the Virginia General 
Assembly. Mr. Wayne served as 
the university's first vice rector. 
William L. "Bill" Murray, Ph.D., 
is managing director of public pol-
icy for Dominion. He previously 
served as legislative director fo r 
Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine and as 
deputy director of policy for Gov. 
Mark Warner. Prior to working 
in the Governor's Office, Murray 
was vice president for policy at the 
Virginia Hospital Association and a 
senior staff member fo r the Virginia 
General Assembly. 
Jean Hovey, a self-employed con-
sultant, conducts evaluation and 
policy research and analys is. In 
addition, she works as a volunteer 
mental health advocate. Hovey 
previously served as managing edi-
tor of an academic journal, as a 
2015 Recipients 
William L. "Bill" Murray, 
Ph.D., and.Jean Hovey 
trainer with National 4-H Council and as a policy analyst with the 
Virginia Department of Medical Assistance Services. 
Murray has a bachelor's degree from the University of Virginia 
and a Ph.D. in public policy from Virginia Tech. He is an adj unct 
professor of health policy at the Virginia Commonwealth University 
School of Medicine and is ac tive in health policy consulting. He 
serves on the boards of the State Council of Higher Education, the 
Virginia Chamber of Commerce, the Virginia Oral Health Coalition, 
the Richmond Behavioral Health Authority Foundation and the 
Virginia Center for Health Innovation. 
Hovey has a master's degree in public administration from Montana 
State University and a B.A. in philosophy from the University of 
Wisconsin. She also has a certificate of advanced graduate study from 
the Center for Public Administrat ion and Policy at Virginia Tech. 
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Presidential Medallion 
The Presidential Medallion 
was established in 1984 by the 
Virginia Commonwea lth University 
Board of Visito rs to honor the 
outstanding contributions of 
members of the uni ve rsity 
community. Presented by the 
president at Commenc ement, 
the award recognizes these 
individuals for extraordinary 
achievement in learning 
and commitment to the 
mission of VCU. 
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Sheldon M. Retchin, M.D. , 
M.S.P.H., is one of the nation's 
most prominent academic medical 
center leaders. He served as senior 
vice president fo r health sciences 
at Virginia Common wealth 
University and chief executive 
officer of VCU Health System from 
2003 to 20 15. During Retchin's ten-
ure, he assembled a remarkable team 
of executives and deans who helped 
him transform the VCU Medical 
Center from a regional hospital to 
national pre-eminence. His stra te-
gic initiative fo r the medical school, 
approved by the VCU Board of 
Visitors in 2005, led to an unprec-
edented 10-year growth in research 
2015 Recipient 
Sheldon M. Retchin , 
M.D., M.S.P.H. 
funding and rankings. The schools of Pharmacy, Dentistry, Nursing 
and Allied Health Professions also achieved high national rankings 
under his leadership. A central component of his strategic plan was 
the modernization and expansion of the medical center, including 
Massey Cancer Center's Goodwin Research Laboratory (2006) , 
Cabaniss Hall (nursing, 2007) , the C ritical Care Hospital (2008), 
the Molecular Medicine Research Building (medicine, 2009) , the W. 
Baxter Perkinson Jr. Building (dentistry, 2009) and the James W. and 
Frances G . McGlothlin Medical Education Center (medicine, 2013) . 
Further, he led the effort to build VCU's new C hildren's Pavilion, due 
to open in March 20 16. 
Retchin is a recognized expert in health policy, with approximately 
100 publications on the costs and quality of health care. He also is 
one of the nation's leading advocates for care of the underserved. 
He was recently appointed by the U.S. Comptroller General as one 
of 17 members to the Medicaid and C HIP Payment and Access 
Commission that advises Congress on health policy. In late 2014, 
Retch in was selected as executive vice president of health sciences at 
The Ohio State University and C EO of the Wexner Medical Center, 
one of the nation's largest and most prominent academic health 
centers. He and his wife, Tracy (fo rmerly the deputy counsel for 
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Scott F. Sherman 
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Angie Flack 
School of the Arts 
Patricia A. Brown 
E. Gaynell Sherrod 
School of Business 
Fengchun Tang 
Frank A. Bosco 
School of Education 
Jose G. Alcaine 
School of Engineering 
Erdem Topsakal 
L. Douglas Wilder School of 
Government and Public Affairs 
Sarah J. Brubaker 
School of Medicine 
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School of Nursing 
Susan L. Lipp 
School of Social Work 
Ananda Newmark 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Humberto E. Fabela 
Mark J. Schaefermeyer 
University College 
Shelli B. Fowler 
VCU Life Sciences 
Herschell S. Emery 
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Commencement Coordinators 
Elaine S. Abernethy 
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University Marketi ng 
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VCU Police 
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Facilities Management 
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Arianne D. Dowdell 
Commencement Chair 
Corey W. Boone 
Commencement Co-chair 




Nicole K. Madden 
University Marketing 
Richard C. McNeil 
Media Support Services 
David C. Morefield 
Media Support Services 
Harry Pacheco 
Barnes and Noble@ VCU 
Jay Phinizy 
Business Services 
Michael R. Porter 
University Public Affairs 
LaToya M. Robinson 
Records and Reg istration 
Angela Skubon 
Barnes and Noble @ VCU 
Jason A. Smith 
University Marketing 
Jamie M. Stillman 
Provost's Office 
Hannah K. Sutherland 
University Marketing 
Chris A. Taranto 
Media Support Services 
Ross A. Walter 
Department of Music 
Daniel F. Woodward 
University Relations 
Academic Costume 
The academic costume worn at American 
college exercises derives from the Middle Ages. 
The oldest universities of northern Europe, such 
as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools, 
and both faculty and students were regarded in 
the Middle Ages as a part of the clergy. They wore 
clerical habits, largely borrowed from the monas-
tic dress of that day, not just on special occasions 
but as their regular attire. 
The head covering of the academic costume 
developed from the skull cap worn by the clergy 
in cold weather to protect the tonsured head. In 
the universities, the skull cap acquired a point on 
top, which evolved into a tasse l. The bonnet with 
tassel is still worn by degree holders of European 
universities. In A merica, it has been replaced 
by the fa miliar mortar board , which st ill reta ins 
the medieval tasse l. 
The hood (the medieval caputium) was 
originally a covering worn over the head in bad 
weather, otherwise dropped on the shoulders as 
the monk's cowl. At first it was worn by faculty 
and students alike, but in the early 16th century 
it was restricted to graduates, thus becoming the 
mark of a degree holder. Today, each college has its 
distinctive hood lining by which its graduates may be 
recognized in academic processions. Graduates from 
Virginia Commonwealth University may wear a 
hood showing a black chevron on gold background. 
The gown comes from the medieval robe and 
seems to have been borrowed from the habit of 
the Benedictine monks. In the Middle Ages, 
undergraduates, bachelors and masters could be 
distinguished by the simplicity or intricacy of their 
gowns. The doctor's gown was often furred , which 
survives today in the ornamentation found on 
the doctoral gown. Usually the gown is black, but 
some colleges have gowns of different colors. 
The wide ve lvet borders extending down the 
front of the doctoral gown, the ve lvet bars on the 
sleeves, and the borders of most hoods are colored 
according to the scholarly field of the wearer. 




Education Light Blue 
Engineering Orange 
Fine Arts. Architecture Brown 
Government and 
Publ ic Administration Peacock Blue 
Laws Purple 




Pharmacy Ol ive Green 
Philosophy Dark Blue 
Physica l Education Sage Green 
Physical Therapy Teal 
Public Health Sa lmon 
Science Golden Yellow 
Soc ial Service Citron 
Theology Scarlet 
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Virginia Commonwealth University is an equal opportunity. affi rmative action university providing access to education and employment 
without regard to age. race. color. national origin. gender. religion. sexual orientation. veteran's status. political affil iati on or disability. 
Virginia Commonwealth University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Schools to award baccalaureate. master's, doctoral and first professional degrees. 
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Recipients of Degrees 
BccwtSe uf rigid time rcquiremenr.1, this l!rop,,-am muse Ix prinred h,j;ire rhe fine,/ /i.,t uf degree 
candidates and final ,gmd1w rion lwnor swnis for 1mclcrgmdiwrc m icbHs cw1 be de1cnnincd. 
The nclusion of the name of c1 swclent is nor to be wl<en as indication of of./icial s1Lm1., m 
a nongmduate, nor is the i11cl11sion of ci name o( a swdcnt ro be ru l,cn m cerrifirntion o( 
official swt11s as a graduate. O nly 1mdcr,gmd1wrc scudcn rs arc cli1;ihle for honors ,bi,g1wtio11.,. 
These cbi,g1wtions do nor a/)/Jly w the degTces rccdt•ccl hv wcidw1te .1 ri1c/ent.1. 
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College of Humanities and Sciences 
Baccalaureate Cert ificate 
Candidme., /n-esenrccl h,, 
/nrcrim Oew1 Alison A Bashi 
Atrash, Sameer Anwar" 
Product Innovation 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Feuer, Rachael M." 
Spanish-Engl ish Translation 
and Interpretation 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Morris, Shanice Victoria" 
Product Innovation 
Dumfries, Virginia 




Bachelor of Arts 
Cmu/ida ces />resented h,, 
/mcnm Deem A lison A Bml<i 






Adaweh, Hafsa A," 
Political Science 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Alayssami, Rula Mazin 
International Studies 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Alchalaby, Namaa Adeeb** 
Political Science, Economics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Almehairbi, Haua Sail** 
Political Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alwajaan, Raed Mohammed" 
Political Science 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Alwazir, Dhefaf Zaid 
Political Science 
Vienna, Virginia 
Amo, Miracle Fobi 
Political Science 
Woodbndge, Virginia 
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Anderson, Benjamin Tyler Brennan, Brian T,* Chesley, Maya A,***0 
History Political Science Foreign Language 
North Chesterfield, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Chesapeake, Virginia 
Aparicio, Josselyn" Britt, Victoria Grace Collins, Keenen Andre" 
Political Science Philosophy English 
Lorton, Virginia Chester. Virginia Queens, New York 
April, Lindsay*** Brown, Charles Clayton" Combs, Leslie A,* 
Political Science Political Science English 
Richmond, Virginia Stafford, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Arif, Adnan Malik" Brown, Patrice Diana" Cooper, Jack Dillard Ill 
Pol itical Science International Studies Political Science 
Alexandria, Virg111ia Suffolk, Virginia Roanoke, Virginia 
Bair, Briana Rose" Burnham, Robert Matthew" Corey, Catherine Shaw 
Political Science Pol itical Science English 
Virginia Beach, Virginia Henrico, Virginia Richmond, V1rginia 
Baker, Brittany Amanda Butler. Nicole Lea" Cornfield, Sean Marshall 
Foreign Language Pol itical Science History 
Hennco, Virginia Richmond, Virginia North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Bazemore, Kendall L Campbell, Alison Elizabeth Coward, Genai Rashanda" 
International Studies History Foreign Language 
Hampton, Virginia Fredericksburg, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Bennett, Mckeane E, Campbell, Christian Kenneth* Craft, Brittany Laurielle 
English History Political Science 
Richmond, Virginia Great Falls, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Borkey, John Franklin" Cappiello, Kelsey Nicole Creer, Farrah J, 
History English African American Studies 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Hennco, Virginia 
Bougouneau, BriAnna Nicole* Cardona, Eric Eduardo Cunningham, Elise Taylor* 
Political Science Political Science Religious Studies 
Chesapeake, Virginia Manassas, Virginia Reston, Virginia 
Bova, Stewart Carl Carline, Kyle Stuart" Cutright, Joseph C," 
History English Political Science 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Boyd, Jordan David Carmody, Claire" Damon, Michael Everett 
History Foreign Language English 
Chesterfield, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia East Amherst, New York 
Braga, Jeffrey James* Carter, Justin D, Davis, Lauren Inez 
Phi losophy International Studies History 
Woodbndge, Virginia Middleburg, Florida Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Brannock, William Bettencourt Cataldo, Steven John" Derge, Frances Marie 
History Political Science English 
Crozet, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia Montgomery ViJlage, Maryland 
Braunstein, Joshua Abram" Catterton, Ashley M, Dennody, Meagan B, 
English History Engl ish 
Centreville, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Breedin, Madeline Talbot Chaghtai, Ouasim M," DeWitt. Dylan James**" 
Religious Studies English Pol itical Science 
Fredencksburg, Virginia Leesburg, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia 
• Cum Laude .. Magna Cum Laude .. • Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 2015 
Diaz, Christian Reynaldo Fields, Brianna Danielle" 
Political Science Gender. Sexuality and 
Richmond. Virginia Women's Studies 
Do, Truong Duy** Woodstock. Virginia 
English Francis, Joseph 
Henrico. Virginia History 
Dorcy, Griffin Oxford Chester. Virginia 
History Fuller, Christopher Henry 
Williamsburg, Virginia Political Science 
Dors, Michael Joseph Richmond. Virginia 
History Garayar, Ariel Luisa" 
Mechanicsville. V1rg1n1a Political Science 
DuRousseau, Matthew Shane* McLean. Virginia 
Political Science Garrett, Justin Charles 
Purcellville. Virginia Political Science 
Duty, Matthew Allen Ashburn. Virginia 
Political Science Gascey, Jasmine L. 
Midlothian. Virginia English 
Dyke, Rachel Alexandra** Chester. Virginia 
English Gaskins, Ouiamony Y. 
Richmond. Virginia International Studies 
Edlow, Rebecca Erin Norfolk. Virginia 
Philosophy Gasparotto, Mateo Alejandro 
Virginia Beach. Virginia Politica l Science 
Edmonds, Crystal Nicole Richmond. Virginia 
African American Studies Gill, Alexandra Brooke*" 
Norfolk. Virginia Political Science 
Edmonds, Curtis Kelton" Henry, Virginia 
Pol itical Science Glover, Alana R. 
Portsmouth. Virginia African American Studies 
Edwards, Brittany Lynn Suffolk. Virginia 
History Gray, Andrew Stewart 
Henrico. Virginia History 
Endres, Cody S. Alexandria. Virginia 
English Green, Olivia Anne 
Richmond. Virginia English 
Eppes, Danielle Elisia" Arlington. Virginia 
Foreign Language Greene, Lesley 
Sutherland. Virginia Political Science 
Faxio, Lyndi C. Richmond. Virginia 
English Hackworth, Christopher Steven 
Doha. Oatar Pol itical Science 
Ferster, Michael Charles Richmond. Virginia 
International Studies Hanchin, Grayson Scott" 
Middleburg, Virginia International Studies 
Field, Keenan Nathaniel Richmond. Virginia 
Religious Studies. History Haque, Sabir 
Ashland. Virginia History 
Stafford. Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 






Harper, LaMorris Jr." 
Poli tical Science 
Stafford. Virginia 
Hart, Andrew Thomas 





Hewitt, Timothy Chad* 
History 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Hill, Sherrick Sylvester 
African American Studies. History 
Hampton. Virginia 
Hoffer, Hans B." 
History 
Richmond. Virginia 
Holmes, Jasmine M. 
History 
Berryville. Virginia 
Holston, Ashley Ciera" 
English 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hopkins, Thomas Spencer" 
Political Science 
Middleburg. Virginia 
Horn, Phillip M. 
Political Science 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Horne, Gabrielle Cierra 
International Studi es. African 
American Studies 
Newport News. Virginia 
Huffman, Miles Gray 
English 
Vienna. Virginia 
Hugee, Maya Ann" 
English 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Hunt. Skyla T. 
English 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Hurt, William Douglas 
History. Political Science 
Williamsburg. Virginia 
Hylton, Amitie Paige*" 
Engl ish and History 
Danville. V1rg1nia 
Ingram, Erica Geovanni 
English 
Moseley, Virginia 
Jamerson, George Tower Jr." 
History 
Richmond. Virg1n1a 
James, Azalea LaFern Brooks 
Political Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Jaynes, Sarah Anna 
English 
Hampton. Virginia 
Jiles, Thadius Lee 
History 
Norfolk. Virgima 
Johnson, Arielle Lena 
Gender. Sexuality and 
Women's Studies 
Sterling. Virginia 
Johnson, Cipreanna Dannel! 
Political Science. African 
American Studies 
Chester. Virginia 
Johnson, Lauren E. 
History 
Clifton. Virginia 
Johnson, Matthew Daniel" 
Political Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Jonnala, Chandrahas R. 
Political Science 
Gainesville. Virginia 
Keefe, Katelyn Channing 
English 
Hampton. V1rg1nia 
Ketron, Seth D. 
Engl ish 
Leesburg. Virginia 
Klug, Vincent Thomas 
English 
Midlothian. Virginia 
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Koch, Corey Morgan** 
History 
Chesapeake. Virginia 
Kress, William John" 
Political Science, Criminal Justice 
Wayne. New Jersey 
Kronsberg, Ashley Karin 
English 
Williamsburg, V1rg111ia 




Lawson, Ayanna Armena 
Political Science 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Layell, Kari Anne" 
History 
Richmond, Virginia 
Le, Jenny Ho 
English 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Lee, Alexander Kiho 
Political Science 
Spr111gfield, V1rg1nia 
Lee, Patrick Arron" 
International Studies 
Arlington, Virginia 
Lewis, Shannon Elizabeth 
Engl ish 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Lilly, Aaron Michael** 
History 
Richmond Virginia 
Lopez, Leonardo Jr.** 
Political Science 
Henrico. Virginia 
Lusso, Camila Sampaio Goes 
Foreign Language 
Chesterfield. Virgin ia 
Lynwood, Jhaminique D. 








Maphis, Marcus D." 
Pol itical Science 
Ashland. Virginia 
Marriner, Robin P. 
History 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Marshall, Adam James John 
Political Science 
Richmond Virginia 
Maultsby, Nathaniel Andrew 
English 
Danville. Virginia 
Maurno, Abigail Sarah 
History 
Suffolk, Virginia 
May, Benjamin Winters 
Philosophy 
Fredencksburg, Virg1n1a 
Mayo, Marquita Kiara 
International Studies 
Richmond, Virginia 
McClenny, Erin-Gray Toneice 
African American Studies 
Richmond, Virginia 
Mccrary, Ashley Bianca" 
History 
Richmond Virginia 
McDaniel, Christopher Alan 
English 
Danville, Virginia 
McEligot, Colin M. 
English 
Richmond Virginia 
McKenney, Kelly Marie*" 
History 
Richmond Virgima 
Mclane, Jatain LeVeil 
History 
Richmond Virginia 
McReynolds, Pearl Taylor 
English 
Virginia Beach, V1rgima 




Meyer, David Kerr 
History 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Miller, Drew Ward Obono Nze, Eulalia Salome 
Religious Studies Pol itical Science 
Herndon, Virginia Richmond Virginia 
Miller, Jack J. Odom, William A. 
Political Science History 
Richmond, Virginia Charlottesville, V1rginia 
Monroe, David Michael" O'Hallahan, Ryan Charles" 
Philosophy History 
Spnngfield Virginia Chester, Virginia 
Moore, Seth Wayne* Okeowo, Ayodele 0. Ill" 
History Politica l Science 
Sandston, Virginia Dumfries, Virginia 
Moore, Wyatt Dubose Oliver, Heather Lynne 
Political Science Gender. Sexuality and 
Richmond, Virginia Women's Studies 
Moran, Hendrik Francis Newtown, Virginia 
Haze loop" Olivera, Katherine" 
English International Studies 
McLean, Virginia Springfield, Virginia 
Morris, David Anthony Omland, Christiana Elizabeth 
History Internationa l Studies 
Richmond, Virginia South Riding, Virginia 
Morris, Kenneth A. Jr. Ortiz, Eva Carly-Sophia* 
English Religious Studies 
Mechanicsville, Virginia Ruther Glen, Virginia 
Morrison, James T. Jr." Ortiz, Marisa Rosalia 
History International Studies 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Mukadam, Mashalla A. Osman, Hamza N.K." 
Engl ish Political Science 
Richmond, Virginia Fairfax County, Virginia 
Myers, Hayden Stuart" Owermohle, Gabrielle Anna" 
History Political Science 
Richmond, Virgima Montclair, Virginia 
Nelson, Jonathan Luke* Paisley, Matthew David* 
Foreign Language History 
Henrico, Virginia Hennco, Virginia 
Nicholas, Octavia Danielle" Peiia, Nan Aleyla* 
English English 
Crozet, Virginia Chesapeake, Virgima 
Ninh, Eric Perry, Ashley Elizabeth*** 
History History 
McLean, Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Nowaczyk, Patrick Francis Perry, London Adoria** 
History Foreign Language 
Midlothian. Virgima Hampton, Virginia 
Obiajunwa, Prince Promise" Perry, Samuel Stephen 
History History 
Chantilly, Virginia Church Road, V1rgima 
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Pinkham, Dillon Ernest Reyes Rodriguez, Diego Roman Sancho-Bonet, Victoria K.* Sofrata, Amany Mohammed El 
International Studies, Political Science Political Science Said** 
Foreign Language Ashburn. Virginia Clifton. Virginia Political Science 
Chesapeake. Virginia Rhoads, Daniel E.** Schneider, Elizabeth L. Glen Allen. Virgima 
Pinto, Dennis Milton Politica l Science English Soum, Kosalboth* 
International Studies Richmond. Virginia Centreville. V1rg111ia Religious Studies 
Richmond. Virginia Rigsby, Brandon Tanner11 Schrage, Lucas Pastro11 Newport News. Virginia 
Piskator, Nathan Conrad History Political Science Sprinkle, Kristin Hope 
Engl ish Richmond. Virginia Bristow. Virginia History 
Richmond. Virg1rua Riley, Janice Irene Schroeder, Jacob August Midlothian, Virginia 
Pitts, Jamie l.** Religious Studies Leighton Squires, Marcus Omar11 
International Studies. History Fredericksburg. Virginia Political Science Political Science 
Ashburn. Virginia Rivera, Wendy Lynn Richmond, Virginia Gloucester, Virginia 
Platte, Robin Elaine11 History Schumacher, Elmer F. Ill Stallings, Aaron R. 
Politica l Science and Rel igious Studies Virginia Beach. Virgima Relig ious Studies History 
Vienna. Virginia Rodrigues, Caroline Ann North Chesterfield. Virgima Petersburg, Virginia 
Pollard, Terrell A. Engl ish Schutz, Lindsay11 Stanfield, Emily Elizabeth 
Political Science Annandale. Virginia Political Science Religious Studies 
Richmond. Virginia Rodriguez, Divanny Maria** Fairfax. Virginia Williamsburg, Virginia 
Potes, Daniel* Foreign Language Seaborne, Gregory lan11 Stankewicz, John Alan* 
Religious Studies Richmond. Virginia Political Science International Studies 
Leesburg, Virginia Rodriguez, Luis Fernando Ayala Williamsburg, Virginia Orange. Virginia 
Price, Kendra Christine* History Seabourne, Laura Ann*** Stearman, Patrick Joseph11 
African American Studies Aylett. Virgima English Religious Studies 
Brooklyn, New York Rogan, Amanda Kelsey Glen Allen, Virgima Arlington. Virginia 
Purvis, Tiffany Marie11 Engl ish Shepherd, Susannah Kelley*11 Stewart, William Lawrence* 
Political Science Midlothian, Virg111ia English Pol itical Science 
Alexandria. Virginia Roman, Alexandra Maria Richmond, Virgima Hopewell, Virginia 
Rajan, Jay Chandra History Shulterbrandt, Zshakira Ye'ana11 Stone, Lee Warner*** 
Political Science Pembroke Pines. Florida African American Studies Philosophy 
McLean. Virginia Romeo, Tchakalla Anthony11 Chesapeake. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Ramos, Robert Jesus English Shumate, Elizabeth Cary* Sukol, David Wilson* 
History Fairfax, Virginia English Political Science 
North Chesterfield, Virginia Russell, James Craig Richmond. Virginia 
Springfield, Virgima 
Randolph, Steffon B. 1111 Political Science Shurland, Kalie Sullivan, Christopher Easton 
Political Science Fredericksburg, Virginia Foreign Language. International Studies 
Richmond. Virgima Safi, Nigarr International Studies 
Montpelier, Virg111ia 
Reed, Caelon N.11 Pol itica l Science North Chesterfield. Virgima Surmaj, Evan Tyler 
African American Stud ies Woodbridge, Virginia Sinanian, Lena M.* Foreign Language 
Newport News. V1rg1nia Saleem, Britney11 Pol itical Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Reichley, Amelia Claire***11 Political Science Mechanicsville. Virginia Taylor, Jalysa Mishay11 
Engl ish Miami: Florida Slade, Laura Elizabeth11 History 
Manassas. Virginia Salinas, Renee Nicole Angel English Rockville. Virginia 
Resing, Henry Lawton Pol itical Science Spotsylvania. Virgima Taylor. Michelle Renee11 
History Mechanicsville. Virginia Snead, Allison M.*11 Foreign Language 
Arlington. Virginia Samples, Megan Christina Religious Studies 
Detroit, Michigan 
Reuse, Ashley Lynn* International Studies Martinsville. Virgima Taylor, Talysa Nashay 
Political Science Dumfries. Virginia Snead, Rachel Harriet** Gender, Sexuality and 
Woodbridge, Virginia International Studies Women's Studies 
Ashland. Virginia Rockville. Virginia 
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Thomas, Christopher David11 Weaver, Sharisse N. 
History African American Studies 
Richmond Virginia South Boston. Virginia 
Tillman. Tyler J. Webb, Jasmine Nichole 
Pol itical Science African American Studies 
Richmond Virginia Hagerstown. Maryland 
Tisdale, Marcus R.11 Welch, Abigail Marie** 
History Gender, Sexuality and 
Herndon, Virginia Women's Studies 
Tracy, Patrick F. Alexandria. Virginia 
Pol itical Science Whitaker, Princess Lashawnda 
Richmond, Virginia Political Science 
Turvey, Victoria E. Hennco. Virginia 
Foreign Language White, La'Tifha S.11 
North Chesterfield. Virginia Religious Studies 
Tutle, William Jensen Richmond. Virginia 
History Whitehurst, Ashley S. 
Roanoke. Virginia Political Science 
Tuttle, Carolyn Jane** Colonial Heights. Virginia 
History Williams, Roneesha B.11 
Richmond Virginia Political Science 
Urrutia, Berenice C. Chesapeake. Virginia 
Political Science Wood, Shannon Nancy* 
Arlington, Virginia Political Science 
Valencia, Stephanie J. Ald1e, Virginia 
Political Science Woolard, Taylor Nichole 
Springfield. Virginia Philosophy 
Vasquez, Vanja Mechanicsville. Virginia 
International Studies. Young, Octavia Lorene 
Religious Studies Political Science 
Palmyra, Virginia Alexandria, Virginia 
Volkhonskaia, Ekaterina Zaccari, Rachel C. 
Political Science English 
Reston, Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia 
von Schill, Enya Jean-Adele Zavelsky, Benjamin R.** 
Gender. Sexuality and English 
Women's Studies Richmond. Virginia 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Zongker, Trina Lynn 
Walker, Destiney Chardonay English 
Gender. Sexuality and Richmond. Virginia 
Women's Studies 
Brodnax. Virginia Bachelor of 
Wallace, John P. 
English 
Interd isc iplinary Studies 
Richmond Virginia ( :urnliclmc.\ /nc.,cn1d I,\' 
Waller, Matthew Phillip /rncrim /) ,·w1 Alis1Jn A /3mhi 
History Belcher, Sara Paige* 
Richmond Virginia Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Bennett, Rachel Elizabeth 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Church Road Virginia 
Charbonneau, Tyler Austin 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Newport News, Virginia 
Chong,Hannah*11 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Haymarket, Virginia 
Condrey, Catherine A.* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Waynesboro, Virginia 
Cornwell, Elizabeth Swan11 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Diaz, Julissa J. 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Ar/Jngton, Virginia 
Ellis, Katharine Bonnie Jean 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Henrico, Virginia 
Farrar, Audrina Lashay*11 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Dinwiddie, Virginia 
Fisher, LeeAnna Kay* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Powhatan. Virginia 
Friske, Charissa M.* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Woodford Virginia 
Gaunt, Morgan Tyler 




Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Midlothian, Vkginia 
Greene, Raven Danielle 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hall, Alexandra Nicole 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Hamill, Worod Kaseem 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Hopewell, Virginia 
Harmon, Charlotte Adeline* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
McLean, Virginia 
Hinski, Kathlin Amelia 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Hocutt, Shannon Leigh** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Hong, Heather Hye-Rhee11 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Centreville, Virginia 
Horne, Olivia Marie 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Hosman, Lauren Macdonald 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Manassas. Virginia 
Kelley, Rachael Lee* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Layton, Jessica Harley 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Matheny, Melissa Jayme** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Herndon, Virginia 
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Matsuura, Elise Alexandra 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Mazzuchi, Danielle C.** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Henrico, Virginia 
McCannon, Christina Danielle 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
McDonald, Kasey Nichole* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Meier, Sarah Kathryn** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Chantilly, Virginia 
Nichols, Christin N.* 
Liberal Stud ies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Sedley, Virginia 
Odyniec, Christina Layton* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Spotsylvania, Virginia 
Olmeda, Jennifer Leigh 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Chester, Virginia 
Perry, Shane J,*** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Dumfries. Virginia 
Phipps, Alexandra D." 




Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Stafford, Virginia 
Poore, Samantha M. 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Ramey, Angela Joy* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Ricker, Angela Noel* 




Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Newport News, Virginia 
Rodriguez, Divanny Maria** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rodriguez, Lauren Gonzales* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Springfield, Virginia 
Sadek, Haydi Mohamed**" 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, Virginia 
Shifflett, Morgan Elizabeth 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Moseley, Virginia 
Shim, Jaeyun Jessica*** 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
St. John, Melissa G.*" 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Swift, Trinity Noell* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Taylor, Virginia E. 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Trimble, Erin Danielle 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Waynesboro. Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Wheeler, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Herndon. Virginia 
White, Lalifha S." 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Richmond, V1rg1n1a 
Whitt, Holly Carol* 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Wright, Kayla Marlaine 
Liberal Stud ies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Wyatt, Lindsy Denise 
Liberal Studies for Early and 
Elementary Education 
Hopewell, Virginia 
Bachelor of Science 
C,mJid,11 c., />rc:,,•111c:d /"· 
/n1crilll /Jc:cm Ali,un :-\. /3,1.,U 
Abdelmasih, Diana Khalaf 
Biology 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Abdul Wahab, Manizha" 
Science 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Abdul-Aziz, Muda 
Forensic Science 
Ruther Glen, Virginia 
Abdulaziz, Ahmad 
Biology 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Abogabir, Sarah Lucille Browning 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Abriola, Nicholas Colin 
Sociology 
Vienna, Virginia 
Abu-Joudeh, Salam M.*" 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond. Virginia 
Adams, Elizabeth A. 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Adams, Emily Grace" 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 






Agarin, Frauline Cruz* 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Agnir, Gemmalyn Abutin* 
Sociology 
Virginia Beach, Virg111ia 
Aiyedogbon, Grace* 
Mass Communications 
Festac Town, Nigeria 
Akabalu, ljeoma Gloria 
Biology 
Brentwood. New York 
Akyeampong, Daniel Kofi* 
Science 
Montpelier, Virginia 
Alansari, Mohammad Mousa**" 
Biology 
Kuwait City, Kuwait 









AI-Kandari, Muaz H." 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Allen, Shameka L 
Psychology 
Henrico. Virginia 





Kuwait City, Kuwait 
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Alspach, Brandon Ray 
Biology 
Stafford. Virginia 
Alvarado, Rosario Lorena" 
Sociology 
Centreville. V1rg1nia 
Amankwah, Nana Koby 
Biology 
Manassas. Virginia 
Amaya-Mejia, Wilmer Stanley** 
Biology 
Richmond. Virg1n1a 






Ammar, Olivia Christina" 
Sociology 
Bluefield. Virginia 
Ampeh, Adrian Elikplim" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Anderson, Brandy M. 
Sociology 
Amelia Court House. Virginia 
Andia, Vanessa Vargas" 
Biology 
Arlington. Virginia 
Andors, James Perrin 
Mass Communications 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Andresen, Nikki A. 
Biology 
Courtland. Virginia 
Angulo, Angela G.** 
Psychology, Sociology 
Fairfax Station. Virginia 
Antwi, Joy Aha 
Mass Communications 
A/die. Virginia 
Aracri, Elena Victoria 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Armstrong, Ashton Victoria 
Sociology 
Coloma/ Heights. Virginia 
Arnold, Cynthia Rachel** 0 
Biology 
Petersburg. Virginia 
Arora, Irene M. 
Biology 
Fairfax. Virginia 
Arroyo, Denise Monique 
Biology 
Stafford. Virginia 
Arthur, Elizabeth Morgan 
Forensic Science 
Coloma! Heights. Virginia 
Asante, Celestina Afua Nyarkoa 
Sociology 
Dumfnes. Virginia 
Ash, Emily Susan" 
Health. Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Midlothian. Virginia 




Aslam, Muhammad Ahsan 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exerc ise Science 










Auditore, Teresa Anne** 
Psychology 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Austin, Makeda Kathleen**" 
Biology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 








North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Ayers, Corbin T." 
Mass Communications 




Azimi, Ardalan Mason 
Forensic Science 
Glen Allen. Virg1n1a 
Bagonton, Cezar Anthony 
Psychology 
Springfield. Virginia 
Baham, Hilary Erin" 
Psychology 
Woodbridge. Virginia 
Baig, Anosha Amir 
Science and Psychology 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Bailey, Carter Lauren 
Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Bailey, Courtney D. 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Bailey, Zachary Owen 
Psychology 
Beaverdam. Virginia 
Baiza, Jessica Lynette 
Mass Communications 
Hampton. Virginia 
Bak, Solomon Hyun Ku" 
Chemistry 
Toano. Virginia 
Baker, Kierra Renee' 
Mathematical Sciences 
Upper Marlboro. Maryland 
Baker, Lauren Leigh 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Baker, Lorisa Alexandra 
Biology 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Baldwin, Carter Winningham 
Sociology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Balistreri, Bruce Garrick 
Economics 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Ballance, Brooke Nichole 
Psychology 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Banks, Ashley C. 
Mass Communications 
Reston. Virginia 
Banzon, Julien Pierce 
Biology, Science 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Barham, Samantha Nicole" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Chester. Virginia 
Barillas, Sabrina De Jesus 
Psychology 
Fairfax. Virginia 




Barnes, Michael Durrell 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Barot, Manav Harshad" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Bartee, Andrew Gage 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Chester. Virginia 
Barton, Brianna Lee 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Basil, Reem M.*" 
Psychology 
Centreville. Virginia 
Bassett, Eboni Briana 
Chemistry 
Richmond. Virginia 
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Becker, Courtney Haven 
Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Beech, Michael D. 
Health, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Bellflower, Victoria Augusta 
Anthropology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Bengel, Justin Lawrence** 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Benitez, Erica Vamilex 
Psychology, Sociology 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Bennett, Briana M." 
Sociology 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Benton, Brittany A. 
Sociology 
Dumfries, Virginia 
Beres, John Patrick 
Economics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Berrios, Erika Elizabeth" 
Psychology 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Berry, Haleigh Ann 
Psychology 
Spotsylvania, Virginia 
Bessett, Jillian Michelle" 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Betkowsik, Marissa Renee 
Psychology 
Suffolk, Virginia 
Bhogal, Amanpreet Kaur" 
Psychology 
Manassas. Virginia 
Bhutta, Navroop Singh* 
Biology 




Biira, Bonita B. 
Mathematical Sciences 
Malden. Massachusetts 
Birkenmeyer, Seth M. 
Mass Communications 
Williamsburg. Virginia 
Bissell, Rebecca Lynn" 
Physics 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Blocker, Anthony Michael* 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Culpeper. Virginia 
Blount. Crystal Nicole" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Bodnovich. Heather Leigh 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Bonner, Stefani J." 
Science 
Petersburg. Virginia 
Booth, Lora Nicole 
Science 
Doha, Qatar 
Borgatti, Robert Anthony" 
Psychology 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Bounvichit, Lealea Lan" 
Economics 
Richmond. Virginia 
Bowe, Vincent Van 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Hampton. Virginia 
Bowman, Rebecca Anne**" 
Anthropology 
Centreville, Virginia 
Boyd, Megan Alexandra 
Mass Communications 
Montpelier, Virginia 
Bradshaw. Crystal M.11 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Briglia, Lacey Maria Danielle**11 
Psychology 
Hopewell, Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Bristow. Ashley Elizabeth 
Economics 
Sandston. Virgima 
Brito, Lizbeth Regina 11 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Britt, Darrell Thomas Jr. 
Science 
South Chesterfield, Virginia 
Brocklehurst, Cameron M." 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond, Virginia 
Brockwell, Courtney A.** 
Mass Communications 
North Prince George, Virgima 
Brooks. Breonne Shana11 
Psychology 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Brooks, Morgan Lynn 11 
Psychology 
Goochland, Virginia 
Brown, Charlotte Austen" 
Anthropology 
Annandale, Virginia 
Brown, Dabreona Gwendolyn 
Psychology 
Hennco. Virginia 
Brown, Erin D.* 
Mass Communications 
Dinwiddie, Virginia 
Brown, Joshua James" 
Psychology 
Stafford, Virginia 
Brown, Loren Ashley** 
Mathematical Sciences 
Chester, Virginia 
Brown, Michelle D." 
Psychology 
Chesterfield, Virginia 






Brust, Johnetta Lynn 
Biology 
Rockville. Virginia 
Buenrostro, Juan David 
Biology 
North Dinwiddie. Virginia 
Burkard, Alexander Aladino* 
Biology 
Stuarts Draft, Virginia 
Burroughs, Brianna Kay 
Mass Communications 
Star Tannery, Virginia 
Buskey, Kory** 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Chester. Virginia 





Port Au Prince, Haiti 
Cajayon, Daniella Marie 
Mass Communications 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Campbell, Elizabeth Anne11 
Biology 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Campbell, Jake Alan 
Forensic Science 
McLean. Virginia 
Campbell, Marcus 0. 
Economics 
Centreville. Virginia 
Campbell, Samuel Clark 
Mass Communications 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Campos, Jamie Darlene* 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Alexandna. Virginia 
Canal, Christopher Gunther11 
Biology 
Reston. Virginia 
Candusso, Jenna Lauren* 
Mass Communications 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Cannon. Hope Erin11 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
King William. Virginia 
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Cantrell, Claire Colgate" 
Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia 
Cardona. Eric Eduardo 
Mass Communications 
Manassas. Virginia 
Carr, Hunter E." 
Mass Communications 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Carrico, P. Austin 
Sociology, Psychology 
Ashburn. V,rg1nia 
Carter, Ashleigh Brooke 
Biology 
Virginia Beach, Virg1n1a 
Carter, Brittany Leigh 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Carter, Rachel N. 
Forensic Science 
Aylett, Virginia 
Cary, Ashley Michelle 
Psychology 
Toano, Virginia 
Casey, Brian M. 
Mass Communications 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Caton, Brenna Lauren 
Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Celin. Rosmarie Elena 
Psychology 
Charlottesville. Virginia 





Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Chapman. Kirsten Ann-Marie 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Chappell, Kyle Joseph 
Science 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Chase, Kimberly Hainesworth" 
Sociology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Chaudhary, Namrah Naeem" 
Economics 
Leesburg, Virginia 






Chesley, Maya A.***0 
Biology 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Chisholm. Allivia Ariana 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Lynchburg, Virginia 









Cicale. Colin Scott" 
Psychology 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Cifuentes, Celia Elizabeth 
Biology, Science 
Ownton, Virginia 
Clark. Hannah Fitzpatrick" 
Psychology 
Woodbndge, Virginia 
Clingenpeel, Julia Lynn 
Science 
Suffolk, Virginia 
Cochrane, Sarah N." 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Toano, Virginia 
Collrin, Brandon L 
Forensic Science 
Church Road, Virginia 
Cohoon, Ashley Nicole" 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Coles, Aleisha LaShea 
Biology 
Richmond. Vkginia 
Coles. Ryan M." 
Hea lth, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
New Kent, Virginia 
Colocho. Amanda Isabel 
Mass Communications 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Colon, Janielle M. 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Annandale. Virginia 
Connelly, Gabrielle Francoise" 
Psychology 
Vienna. Virginia 
Cornelious. Tony Jr." 
Psychology 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Corrigan, Kimberly Ann" 
Psychology 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Corry, Nathalie Stajka 
Mass Communications 
Nokesville, Virginia 
Corum. Margaret L **" 
Psychology 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Cote, Natasha Lynn* 
Anthropology 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Coumes, Erin Elizabeth 
Psychology 
Chester. Virginia 
Crabtree. Kenneth Evan 
Psychology 
Chester. Virginia 
Craft, Madison Alexandria 
Psychology 
Dublin, Virginia 
Crawford, Carrie Lynn" 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Creary, Darren Patrick 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Crittenden, Cate Carter" 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Crow, Lauren E.*** 
Mathematical Sciences 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Culton, Sarah Elizabeth 
Science 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Cummings, lsha Lynette" 
Science 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Cunningham, Caroline R.* 
Psychology 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Curley, Kam-Mira J, 
Forensic Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Curnow. Kaitlyn Mackenzie 
Mass Communications 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Curtin, Margaret Rose 
Sociology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Dahlquist, Lindsey Sim*** 0 
Biology 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Daniels, Alyssa Jean* 
Forensic Science 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Danish. Zaka Mohiyuddin 
Economics 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Dannoul, Carla M.* 
Psychology 







Davenport. Sera Hartman***" 
Psychology 
Charlottesville, Virgima 
Davenport. Stephanie Denise" 
Economics 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
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Davis, Caitlin J.* 
Mass Communications 
Warrenton. Virginia 
Davis, Cheryl Shinee'" 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Davis, Colby Garcia 
Sociology, Psychology 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Davis, Heather Danielle 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Davis, Holly Marie 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Davis, Jazmine Kionna 
Biology 
Windsor Mill. Maryland 
Davis, Justin Keith 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Newport News. Virginia 
Davis, Kristen V. 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Davis, LaOuisha Mona 
Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Davis, Mioshe' LaKeda11 
Psychology 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Dayhoff, Erin Marion 
Mass Communications 
Fairfax. Virginia 




Deales, Benjamin Dana 
Mass Communications 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Decker, Elizabeth Caitlin" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
DeHaven, Halley Marie" 
Psychology 
Winchester, Virginia 
Delaney, Nellie Chambers 
Psychology 
Rockville. Virginia 
Delvalle, Jazmin Torres 
Biology 
Sevierville. Tennessee 
Dennis, Kristin Renee 
Mass Communications 
Wytheville. Virginia 
Dennis, Michael Jay 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Dent, Alexandra Margaret 
Mass Communications 
Woodbridge. Virginia 






Deutsch, Anne L. 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Dewitt, Breona Dewitt 
Science 
Doha. Qatar 
DeWitt, Dylan James**" 
Economics 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Dietz, Gabrielle Dawn" 
Health. Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Staunton. Virg1n1a 
Dillon, John Heron" 
Mass Communications 
Charlottesville. Virgima 
Dimattia, David Raffael* 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Dinh, Hai T. 
Biology 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Dinh, Hiep The 
Economics 
Triangle. Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Dinh, James Tran" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Ruckersville. Virginia 
Dizon, Nathaniel-David ldquival 
Biology 
Lorton. Virginia 
Dodson, Sarah Lindsey 
Science 
Warrenton. Virginia 






Dove, Jasinta Alycia 
Psychology 
Doha. Qatar 
Dowling, Carlene Marie Kenney* 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Henrico. Virginia 
Draper, lyanna Marie* 
Psychology 
Henrico. Virginia 
Drent, Audrey Lynn 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Drury, Sarah M.*11 
Mass Communications 
Norfolk. Virginia 
Dunleavy, Eric W. 
Chemistry 
Manassas. Virginia 
Duron, Melissa Irene 
Psychology, Science 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 






Earhart, Laura H. 
Biology 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Eaves, Niema Diamond" 
Mass Communications 
Brooklyn, New York 
Eden, Jonathan N.11 
Biology 
Stafford. Virginia 
Edinger, Kaitlin Jane 
Mass Communications 
Chester, Virginia 
Edwards. Austin L11 
Psychology 
Portsmouth. Virginia 
Edwards, Evette G.* 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Spartanburg. South Carolina 
Edwards, Victoria Elizabeth 
Mass Communications 
Gainesville. Virginia 
Efuet-Ateh, Leonard Forjong 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Egan, Courtney Opal 
Health. Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Hennco. Virginia 
Ehsan, Aysha** 
Health. Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
South Riding. Virginia 
El-Dada, Eric Nathan 
Psychology 
New Kent. Virginia 
Elkattan, lsra' a F. ** 
Chemistry 
Richmond. Virginia 
Ellis. Lytesha Christeen" 
Anthropology 
Richmond. Virginia 






Emerick, Brittni Rochelle 
Biology 
Chester. Virginia 
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Enciso, Marissa C. Ferguson, Ian Richard Freeman, Emily Jean11 Garling, Rebecca K. 
Mathematica l Sciences Psychology Psychology Forensic Science 
Richmond. Virginia Leesburg. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Chesterfield. Virginia 
Epps, Chaz Antonio Fern, Asena Ashley11 Friberg, Alexander Luis Garnett, Allison Elizabeth 
Health. Physical Education Science Biology Science 
and Exercise Science Alexandria. Virginia Virginia Beach. Virginia Amelia Counhouse. Virginia 
Richmond. Virginia Ferrantino, Elisa M.11 Friberg, Matthew Merton Garnett, Cory D. 
Ericson, Rhianna Gillian* Sociology Physics Biology 
Biology Woodbridge. Virginia Virginia Beach. Virginia Castleton. Virginia 
Fredericksburg. Virginia Fields, Anttorria Torriana Janay Frimpong, Deborah Garrett, liffany Dominique 
Esposito, Nicholas11 Psychology Sociology Psychology 
Psychology Glen Allen. Virginia Dumfries. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Richmond. Virginia Figueroa, Karina Guadalupe Fulks, Riley L.11 Gasparotto, Mateo Alejandro 
Etheridge, Dawn M. Health, Physical Education Health. Physical Education Physics 
Mathematical Sciences and Exercise Science and Exercise Science Richmond. Virginia 
Midlothian. Virginia Chesterfield. V1rg1nia Fredericksburg. Virginia Gaul. Daniel Robert 
Everett, Jillian Michelle Fine, Kevin Asher Fultz, Matthew Gerald Health. Physical Education 
Mass Communications Economics Mass Communications and Exercise Science 
Gloucester. Virginia Richmond. Virginia New Kent. Virginia Arlington, Virginia 
Facison, Tre Rashad 11 Fisher, Justin A.* Funes Sanchez, Edwin Arcides Gauldin, Amber Megan 
Economics Health. Physical Education Health. Physical Education Anthropology 
Mechanicsville. Virginia and Exercise Science and Exercise Science South Boston. Virginia 
Fafunwa, Morinatu A. Midlothian. Virginia Woodbridge. Virginia Gelzinis, lndre Elena 
Sociology Flynn, Catlin Nicole** Futch, Jared-Lee Dean11 Psychology 
Nonh Chesterfield. Virginia Science Physics Henrico. Virginia 
Falsone, Alec Robert Chesapeake. Virginia Ogden. Utah George, Luke Alexander11 
Psychology Fontana, Samuel L 11 Fuzy, Kori Lynn**11 Psychology 
Doha. Oatar Biology Health, Physical Education Richmond. Virginia 
Fasing, Shannon Erica* Fairfax Statkm. Virginia and Exercise Science Geraghty, Brenna Meghan* 
Biology Ford, Frank James Jr.11 Prince George. Virginia Anthropology 
Bristow. Virginia Psychology Gaffney, Meghan E.11 Jetersville. Virginia 
Fathi, Malak Essam Chesterfield. Virginia Mass Communications Gerhards, Cynthia Liana**11 
Forensic Science Fore, Susan Tiffee 11 Great Falls. Virginia Health, Physical Education 
Richmond. Virginia Mass Communications Gagarin, Kristine Marie11 and Exercise Science 
Faulkner, Taryn Nicole Purcellville. Virginia Psychology Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Mass Communications Fortner, Taylor Anne11 Manassas. Virginia Gibbs, Eliza J. 
Baltimore. Maryland Psychology Gaines, Jessica A. Psychology 
Ferdous, Zannatul Mechanicsville. Virginia Science Charlottesville. Virginia 
Psychology Foss, Kathleen Debra11 Ay!ett. Virginia Gibson, Kemper Leigh 
Alexandria. Virginia Biology Galanopoulos, Georgia Sociology 
Ferguson, Breanna Ariele Nonh Chesterfield. Virginia Mathematical Sciences Richmond. Virginia 
Health. Physical Education Foster, Andrew M. Coloma! Heights. Virginia Gilbert, William Samuel***0 
and Exercise Science Anthropology Garayar, Ariel Luisa11 Mass Communications Woodbridge. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Mass Communications Natural Bridge. Virginia 
Ferguson, Brittany Dasha Fox, Avery Taylor11 Falls Church, Virginia Gill, Alexandra Brooke*11 Psychology Psychology Gardner, Jason Mass Communications Lynchburg, Virginia Williamsburg. Virginia Psychology, Economics Henry Virginia 
Hampton. Virginia 
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Gill. Katelyn Clary 
Psychology 
Henrico. Virginia 
Giovannetti, Katharine Celeste" 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Golden, Christine Marie" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Goldman, Ashley Rose*" 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Gonzalez, Eric Baltazar 
Sociology 
Alexandna. Virginia 
Gonzalez, Xavion Miguel 
Sociology 
South Riding. Virginia 
Goodman, David Jr." 
Economics 
Triangle. Virginia 






Grandison, Torez Alexander 
Forensic Science 
Luray, Virginia 
Grant, Jordan Noelle 
Psychology 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Grant, Khalil M.* 
Mass Communications 
Hampton. Virginia 
Graves, Zaire Symone*" 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Gray, Brittany Rae*" 
Science 
Newport News. Virginia 
Greaves, Samantha Brittany" 
Psychology 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Green, Wyntre Samantha 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Gregory, Andrew Warren 
Biology 
Richmond. V1rg1nia 
Grenell. Rachel Marie* 
Forensic Science 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Grier, Shaunice K. 
Forensic Science 
Newport News. Virginia 
Griffis, Rachel J. 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Guessous, Ha jar Yasmina 
Psychology 







Gurliaccio, Maria Theresa 
Mass Communications 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Gwayi-Chore, Emmanuel C. 
Biology 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Haas, Joseph Matthew 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 









Hairston, Jenell L 
Mathematical Sciences 
Hampton. Virginia 
Hall, Charlotte Rose 
Mass Communications 
Alexandna. Virginia 
Hall, Katherine A. 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Hall, Meghan Marie 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Halloway, Ashley Nicole** 
Economics 
Midlothian. Virginia 




Ham, Sydni Lorn 
Mass Communications 
Hampton. Virginia 
Hamilton, Morgan Elaine 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hamilton, Tyree J. 
Science 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Harding, Cheonte' Nicole** 
Psychology, Sociology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Harper, Amani Camille 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Portsmouth. Virginia 
Harris, Latianna Rene 
Mass Communications 
Burke. Virginia 
Harris. Robert Christopher" 
Sociology 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Hashimoto, Ashley Sachie 
Psychology. Health, Physica l 











Hawarry. Parez ldres 
Science 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Hayes, Hunter Chase*" 
Psychology 
Roanoke. Virginia 
Hays. Shannon Nicole 
Mass Communications 
Haslet. Texas 
Healy, Sarah Marie 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Heath, Daniel Scott Jr. 
Science 
Amelia Courthouse. Virginia 
Heath, Sarah Louise*" 
Biology 
Hennco. Virginia 
Heeschen, Rachael Julianna 
Psychology 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Heinz, Michelle L 
Biology 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Henry, Jackson Lewis 
Sociology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Henry, William Scott 
Chemistry 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Henshaw, Caleb Mckenzie 
Mass Communications 
Powhatan. Virginia 
Henson, Sherman Nicholas*** 
Psychology 
Louisa. Virginia 
Hernandez, Diego A.* 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hickman, ShaKeila Latoya" 
Psychology 
Florence. South Carolina 
Hicks, Elizabeth Marie" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Stephens City, Virginia 
Hicks. Sean Ricardo" 
Mass Communications 
Midfotl11an. Virginia 
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Hilton, Tyrisha R. 
Psychology 
Ashland. Virginia 
Hinnant, Lakena Marie 
Psychology 
V1rg1nia Beach. Virginia 
Hodge, Christopher William*** 
Biology 
Roseland. Virginia 
Hodge-Mills, Sherika Renee 
Sociology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hogg, Lauren Mirabelle11 
Anthropology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Holmes, Meredith Mae 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond. Virginia 
Holt, Grace Ann*11 
Psychology 
McLean. V1rg1nia 
Hoover, Nathan Alexander 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hopkins, Taylor Marie 
Mass Communications 
Troy, Virginia 
Hord, Kayla Marie*11 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exerc ise Science 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Hossain, Manisha Subha11 
Mass Communications 
Lorton. Virginia 
House, Steven Floyd 
Psychology 
Hennco. Virginia 
House, Tiffany Jennell 
Psychology 
White Plains. Virginia 
Housen, Felicia Kalene 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Springdale. Maryland 
Huey, Sarah Elizabeth 
Mass Communications 
The Woodlands. Texas 
Hultman, Fletcher Christian 
Economics 
Palmyra, Virginia 
Huntoon, Jennifer Findora 
Bowles 
Psychology 
Glen Allen. V1rg1nia 
Hussain, Mohammadali I. 
Psychology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Hussar, John Henry 
Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hutchinson, Laura M.* 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond. Virginia 
Huynh, Michelle J.11 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Spnngfield. Virginia 
lachini, Simon Vincent 
Chemistry 
Allentown. Pennsylvania 
Ibrahim, Hawi K. 
Anthropology 
Issaquah. West Virginia 
lkem, Nneka Chiedu Nkechi11 
Mass Communications 
Chester. Virginia 
Illsley. Moriah Rose** 
Psychology 
Hennco. Virginia 
Isbell, Dominique D.11 
Psychology and Science 




Ismail, Lena M. 
Biology 
Reston, Virginia 
lyebote, Filius Oyinemi* 
Biology 
Springfield. Virg1n1a 
Jackson, Briana Renell11 
Mass Communications 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Jackson, James C. 
Mass Communications 
Doha. Qatar 
Jackson, Maurice Pierre 
Psychology 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Jhurani, Chetna Suresh 
Chemistry and Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond. Virginia 
Johns, Erin Nicole11 
Biology 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Johns, Sarah Elizabeth 
Biology 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Johnson, Jasmine Shadai11 
Psychology 
North Dinwiddie, Virginia 
Johnson, Kathryn Clarkll 
Psychology 
Florence. South Carolina 
Jones, Christopher G.* 
Health. Physical Education 




Prince George, Virginia 
Jones, Ilaria Ariana11 
Mass Communications 
Portsmouth. Virginia 
Jones, Kristopher Adonis 
Health. Physical Education 




Newport News, Virgima 
Jordan, Chloe R.11 
Biology 
Washington. DC. 




Jubert, Brittney T.** 
Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach, Virg1n1a 






Jung, James Jae Yeob 
Biology 
Centreville. Virginia 



















Kayser, Micah Field 
Sociology 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Kearns, Anthony Allan11 
Psychology 
Woodbndge. Virginia 
Keck, Kevin M.11 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Keefer, Kevin John 
Psychology 
Henrico. Virginia 
Keister, Diane E.*** 
Psychology 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Kelleher, Rachel Marie 
Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
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Kelley, Brandon James 
Biology 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
Kelley, Courtney Larkin 
Mass Communications 
King William, Virginia 
Kennedy, Kandice June 
Psychology 
Doha, Qatar 
Kem, Jade Laurana" 
Biology and Science 
Amelia, Virginia 
Keyes, Evan Kristopher 
Heal th, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Newport News, Virg111ia 
Khaldi, Dima Walid" 
Health, Physical Education 








Khojayori, Farahnoz Nasrullo** 
Biology 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Kilbride, Stephanie l." 
Science 
Stafford, Virginia 









King, Ashleigh Rosie-Naomi 
Mass Communications 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Kleindienst, Chelsea L. 
Psychology 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Klindworth, Andrew Kyle" 
Biology 
Springfield, Virginia 
Knowlin, Alexis R.* 
Psychology 
Newport News, Virginia 
Kohlbrenner, Thomas Eric" 
Biology 
Falls Church, V1rg1nia 
Korsgaard, Sean CW.* 
Mass Communications 
Doswell, Virginia 
Kreidi, Ghiwa Ismail" 
Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Kreiger, Rebecca Jane 
Sociology 
Stillwater, Minnesota 
Kropp, Monica Alicia 
Mathematical Sciences 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Kruse, Emma-Lyn Keli 
Sociology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Krzeski, Sean Michael" 
Health, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 




Kuney, Ashleigh M. 
Psychology 
Bealeton, Virginia 
Kushma, Nicholas Alexander" 
Biology 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Kyle, Mallory Jordan 
Science, Psychology 
Newport News, Virginia 
Lampron, Nicholas R. 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
lanaras, Alexandra Jean 
Mass Communications 
Arlington, Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Landy, Tristan Daniel** 
Mass Communications 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Lapid, Camille Ann Ducut 
Chemistry 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 






lauretano, Veronica Rebecca 
Psychology 
Chester, Virginia 
laverdy, Sara Marie 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Burke, Virginia 
Lawson, Jessica Raye 
Psychology 
Skipwith, Virginia 
lay, Jessica Diane" 
Science 
Alexandria, Virginia 
l ay, Sokly 
Biology 
Herndon. Virginia 
le, Ha Thi 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
le, Thu Anh" 
Psychology 
Sterling, Virginia 
leach, Rhawny l arhae lhang" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Clifton Forge, Virginia 
lee, Dahae Olivia 
Chemistry, Psychology 
Annandale, Virginia 
Lee, Eurah Jessica* 
Mass Communications 
Arlington. Virginia 
lee, Jonathan H." 
Biology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
lee, leAndra Kendra**0 " 
Biology 
Newport News, Virginia 
leFante, Magen Arlene** 
Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Legette.Candace 
Health, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Syracuse. New York 
Leon, Daniel Anthony 
Biology 
Henrico, Virginia 
Leon, Matthew Esturado 
Sociology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Leonard, Matthew Thomas* 
Mass Communications 
Norton, Virginia 
Leos, Tiera Nicole 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Levin, Jacob N.* 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
levy, Hannah Sophia 
Mass Communications 
Annandale, Virginia 
levy, Michael Brian 
Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia 
Lewis, John C. Jr, 
Science 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Lewis, Meghan Elizabeth 
Psychology 
Chester, Virginia 
lewis, Natalie Nashawn 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Lickey, Hannah Britton 
Anthropology 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Lidder, Gino Gurvir 
Forensic Science 
Cranford, England 
lief, Phoebe Anne" 
Psychology 
Richmond Virgima 
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Lima Valdez, Grecia Michelle Maclin, Virginia Martin Wilson Mansisidor, Anthony Ross McClenny, Erin-Gray Toneice 
Science Science Health. Physical Education Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia Petersburg, Virginia and Exercise Science Richmond. Virginia 
Liske, Kristin Kaye*" MacPherson, Christopher R.* Richmond. Virginia McGovern, Bianca Danae 
Forensic Science Health. Physical Education Marchant, Christian B. Biology 
Richmond. Virginia and Exercise Science Mass Communications Stafford. Virginia 
Lixiati, Vina Ina Richmond. Virginia Alexandria. V1rg1nia McGowan, Stephanie Marie 
Chemistry Maier, Margo Kimberly Markley, Mary Christina Lee Science 
Henrico. Virginia Mass Communications Psychology West Point, Virginia 
Lloyd, Lauren Taylor Richmond. Virginia Goochland. Virginia McGrath, Lindsay Theresa" 
Psychology Majette, LaKeisha Cherrelle Marshall, David Thomas" Psychology 
North Chesterfield. Virginia Psychology Biology Henrico. Virginia 
Longi, Ayesha" Norfolk, Virginia Richmond. Virginia Mckay, Robin Angela*" 
Health. Physical Education Majid, Rehnuma Marstin, Lauren Brooke* Psychology 
and Exercise Science Sociology Health. Physical Education Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Queens Village, New York Herndon. V1rg1nia and Exercise Science Mckenney, Colin James* 
Luck, Will B.** Malo, Alexander M." Brookneal. Virginia Biology 
Mass Communications Sociology Martin, Kenneth Leonardo Ill Alexandria. Virginia 
Mechanicsville. Virginia Centreville. V1rg1nia Sociology McKenzie, Whitney Marie 
Ludwick, James L * Malone, Colleen Michelle" Richmond. Virginia Health, Physical Education 
Health. Physical Education Chemistry Mason, Hunter L. and Exercise Science 
and Exercise Science Richmond. Vkginia Chemistry Richmond. Virginia 
McLean. Virginia Malone, Nicolle Morgynne** Midlothian. Virg1n1a McMillian, Darrius Marcellus 
Lugo, Rebekah Marie" Sociology, Psychology Mathalon, Jordan Adam Chemistry 
Psychology North Chesterfield. Virginia Mass Communications Richmond. Virginia 
Colonial Heights. Virginia Mambingo, Rene Georges Woodbridge, Virginia McReynolds, Myriah Brittany 
Luna Hinojosa, Mariel** Economics Matheny, Haley Katherine* Forensic Science 
Psychology Woodbndge, Virginia Health, Physica l Education Fredencksburg, Virginia 
Ashburn. V1rg1nia 
Mandani, Husain and Exercise Science McVeigh, Michael James**0 " Luong, Ivy S. * Forensic Science Prince George, Virginia Biology 
Health. Physical Education Richmond. Virginia Mattacchione, Jade Marie South Riding, Virginia 
and Exercise Science 
Mani, Andree Stephanie Forensic Science McWey, Kelsey Leigh" Alexandria. Virginia 
Biology Chesapeake. Virginia Science Luong, Kenneth T. Alexandria. Virginia Mauney, Alexander Hyatt" Oak Hill. V1rg1nia Biology 
Mann, Nicholas Ward Biology Memory, Selina Linda Silva" Stafford. Virginia 
Anthropology Midlothian. Virginia Biology Luong, Kevin Nguyen" Richmond. Virginia May, Adam Blake" Fairfax. Virginia Science 
Manoppo, Rasha Faisal" Physics Merrill, Lauren Elena**" Richmond. V1rg1nia 
Psychology Forest. Virginia Anthropology Luu, Kevin Haymarket. Virginia May, Benjamin Winters Lorton. Virginia Biology 
Mansfield, Eric Hunter** Mass Communications Merritt, Jenna M. Fairfax. V1rg1nia 
Psychology Fredericksburg, Virginia Biology Lykens, Kendall Litchfield" Moseley, Virginia McCall, Jacob Glen Front Royal, Vkginia Health. Physical Education 
Mansfield, Keilani Garrido" Health. Physical Education Messner, Campbell Aaron*" and Exercise Science 
Mass Communications and Exercise Science Health, Physical Education Harpers Ferry, West Virginia 
Richmond. Virginia Chester. Virginia and Exercise Science Lynwood, Jhaminique D. McClellan, Grayson Goodloe* Richmond, Virginia Psychology Psychology Chester. Virginia Richmond. Virg1n1a 
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Millan, Janice Alexandria 
Mass Communications 
Chester. Virginia 
Miller, Brittany Briana11 
Psychology 
Goochland. Virginia 
Miller, Colby Boyd 
Mass Communications 
Rileyville. Virginia 
Miller. David J.*11 
Biology 
Northville. Michigan 
Miller, Jonathan W. 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond. Virginia 
Miller, Joseph H.11 
Mass Communications 
Charlottesville. Virginia 





Glen Allen. Virginia 
Mitchell, Tiffany Monique/\ 
Psychology 
Fairfax. Virginia 
Moeller, Christopher Ryan 
Science 
A/die. Virginia 
Mohamed, Fadumo Abdirashid 
Biology 
Springfield. Virginia 
Mohamed, Samah Galaleldin 
Chemistry 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Mohamed, Tibyan A.11 
Biology 
Reston, Virginia 
Mokerrom, Shakeer A.11 
Biology 
Chester. Virginia 
Mollineau, Tiffany Andrea 
Forensic Science 
Colonial Heights. Virginia 
Monette, Leigh Carleton 
Sociology 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Montejano, Amanda Elizabeth*11 
Biology 
Burke. Virginia 
Monticone, Megan Marie 
Mass Communications 




Moore, Jordyn L 
Mass Communications 
Fairfax. Virginia 
Moore, Mary Elizabeth 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Moran Chavez, lngris Melisa11 
Sociology 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Moran, Megan Marie 
Sociology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Morgan, Bryan Joshua 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond. V1rg1nia 
Morgan, Ryan Dale 
Sociology 
Doha. Qatar 
Moriarty, Katie Lorraine 
Mass Communications 
Henrico. Virginia 
Morris, Shanice Victoria11 
Economics 
Dumfries. Virginia 
Morrison, Christina Marie11 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Morrison, Sadie C.11 
Mass Communications 
Salisbury Maryland 
Morrow, Camille Louise Tripp 
Anthropology 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Morrow, John Michael 
Mass Communications 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Moseley, Reginald M. Jr. 
Sociology 
Doha. Qatar 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Mott, Evan W. 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Muncy, David Andrew** 
Mathematical Sciences 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Munro, Meghan Blaire 
Biology 
Henrico. Virginia 
Mustafa, Mohammed Ali 
Science 




Myers, Zachary Ryan11 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Blacksburg. Virginia 
Naderi, Gabriela Nargis 
Mass Communications 
Falls Church. Virginia 
Nazeri-Paikar, Wazhma 
Chemistry 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Neel, Logan Taylor** 
Chemistry 
Chester. Virginia 
Nemecek, Courtney Elizabeth11 
Psychology 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Newman, Megan A. 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Nguyen, Andrew Ouang-Trung*11 
Psychology 
Gainesville. Virginia 
Nguyen, Christopher Tai Le* 
Biology 
Fairfax. Virginia 
Nguyen, Kenneth 0.11 
Biology 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Nguyen, Minh Ngoc 
Sociology 
Ruckersville. V1rg1nia 
Nguyen, Quang Vinh11 
Forensic Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Nichols, Manuel Adam*11 
Biology 
Henrico. Virginia 
Nikzai, Yousef A.*11 
Health. Physical Education 











Nour, lsra'a M. 
Anthropology 
Woodbridge. Virginia 
Nunnelly, Charles Nathan 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
O'Connor, E. Caitlin11 
Mass Communications 
Herndon. Virginia 
Ogwu, Nneka C.11 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Chesapeake. Virginia 
Oh. Jenny H.11 
Psychology 
Springfield. Virginia 
Okai, Shammah Naaode**0 
Psychology 
Herndon. Virginia 
Oliver, Heather Lynne 
Science 
Newtown. Virginia 
Olsen, Cort D.11 
Mass Communications 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Onyirimba, Chinyere Ashley11 
Science 
Norfolk. Virginia 
Orbe, Kiara Marie 
Mass Communications 
Potomac Falls. Virginia 
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Oster, Catherine Lynn 
Sociology 
Williamsburg, Virginia 






Pak, Christopher David 
Forensic Science 
Richmond, Virginia 






Parker, Daniel Sterling 
Mass Communications 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Parker, Reid A, 
Science 
Midlothian, Virginia 





Falls Church, Virginia 
Pas, Ashton N.11 
Psychology 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Pascal, Danasia C, 
Mass Communications 
Powhatan, Virginia 
Paschall, Richard Carlton IV 
Mass Communications 
Fairfax Station, Virginia 
Patel. Akanksha Umeshkumar* 
Biology 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Patel, Ankit Jagdish***0 
Biology 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Patel, Bhumi V, *** 0 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Patel, Dhruvisha H.11 
Science 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Patel, Divya 
Biology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Patel. Divya Harshadbahi 
Mathematical Sciences 
Salem, Virginia 
Patel, Opal Dharmendra** 0 
Biology 
Cerritos, California 
Patel, Pranshukumar Anilkumar 
Biology 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Patel, Supriya J,* 
Biology 
Dulles, Virginia 





Falls Church, Virginia 
Paulson, Lilla Grace** 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pawsey, Sydney Charmagne** 
Science 
Indio, California 
Payne, Briana Janine 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Dale City, Virginia 
Payne, Jeffrey Leonard" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Culpeper. Virginia 
Pearson, Nichelle Patricia 
Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pelletier, Roland Donat 11111 
Psychology 
Sterling, Virginia 
Pennio, Brianna N.11 
Psychology 
Powhatan, Virginia 
Perez, Gabriela Christina" 
Mass Communications 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Perry, Ashley Elizabeth*** 
Anthropology 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Pervez, Urooj E 
Psychology 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Pettaway, Comisha Michelle* 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pham, Minh Dang" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Phan, Ba Van" 
Biology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 






Pinto, Rachel Ruth" 
Biology 
Manassas, Virginia 
Platt, Katelyn Marie" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Manassas, Virginia 
Pohoreskey, Jessica N.11 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pollard, Angela Marie 
Science 
Powhatan, Virginia 
Pollard, Grant Merrick" 
Psychology 
Vienna, Virginia 
Popal, Salman Wali 
Sociology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Portilla Romero, Monica Maria" 
Psychology 
Centreville, Virginia 
Portillo, Marianny Alexandria** 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Porush, Scott Michael* 
Mass Communications 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Poulin, Kyle Edward** 
Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Powell, Sean M. 
Psychology 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Prater, Adam Kyle 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pregler, Justin 1 11 
Mass Communications 
Hampton, Vkginia 
Preston, Sherrie Lynn 
Psychology 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Preston, Arielle Nicole**0 
Biology 
Sutherland, Virginia 
Pridgen, Kevin Michael 
Mass Communications 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Prieto Rodriguez, Sara M. 
Psychology 
Gainesville, Virginia 
Prince, Taylor A.11 
Psychology 
Sedley, Vkginia 
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Pulliam, Amber lman11 
Science 
Suffolk, Virginia 
Pumphrey, Emily Jardine*11 
Mass Communications 




Quaye, Albert Sinclair Jr. 
Economics 
Doha, Qatar 
Radcliffe. Billie Ann* 
Physics 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Rahim, Habib Rahman 
Biology 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Rahsman, Zoe Noelle* 
Anthropology 
Bent Mountain, Virginia 
Raja, Saranya K. 
Psychology 
Ashburn, Virg1n1a 
Ramos, Alondre Anthony Lance* 
Science 
Fredencksburg, Virginia 
Randall, Dena Nicole 
Psychology 
West Point, Virginia 
Ratekin, Hannah Marie 
Economics 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Ratner, Evan Richard11 
Mass Communications 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Ray, Amaya Antionette 
Mass Communications 
Prince George, Virginia 






Reed, Katrina Arllyn 
Mass Communications 
Urbanna, Virginia 
Reed, Miracle Renee 
Psychology 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
Reinhardt, Shawn Thomas 
Psychology 
Clifton, Virginia 
Renick, Brennan Matthew 
Mathematica l Sciences 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Rhee, Jun Thomas 
Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rhoads, Daniel E. ** 
Economics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rice, Mikaela Danae***0 
Mass Communications 
Milton, West Virginia 
Richardson, Kevin Jr. 
Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Riddick, Rotrisha L 
Science 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rillstone, Christopher Franklin11 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rios, Delia Alejandra 
Psychology 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Rivara, Monica Jean* 
Sociology 
Aylett, Virginia 
Rivas Watts, Marisa Kay 
Psychology 
Newport News, Virginia 
Rivera, Kimberly Amy 
Psychology 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Rivera, Michael Antonio11 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Stafford, Virginia 
Rizk, Hala Samantha* 
Sociology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rizvi, Zehra Hussain 
Chemistry 
Richmond, Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Roberts, Joel William* 
Chemistry 
Suffolk, Virginia 
Roberts, Steven Nathaniel 
Economics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Robertson, Sarah Elizabeth*11 
Anthropology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Robie, Matthew J,11 
Psychology 
Herndon, Virginia 
Robinson, Brianna M.* 
Psychology 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Robinson, Charz Arthur-Leon 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond, Virginia 
Robinson, Gregory Taurian-Kebba 
II* 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Quinton, Virginia 
Rodriguez, Carlos Humberto 
Biology 
Chantilly, Virginia 
Rogers, Matthew Fielding11 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Roldan, Cristal Beatriz11 
Forensic Science 
Midlothian, V1rg1nia 
Rose, Jasmine Denise 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rosko, Samantha Elizabeth11 
Sociology 
Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Rosoiu, Sorina Maria* 
Mass Communications 
Reston, Virginia 
Rouse, John Nicholas 
Economics 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Roush, Travis Benjamin11 
Biology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Rowane, Ruthanne E.* 
Psychology 
Sterling, Virginia 
Rowland, Benjamin Allen11 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Rowland, Emily Charlotte*11 
Psychology 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Rulloda, Bernadette Marie11 
Science 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Rume, Rifai Mahbub 
Physics 
Arlington, Virginia 
Russell, Arielle Simone 
Biology 
Hampton, Virginia 
Russell, Holden Robert 
Mass Communications 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Sadighian, Philip D. 
Chemistry 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Saintsing, Olivia Caroline11 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Salaheldin, Aya Tawfig11 
Chemistry 
Sterling, Virginia 
Salmassi, Sam Z.*** 0 
Biology 
Great Falls, Virginia 






Samuel, Jerilyn Abraham11 
Psychology 
McLean, Virginia 
Samuel, Shalante Unique11 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Sancho-Bonet, Victoria K.* 
Mass Communications 
Clifton, Virginia 
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Sanders, Winston T. Jr. 
Biology 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Saoma, Chamoun George* 
Biology 







Savage. Alexis Elizabeth* 
Science 
Hampton, Virginia 
Scafidi , Lydia Maria Blauvelt 
Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia 
Schalestock, Nicholas A.* 
Mass Communications 
Arn1ssville, Virginia 
Schiwitz, Marissa Rae*" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Chester, Virginia 
Schmidt, Molly Elizabeth 
Health, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Schramm, Harrison Parker" 
Biology 
Ashburn, Virginia 
Schwartz, Charles Scott" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Earlysville, Virginia 
Scott, Antonio Martaz 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Farmville, Virginia 
Scott, Cassandra Lanaya" 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virg1n1a 
Seabrooks, Breeyana Shante" 
Biology 




Seawell, Robert Alexander*" 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Selden, Corey Randolph 
Psychology 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 






Settles, Jalen Rashaun*" 
Psychology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Severson, Hillary Gwynn* 
Mass Communications 




Shannon, Ashleigh Michelle 
Sociology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 






Sharpe, Kristen M." 
Psychology 
Stafford, Virginia 
Shawkey, Lee Ann* 
Psychology 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Sheffield, Myles Evan 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Shelton, Cierra M.*" 
Biology 
Sandy Hook, Virginia 
Shiffman, Nathan Kyle*" 
Biology 
Sterling, Virginia 
Shihadeh, Marwan Ali 
Physics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Siddiqi, Alham Naved 
Psychology, Biology and 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond, Virginia 
Simmons. Allison M.* 
Mass Communications 
Great Falls. Virginia 
Simmons. Christian Kirby 
Mathematica l Sciences 
Stafford, Virginia 
Simpson, Clarence Lorenzo IV 
Mass Communications 
Reston. Virginia 
Sinclair. Sarah Beth* 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Singletary, Brandon Porter 
Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Sinh. Kevin** 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Glen Allen. Virginia 






Sleem, Lama Nasseem 
Science. Biology 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Small, Phesadgra Alonzo 
Mass Communications 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Smith, Carmen V.** 0 
Mass Communications 
Bumpass. Virginia 
Smith, Casey Kathleen** 
Biology 
Henrico. Virginia 
Smith, Chantel G.** 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Connor MacKenzie 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Purcellville, Virginia 
Smith, Holly Krystal* 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Smith, Jessica L 
Sociology 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Smith, Nathaniel Keith" 
Chemistry 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Smith. Reanna Ne'Cole* 
Biology 
Henrico. Virginia 





Glen Allen. Virginia 
Snipes, Jasmyn Raquel** 
Mass Communications 
Hampton. Virginia 
So, Hayoung Justine" 
Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Herndon, Virginia 
Sobrepena. Julie-Marie Calva 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Soignoli, Matthew Daniel 
Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Sojitra. Suhag Narendrabhai 
Chemistry 
Richmond, Virginia 






Sommer, Christopher Joseph 
Chemistry 
Yorktown. Virginia 
Sommers, Alyssa Nicole" 
Biology 
El Dorado Springs, Missouri 
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Son, Aiminh Thai" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Soorenko, Erin Alexis" 
Mass Communications 
Rockville, Maryland 





Newport News, Virginia 





Staten Island, New York 
Spears, Shayne E. 
Anthropology 
Virg111ia Beach, Virginia 
Spencer, Shauna Leigh*** 0 " 
Psychology 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Spillane, Tyler Dillon** 
Forensic Science 
South Hill, Virginia 
Stafford, Chanel Monet" 
Forensic Science 
Bnstow, Virginia 
Stanton, Roger Leon Jr." 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Stein, Margaret Ann 
Mathematical Sciences 
Waynesboro, Virginia 
Steinhour, Joshua A. 
Health, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Herndon, Virginia 
Sterritt, Sarah Elisabeth 
Biology 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Stewart, Adam M. 
Anthropology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Stoeckli, Stephanie Sonja" 
Health, Physica l Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Stokes, Amber Camille" 
Science 
Hampton. Virginia 
Stokes, Ashley Chebryll 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Stokes, Heather Lynn 
Biology 
Dunnsville, Virginia 
Sumrell, Ryan Matthew" 
Health, Phys ical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Poquoson, Virginia 
Sun, Timothy Dao-Shen" 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Fairfax, Virginia 









Takane, Sara Maikatsu*" 
Chemistry 
McLean, Virginia 




Health. Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Tatum, Michael Karee 
Mass Communications 
Lowsa, Virginia 
Tawiah, Darlington Adjei 
Mathematica l Sciences 
Stafford, Virg111ia 
Taylor, Christopher Hampton* 
Economics 
Henrico, Virginia 
College of Humanities and Sciences 
Taylor, Michelle Renee" 
Anthropology 
Detroit. Michigan 
Tejan-Thomas, Saidu Jr.* 
Mass Communications 
Lanham. Maryland 
Tenorio, Clarissa Lynn Ogumoro" 
Psychology 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Tew, Charles Branson Ill 
Biology 
New Kent. Virginia 
Thomas, Lauren Meredith 
Mass Communications 
Powhatan. Virginia 
Thompson, Erin Simone" 
Psychology 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Thompson, Jordan P.*" 
Chemistry 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Thompson, Preston Corey" 
Mass Communications 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Thornberg, Taylor Marie** 
Mass Communications 
Lewes. Delaware 
Thornton, Lucas L.* 
Health. Physical Education and 
Exercise Science. Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Thurston, Adrian A. 
Health, Physical Education 





Tindal, John Travis 
Sociology 
Alexandna. Virginia 
Tines, Lowell Collins II 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Tirmizi , lshwa 
Mass Communications 
Sterling. Virginia 
Tobey, Rachael Katherine*" 
Mass Communications 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Todd, Zachary B. 
Science 
Powhatan, Virginia 
Tollefson, Kyle Alexander 
Biology 
Spotsylvania. Virginia 
Tomanelli, Lisa Nicole 
Mass Communications 
Centreville. Virginia 






Tran, Thuy Nhat 
Psychology 
Sterling, Virginia 
Tran, Tuyen Ngoc 
Psychology 
Hampton. Virginia 
Tremblay, Jillian Rose* 
Biology 
Essex Junction. Vermont 









Tueros, Cecilia Isabel 
Mass Communications 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Tuttle, Carolyn Jane** 
Anthropology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Tyler, Kelsie J. 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Tyree-Williams, Alexis D. 
Forensic Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
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Urban, Kaitlyn Taylor 
Psychology 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Utshudi, Jean-Paul P. 
Economics 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Valiani, Dahnish Saleem* 
Biology 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Van, Alan Cong-Thinh 
Chemistry 
Springfield. V1rg1n1a 
Vargas, Krizia Yahara11 
Psychology 
Woodbridge, Virgima 






Velasco, Matthew Douglas 
Psychology 
Sterling, Virginia 
Vigliano, Cameron Brady11 
Mass Communications 
Dumfries, Virginia 
Villarroel-Morato, Rachel Silvia11 
Biology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Vivelo, Elizabeth Rose11 
Science 
Mechamcsville. Virginia 
Vohra, Sana 1.11 
Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Wade, Rodney Chase* 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Richmond. Virgima 
Wagner, Deneisha Naomi 
Forensic Science 
Hampton, Virginia 
Wainscott, James Alexander**II 
Mass Communications 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Walker, Brittany Monet11 
Psychology 
Washington, D.C. 
Walker, Destiney Chardonay 
Psychology 
Brodnax, Virginia 
Walker, Lauren Elizabeth 
Mass Communications 
Charlottesville, Virgima 
Wallace, Cameron Joseph 
Psychology 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Walters. Katerina Rosalie 
Psychology 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Warth, Allison Joyce 
Chemistry 
Annandale, Virgima 
Watkins, Kevin Tyrone Jr. 
Science 
Dumfnes, Virginia 
Webb, Jasmine Nichole 
Psychology 
Hagerstown, Maryland 
Weiler, Emily Jane* 
Mass Communications 
Ashland. Virginia 
Welch, Abigail Marie**0 
Psychology 
Alexandria, V1rgima 
Welch, Kristopher Michael 
Mathematical Sciences 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Weldy, Aryan Jasper11 
Economics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wells, Kendra Denise 
Sociology 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Wells, Trevor G. 
Mass Communications 
Powhatan, Virgima 
West, Lorianna C.** 
Psychology 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Whelan, Jessica Ann 
Mass Communications 
Arlington. Virginia 
White. David Benjamin 
Mathematical Sciences 
North Chesterfield. Virgima 
White, Morgan Andrew 
Mass Communications 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 





Hea lth, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Bowie, Maryland 
Whitham, Olivia L * 
Mass Communications 
Reston, Virginia 
Whittaker, Erica Marie* 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
A/die, Virginia 
Wilhelm. Meagan Shea 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Troutville, Virginia 
Wilkinson, Tyler K.11 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Williams. Ashley Lauren 
Biology 
Chester, Virgima 
Williams. Charles Kendall 
Economics 
Richmond, Virgima 
Williams. Kyle Spencer* 
Forensic Science 
Suffolk, Virgima 
Williams. Thomas Robert11 
Sociology 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Willing, Melanie Cress* 
Forensic Science 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Wilson, Melanie Bliss* 
Psychology 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Wilson, Rebecca Irene 
Psychology 
Richmond. V,rg1nia 
Womack, Tyesha LaShae 
Mass Communications 
Danville. Virginia 
Wood, Calvin B.** 
Mathematical Sciences 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Woodley, Nana Yaa 
Psychology 
Stafford, Virginia 
Woodward, Rachel Brittany 
Sociology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Woolridge, Vashauna V, 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Woosley, Hajnalka Kurti 
Psychology 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Wright, Amanda Louise 
Sociology 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Wright, Carmen R. 
Science 
Apex. North Carolina 
Wright, John Jerrell 
Biology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wyatt, Alexandra R.11 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
Yang, Kacie Elizabeth Soohy 
Psychology 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Yang, Tony Chen Chu 
Biology 
Roanoke. Virginia 
Yates, Stephanie Nichole 
Biology 
Midlothian, Virginia 






Yi. Billie Taewoo* 
Chemistry 
Annandale, Virgima 
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,Youngs, Kenneth Allen 
Economics 
Leesburg. Virginia 
Yuan, Alan Haowen* 
Mass Communications 
Virginia Beach. V1rg1nia 





Colonial Beach. Virginia 
Zia, Khadija Anam" 
Psychology 
Manassas Park. Virginia 
Zinnah, Putu S." 
Health, Physical Education 
and Exercise Science 
Laurel. Maryland 
Zuiiiga, Tiffany Marie* 
Health, Physical Education 




Candidares Jn·esenred In 
Dean F. Do11gla.s B01ulinu1, 
Grad1wre Sc/100/ 
Bassing, Emily Margaret" 
Health Sciences 
Warrenton. Virginia 
Carter, Alexandra Lewis 
Health Sciences 
Winchester. Virginia 
Creighton, Mary-Randall A." 
Health Sciences 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Crooke, Brinn K. 
Health Sciences 
Vienna. Virginia 





Falls Church. Virginia 
Nichols, Alana Corine" 
Health Sciences 
Waterproof, Louisiana 
Samuels, Jeremy David" 
Health Sciences 
Keswick. Virginia 
Trawick, Donald Scott" 
Health Sciences 
Midlothian. Virginia 






Master of Arts 
Cw1didu1c., />rt'\l'ntd lw 
Ocw1 F. 0,)111;/,1., /3, 11idinu1. 
Crad11c1tl' Sc/1nol 
Ellison, Murray S. 
English 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Feinsilber, Rivi J. 
Histoiy 
Middletown. Delaware 
Goering, Kym McClary 
English 
Williamsburg. Virginia 
Hunley, Maria Lyn Abonete 
English 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Jones, Harry Alexander IV 
English 
Roanoke. Virginia 
Mitten, D. Jill Leffler 
English 
Chester. Virginia 






College of Humanities and Sciences 
Master of Interdisciplinary 
Studies 
Ct111,/ido1n /nc.1enred h\· 
/Jccm F. Du11g/(II /3rndino1. 
Crnc/11ntc Sclwol 
Hall, Cheryl Ann" 
lnterdisciplinaiy Studies 
West Point. Virginia 
Harris, Valarie Wilkerson" 
lnterdisciplinaiy Studies 
Amelia. Virginia 
Master of Science 
C,m,lidmc, J>rc,cn1cd Irv 
Oc,m F. Ou11glu, 13011,/i1101. 
L;rnd11,11.: Schou/ 
Ali, Heba Ahmed Khallaf 
Biology 
Assuit. Egypt 
Artis, Davon l" 
Mass Communications 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Baker, John C. Ill 
Physics and Applied Physics 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 









Cheney, Stephen R." 
Mathematical Sciences 
Richmond. Virginia 
Christon, Marcus Avery" 
Mass Communications 
Wadesboro. North Carolina 
Costanzo, Meghan Dorothy 
Forensic Science 
Prince George. Virginia 
Deevi, Sathish Chandra" 
Mathematical Sciences 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Ellenberg, Matthew Carl 
Biology 
Richmond. Virginia 
Farago, Peter Alexander 
Physics and Applied Physics 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Fields, Raina Lauren" 
Mass Communications 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 
Haase, Maxwell D." 
Biology 
Prince George. Virginia 
Ho, Minh 0.." 
Chemistiy 
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
Huang, Lunmei 
Mathematical Sciences 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
John, Nikole Elizabeth" 
Mathematical Sciences 
Newburgh. New York 
Jones, Brittany Nicole" 
Mass Communications 
Portsmouth. Virginia 
Jones, Sarah Elizabeth 
Mass Communications 
Richmond. Virginia 
King, Nicholas T. 
Physics and Applied Physics 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 





Glen Allen. Virginia 
Manley, Paul V. II 
Biology 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
McCauley, Jessica M." 
Psychology 
Chantilly, Virginia 
Mohamed, Alaa lssam" 
Mass Communications 
Springfield. Virginia 
Moore, Melanie Paige 
Psychology 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
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Moy, Nicholas J.11 Ritzenthaler, Abaigeal B. Stith, Michelle Denise Trujillo, Michael Anthony 
Biology Mathematical Sciences Psychology Psychology 
Gurnee. Illinois Richmond. Virginia Prince George. Virginia Long Beach, California 
Ndaw, Victor S.11 Robinson, Amanda Marie Tabibi, Makaye Winslow, George Holden 
Biology Mathematical Sciences Chemistry Mathematical Sciences 
Dakar. Senegal Chesapeake. Virginia Yorktown, Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Ojumu, John" Rothman, David Joshua Taruselli, Marcela Telles" Wrenn, Jonothan B. 
Biology Psychology Biology Biology 
Woodbridge. Virginia Cherry Hill. New Jersey Fairfax Station. Virginia Clifton Forge, Virginia 
Overstreet, Cassie" Sandersen, Kevin Michael Tillman, Victoria J. Yang, Jie 
Psychology Mathematical Sciences Sociology Mathematical Sciences 
Hamilton, Georgia Ashburn, Virginia Wadesboro, Nonh Carolina Glen Allen, Virginia 
Pomm, David Selden, Tyler M. Toney, Casey Ritchie" Yocca, Stephanie A. 11 
Psychology Physics and Applied Physics Mathematical Sciences Forensic Science 
Hamsonburg. V1rg1nia Mechanicsville. Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia Avonmore, Pennsylvania 
Ransom, Trakaya J.11 Spindle, Tory Richard Torres, Marcella" Zack, Amanda Lee" 
Mass Communications Psychology Mathematical Sciences Mass Communications 
Richmond, Virginia Fredencksburg. Virginia Richmond, V1rgi111a Lonon, V1rgi111a 
Riley, Tennisha N. Staats, Ethan Garrett" Trache, Brendan C.11 Zimmerman, Mark Patrick" 
Psychology Biology Biology Mathematical Sciences 
Live Oak, Florida Castleton-on-Hudson. New York Richmond. Virginia Ruckersville. Virginia 
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School of Allied Health Professions 
Bachelor of Science Master of Science Jernigan, Dorcille Magdalene Master of Science in Rehabilitation Counseling Nurse Anesthesia 
Candidmes presenred hy Cundidn ce.\ /ne.,cnced h Orlando, Florida 
Deem Cecil B. Drain /J.:un F. l>o 11gh11 l3u 11clinu1, Johnson, Krysta Maree ( ·unclic/01,•., /irc·sc·111,'! l /n· 
Darby. Roderick Jerome" C rucl1uuc Sclwul 
Rehabilitation Counseling IJc<lll F. I )11 11.~lu., 131>1 dinul, 
Clinical Radiation Sciences Baltazar, Melissa Frances" 
Lynchburg. Virgima ( ;ru,lr 1£1lc' )dv,r>/ 
Richmond, Virginia Clinical Laboratory Sciences Kelley. Meara Elizabeth Ballenger, Erin Rose 
Harlow, Catherine Yumul San Antonio, Texas 
Rehabilitation Counseling Tucson. Arizona 
Clinical Laboratory Sciences Basnet, Suchita11 
Richmond, Virg111ia 
Blackwelder, Brendan David 
Glen Allen, Virgima Gerontology MacDonald, Catherine Brookfield, Wisconsin 
Ortiz, Eva* Leesburg, Virgima 
Gerontology 
Brown. Amy Blankenship 
Clinical Radiation Sciences Borden. Allison M. 
Arlington, Virginia 
Hayes. Virginia 
Ruther Glen, Virginia Rehabilitation Counseling McLymont, Chanta' MarNette Carter, Nicole Jeanette 
Countryside, Illinois De Nessa" 
Post-baccalaureate Patient Counseling 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Brown, Benjamin Daniel" Richmond, Virginia Chang, Han-Ding Graduate Certificate Patient Counseling Richmond, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia Meadows, Mary Paige 
Candie/ac es pre,enred by 
Brown, Robert Fitzgerald" 
Gerontology Chinault, Christopher Lawrence 
Dean F. Do11glm B011dino1. Farmville, Virgima Kingsport, Tennessee 
Grad1cace Sclwol Patient Counseling Miller, Barbara B.11 Close, Bradley Robert Gretna, Virginia 
Gray, Owen J.11 Collier. Malinda Wyatt 
Patient Counseling Sacramento, California 
Patient Counseling Gerontology 
Hennco. Virgima Dubbs, Adam Lee 
Mission Hills, Kansas Richmond, Virginia Morris, Ashley Bristol, Tennessee 
Holland, Arleen A. Cutchin, Monica C. 
Rehabilitation Counseling Duty, Seth Patrick 
Patient Counseling Rehabilitation Counseling 
Arlington, Virginia Johnson City, Tennessee 
Richmond, Virgima Chesterfield, Virgima Perkes, Logan11 Duvall, Michelle 
Krudys, Emily Judin11 Czaplicki Ryan. Anna N. 
Rehabilitation Counseling Roanoke, Virginia 
Patient Counseling Austin. Texas Rehabilitation Counseling Early, Geoffrey Gavin Richmond, Virginia Annandale. V1rg1nia Robinson, Andrew D. Richmond, Virg111ia 
McElwaine. Patrick E.11 Rehabilitation Counsel ing 
Patient Counseling Graham, Kevin
11 Augusta. Maine Edwards, Kelly F. 
Patient Counsel ing Roanoke. Virginia Richmond, Virginia Sandston, Virginia Schramm, Brittany Kay 
Mejias, Ashley Diaz11 Gerontology Falls, Slavka Balazova 
Patient Counseling 
Grant, Amy E.11 Winchester. Virgima Leesburg, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia 
Patient Counseling 
Sheets, Justin Graham Gray, Kassie L Richmond, Virginia 
Nwoko, Kingsley11 Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond, Virginia 
Patient Counseling 
Harris, Alana Pittman11 Richmond. Virgima Groves, Emily M. 
Nnarambia Ah1ara, Nigeria 
Rehabi litation Counseling 
Tolson, Robert M.11 Greenville. South Carolina Charleston, South Carolina 
Rice, Rene' LaClaire Patient Counseling Harper, Jared Stephen 
Patient Counseling 
Hazelwood. Melanie Brooke11 Washington, 0. C. Richmond, Virginia Rehabi litation Counseling 
Lawrenceville, Virginia Mechanicsville, V1rg1nia Vaccaro, Margaret Mary Hopper, Katherine Rose 
Spangler, Molly R.11 Gerontology Richmond, Virginia 
Patient Counseling 
Highfield, Rebecca L.11 Alexandria, Virgima 
Patient Counseling Hove, Mary Mukamba 
Richmond, Virgima Ashland, Virgima Walker, Deborah Troy, Virgima Rehabilitation Counseling 
Hilleary, Sara C. Maidens, Virginia Hoyle, Joseph Keaton 
Rehabilitation Counseling Richmond. Virginia 
Centreville, Virginia 
* Cum Laude ...... Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 201 5 \ 'CU Commencement 2015 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Irwin, Samantha R. Breakall, Megan Elise Evelyn" Luger, Katherine Emma Doctor of N urse Galax, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Rochester. New York Anesthesia Practice 
Jones, Samuel Worth Burgess, Mary Emily Mclees, William Garrett 
Roanoke, Virginia Smithfield, North Carolina Richmond, Virginia CCTndidate.1 />resencecl by 
Kaney, Timothy Keith Cammiso, Rachael Laine Milletich, Rita Asmar Dean Cecil B. Drain 
Bristol, Tennessee King William, Virginia Yorktown, Vkginia Blake, Brittany Sarah" 
Kattesh, Brett Austin Cardile, Michael Paska, Rebecca Marie Lady Lake, Florida 
Johnson City, Tennessee White Plains, New York Charlottesville, Virginia Brown, Carmen L 
Kelly, Megan Caitlin Castaneira, Candice Theresa Price, Richard Lowell Ill Wallingford, Connecticut 
Arlington, Virginia Charlotte, North Carolina Mechanicsville, Virginia Deloge, Jon 
Lanzetta, Kaley Vincent Confer, Michelle Maria Rowe, Jouette Groseclose San Jose, California 
Arlington, Virginia Norfolk, Virginia Marion, Virginia Donoghue, Timothy J." 
Logan, Kristin Danielle Costanzo, Samantha Meagan Ryan, Dana Virginia New York, New York 
Ashburn, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Yorktown, Virginia Estep, Kristisa Robinson" 
Miller, Tiffany Jeranda Damico, Lillian F. Sapliway, Brittany Lynn Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Piney Flats. Tennessee Staunton, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia Gregor, Paul Alan" 
Osborne, Mason Everett Dever, Gordon Douglas Spencer, Laura Katherine Olympia, Washington 
Ringgold, Virginia Mesa, Arizona Raleigh, North Carolina Harrison, Cathy Ann" 
Overmeyer, Leigh Ann Dorula, Karen Stiles, Alyson Doos Midlothian, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia Clifton. Virginia Chantilly, Virginia Kenny, Caitlin S." 
Parker, Nicholas Eze, Stephen Travers, Alison Katherine Cleveland, Ohio 
Richmond, Virginia Huntsville, Alabama New Brunswick, New Jersey Klein, Delyne 
Schrenzel, Adam Fenlon, Lauren Elizabeth Wagner, Sarah E. Astoria, Oregon 
Media, Pennsylvania Dayton, Maryland Audubon, New Jersey Kuriakose, Biju Muchal" 
Silver, Lance Carroll Fitzpatrick, Ava Marie Whitmore, Whitney Chrisco Bensalem, Pennsylvania 
Spruce Pine, North Carolina Covington, Virginia Hennco. Virginia Mapile, David Christian" 
Stanley, Elspeth Aili Mavolyne Fitzsimmons, Macy Elizabeth Winship, Jodi Marie Wilmington, North Carolina 
Annandale, Virginia Sterling, Virginia Hopkins, Minnesota Matarauo, Deborah Anne" 
Stepek, Kelly lone Garrett, Sarah Elizabeth Zhang, Xiaoxue (Sheri) Bedford, New York 
Gaithersburg, Maryland Madison Heights, Virginia Fairfax, Virginia Pasnak, Jan Y. 
Trent, Jovan Vernon Aurthur Gervasoni, Lisa Michelle Glen Allen, Virginia 
Spokane. Washington Richmond, Virginia Post-master's Certificate Petz, Kelly Nevins" 
Willmann, Erin Nicole Gibbons, Colleen Elizabeth Cc111clidll te.1 lm'sented hy California, Maryland Austin, Texas Whispering Pines, North Carolina Deem F. Drni_glm 13,!llclinor, Phillips, Daniel Patrick" 
Master of Science in Hooks, Rebecca Leigh Cirad,wce School Glen Allen, Virginia 
Occupational Therapy New Windsor. Maryland Johnson, Amy C." Rachler, Rachel Abigail 
Hymowitz, Nava C. Professional Counseling Madison, Connecticut 
Cm1clidwn /)rc.1cnrd hy Seattle, Washington Richmond. Virginia Sumanis, Jacqueline Nara" 
D e1111 F Dr111~ltl1 /3rn,dino1, Kim, Rebecca Eun Hyun Johnson, Rosa M." New York, New York Gr(l(li«Hc :;d11,11I Los Angeles, California Professional Counseling Uriell, Amy A." 
Balog, Rebecca Ruth Kresse-Smith, Katelyn J. Newport News, V1rg1nia Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Hennco, Virginia Rockville, Maryland 
Vaughn, Brian Jason" 
Berry, Caitlyn Elizabeth Luchsinger, Ashley Nicole Kingsport, Tennessee 
Mechanicsville, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia 
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Whitney, Corrin L" 
Rochester. New York 
Williams, Terri Sachatello" 
Newington, Connecticut 
Wright. Karen Bradford" 
Disputanta, Virginia 
Doctor of Occupational 
Therapy 
Ccmcliclare pre,enrecl by 
Dean Cecil B. Drain 
Barefield, Maria Luz 
Chicago, Illinois 
School of Allied Health Professions 
Doctor of Physical 
Therapy 
Candie/me />re,entecl b:,, 
Dean Cecil 13. Drain 
Ramos, Emma Phillips" 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
• Cum Laude .. Magna Cum Laude ... Summa Cum Laude o University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 2015 \ICU Commencement 2015 3 7 
School of the Arts 
Bachelor of Arts 
l ,dll1..ld1..11(._·\ /17\'\l' l l( l·~/ h\' 
I ic", 01./"'"/'h H \,·i/,d 
Adler, Emily A.* 
Theatre 
Fairfax. Virginia 
Bethel, Noah M.* 
Cinema 
Reston. Virginia 
Birkenmeyer, Seth M. 
Cinema 
Williamsburg. Virginia 
Black, Portia Rae" 
Cinema 
Mililani: Hawaii 
Bloodgood, Dustin T. 
Cinema 
Richmond. Virginia 
Bolster, Alexandra S.** 
Fashion 
Chesapeake. V1rg1nia 
Brown, Erin D.** 
Art History 
Dewitt. Virginia 
Brunetti, Claire Anne* 
Fashion 
Chesapeake. V1rg1nia 
Burton, Jordyn Carol 
Music 
Richmond. Virginia 
Channell, Amber Lindsay* 
Fashion 
Chesapeake. Virginia 
Corcelius, Janette Zahia" 
Music 
Alexandna. Virginia 
Craig, Jenna M. 
Music 
Stafford. Virginia 
Culpeper, Elyce Marie* 
Fashion 
Fredencksburg. Virginia 
Cusson, Devon M. 
Art History 
Richmond, Virginia 




Dawson, Ellesse McOueen** 
Fashion 
Norfolk. Virginia 
Donaldson, Sarah Lindsey" 
Art History 
Winchester. Virginia 
Driver. Emily Virginia Tucker** 
Art History 
Richmond. Virginia 
Finch, Katherine Elizabeth 
Art History 
Norfolk. Virginia 
Gauntt, Mary Katherine" 
Art History 
Richmond. Virginia 
Goldsborough, Bailey Alexander* 
Art History 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Goiter, Gregory Eric 
Cinema 
Springfield. Virginia 
Haggerty, Connor I.* 
Theatre 
Chantilly, Virginia 
Hardesty, James William 
Cinema 
Broadway, Virginia 
Hetland, Catherann P.* 
Fashion 
Stephens City, Virginia 
Hilliard, Ciara M. 
Music 
Gordonsville. Virginia 
Kelly, Clara D.**" 
Cinema 
Takoma Park, Maryland 
King, James William Ill" 
Cinema 
Chesterfield, Vkginia 
Kohlhorst, Kasey Allison* 
Fashion 
Gloucester. Virginia 
Lewis, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Art History 
Richmond. Virg1n1a 
Linton, Amber Simone** 
Fashion 
Basking Ridge. New Jersey 




Moore, Ethan Luffman" 
Fashion 
Richmond. Virginia 
Nochisaki Kinney, Victoria L * 
Music 
Cumberland. Virginia 
Palmore, Alexandria Ruth" 
Cinema 
Richmond. Virginia 
Pando, Forrest Patrick 
Cinema 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Pierce, Summer N.**" 
Cinema 
Richmond. Virginia 
Powell, Darrell A. 
Theatre 
Dinwiddie. Virginia 
Privee, Abigail M." 
Art History 
Haymarket. Virginia 
Purrington, Jay R. 
Cinema 
Gloucester. Virginia 






Shin, Hyekang Jonathan 
Cinema 
Richmond. Virginia 
Simmons. Allison M.* 
Cinema 
Great Falls. Virginia 
Snead, Allison M.*" 
Art History 
Martinsville. Virginia 
Solo, Burke A. 
Music 
Richmond. Virginia 
Sterling, Victoria Marie 
Fashion 
Norfolk. Virginia 






Sydnor, Alena Marie" 
Fashion 
Washington. 0 C. 
Tilahun, Metaya A. 
Art History 
Spnngf1eld. Virginia 
Tilghman, Walter C. 
Art History 
Richmond. Virginia 
Turner, Grayson Elizabeth* 
Cinema 
Richmond. Virginia 
Vellas, Maurice A.** 
Cinema 
College Station. Texas 
Yapur. Alberto J. 
Music 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Zaccari. Rachel C. 
Theatre 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Cmulicuires /)resented h)· 







AI-Khulaifi. Muneera M. 
Graphic Design 
Doha. Oatar 
Allen, Sidney Rey** 
Graphic Design 
Richmond. Virginia 
AI-Sulaiti, Mona Essa" 
Graphic Design 
Doha. Oatar 
AI-Thani, Aisha Abdulaziz" 
Graphic Design 
Doha, Oatar 
• Cum Laude • • Magna Cum Laude • • • Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 2015 
Baker, Steven G. 
Craft and Material Studies 
Dublin. Virginia 
Barnett, Lydia P.* 
Communication Arts 
Yorktown. Virginia 
Barry, Paul S.* 
Sculpture 
Richmond. Virginia 
Bello, Alfred P.* 
Theatre 
Stafford. Virginia 
Blake, Christina A.* 
Interior Design 
Richmond. Virginia 
Bond, Meredith Diane** 
Craft and Material Studies 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Booth, Cameron Joseph* 
Art Education 
Portsmouth, Virgima 






Brady, Shannon Nicole* 
Art Education 
Bristow. Virginia 
Brewer, Corrin Elizabeth** 
Communication Arts 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Brideau, Collin Campbell 
Graphic Design 
Arlington, Virginia 
Brown, Roland Dennis 
Theatre 
Chesapeake. Virginia 
Brown, Sarah Ho 
Craft and Material Studies 
Columbia, Maryland 
Byerly, Dalton Thomas* 
Communication Arts 
Richmond, Virginia 
Caasi, Mark C. 
Graphic Design 
Richmond, Virginia 




Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond, Virg1111a 
Choi, Soojin 
Craft and Material Studies and 
Painting and Printmaking 




Clark, Lilliana K. 
Graphic Design 
Richmond, Virginia 
Cobb, Bernard J. 
Communication Arts 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Copeland, Erin Kathleen" 
Painting and Printmaking 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Correa, Samantha Gabrielle 
Photography and Film 
and Art Education 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
Cozzi, Catherine M.*** 
Graphic Design 
Hamilton Square. New Jersey 
Cunningham, Molly Morgan* 
Communication Arts 




Dehghan, Lillian S." 
Craft and Material Studies 
Leesburg. V1rg1n1a 
Doan, Linh Dieu* 
Graphic Design 
Suffolk. Virginia 
Donnelly, Georgia H.* 
Art Education 
Schwenksville, Pennsylvania 
Dunston, Latasha A. 
Communication Arts 
Richmond, Virginia 
Elder, Rachel M. 
Theatre 
Richmond. Virginia 
Elmer, Hannah Lucas** 
Sculpture 
Reston, Virginia 
Ewing, Kendall Marie* 
Communication Arts 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Fakhroo, Munera Nasser K.D." 
Interior Design 
Doha. Oatar 
Fenderson, Lindsey M. 
Sculpture 
Richmond. V1rg1nia 
Friedrichs, Olivia Kathryn" 
Fashion 
Fa1i1ax, Virginia 
Fulper, Kathryn D.*** 
Dance and Choreography 
Gretna, Virginia 
Gordon, Kaya A.G.** 
Graphic Design 
Ddenton. Maryland 





Hickory. North Carolina 
Hancock, Katherine Elizabeth 
Communication Arts 
Richmond, Virginia 
Helm, Timothy Hunter" 
Photography and Film 




Johnson, Erika M.** 
Graphic Design 
Farmington. New York 
Joo, Woo R.* 





Kantor, Jordan E.*** 
Painting and Printmaking 
Roanoke. Virginia 
• Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude 0 • Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 




Kidd, Zavia M. 
Graphic Design 
Edison, New Jersey 
Kindred, Christopher Anthony** 
Communication Arts 
Richmond. Virginia 
King, Sarah M." 
Graphic Design 
Washington, DC 
Kopf. Emily Alexandra 
Communication Arts 
Richmond. Virginia 















Malalla, Ahmed A." 
Fashion 
Richmond, Virgima 
Marchese, Katherine Margaret* 
Communication Arts 
Damascus. Maryland 
Mcintire, Caitlin I." 
Craft and Material Studies 
Aylett, Virginia 
Mclaughlin, Mary Elizabeth 
Adair 
Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond, Virginia 
Melvin, Lateisha Martina 
Dance and Choreography 
Richmond. Virgima 
Miller, Jack J. 
Sculpture 
Richmond. Virgima 
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Millet, Lydia Adrian** 
Theatre 
Baltimore, Matyland 
Mohr. Tess 0. 
Kinetic Imaging 
Richmond. Virginia 
Monroy-Escobar. Camila Harumi 
Craft and Material Studies 
Burke. Virginia 
Moore. Kelli Lynne* 
Communication Arts 
Midlothian, Virgima 
Morgan. Bonnie Rose 
Communication Arts 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Morris, Margaret L" 
Photography and Film 
Reston. Virginia 
Nazario-Bortz, Santos Heriberto 
Painting and Printmaking 
Locust Grove, Virgima 
Nunnally, William Russell Ill* 
Graphic Design 
Richmond, Virgima 









Phillips, Olivia Jean*** 
Theatre 
Richmond. Virginia 
Phillips, Phylisha N. 
Fashion 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Prater, Jerid Chase*" 
Photography and Fi lm 
Lynchburg. Virginia 




Painting and Printmaking 
Stafford, Virginia 
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Revette, Lisa Anne**0 
Communication Arts 
Richmond. Virgima 
Riley, Shannon Debus** 
Art Education 
Frederk:ksburg, Virginia 
Robbins, Nathan Lee 
Painting and Printmaking 
Alexandria, Virg111ia 
Salazar, Alison M. 
Kinetic Imaging 
Richmond, Virginia 
Samples, Catherine Ruth* 
Communication Arts 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Shcherbakova. Anna Vurievna*** 
Graphic Design 
Richmond. Virginia 
Simmons. Symone Sha'ron** 
Art Education 
Stafford, Virginia 
Smith, Allison Carole* 
Craft and Material Studies 
Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Elliott Carrington 
Painting and Printmaking 
Midlothian. Virgima 
Soiles, Eileen Taylor* 
Kinetic Imaging 
Arlington, Virginia 
Soriano, Alissa R.* 
Graphic Design 
Richmond. V1rgi111a 
Springer, Kyle B. 
Graphic Design 
Richmond, Virginia 




Painting and Printmaking 
Newport News. V1rgi111a 
Todd, Sarah Nicole 
Craft and Material Studies 
Fairfax, Virginia 
Tommasino, Christine M. 
Craft and Material Studies 
Newport News, Virginia 
Torraca, Daniel Howard** 
Communication Arts 
Leesburg, Virginia 
UI Hosna. Asma" 
Interior Design 
Doha, Oatar 
Vise, Sophia L* 
Painting and Printmaking 
Richmond, Virgima 
Wacks, Laura S.** 
Graphic Design 
Sterling, Virginia 
Wallace, William Ezra 
Craft and Material Studies 
BertyVille. Virginia 
Wiles, Tricia Jane** 
Theatre 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wood, Kiana Monique 
Dance and Choreography 
Lorton. Virgima 
Woodring, Kyrie J, 
Communication Arts 
Richmond. Virginia 
Wunderlich, Nathan Robert** 
Theatre 
Richmond. Virginia 
Vang. Jiezl Anne Vivas 
Kinetic Imaging 
Virginia Beach, Virg111ia 
Vang, Larry Bin 
Kinetic Imaging 







Young, Michael Joseph 
Painting and Printmaking 
Manassas. Virgima 
Zachwieja, Hunter Stephenson 
Graphic Design 
Redmond, Washington 
Bachelor of Music 
Ccmclidmes />rcscnced hy 
Oerm Jose/)h H. Seipel 
Agrios. Sarah Anastasia 
Chesapeake, Virgima 
Bradberry, John R. 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Bunch. Madison M.* 
Virginia Beach, Virgima 
Chalkley, Lawrence A. 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Cohen, Patrick C. 
Arlington, Virginia 
Hargrove, Jonathon W. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Jennings, Taylor Leslie* 
Richmond, Virginia 
Lee, Justin A. 
Charles City, Virginia 
Leonard, Nicolas Edward" 
Mechanicsville. Virgima 
Powers, Emily Rachel*" 
Beaverdam, Virginia 
Reisenfeld. Paige Lynne** 
Richmond, V1rgi111a 
Roepke, Emily S.** 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Master of Art Education 
CrmdiJmcs Jnesenrd b,· 






Williams. Amy E. 
Blacksburg, Virginia 
* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude **• Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Master of Arts 
Candidares /Jresentecl Ir, 
Dean F. D011glas Boudinot, 
Graduate School 
Coffey, Roland Michael 
Art History 




Jewell, Kaleb Williams 
Art History 
Marion. Arkansas 
Norkus, Susan Moser 
Art History 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
Master of Fine Arts 
Condie/arcs /)rcsenc<'li h\• 
Deon F. Douglas 8011(/inor, 
Grnd11atc School 
Arzt, Alexandra Eleanor" 
Fine Arts 
Adamstown, Maryland 






Hershey, Christian J." 
Theatre 
Norristown. Pennsylvania 
Master of Interdisciplinary 
Studies 
Ccmdidwcs /Jresentecl b~ 




Evans, Donna Barnes" 
Barboursville, Virginia 
Jones-Cox, Angel Donyale 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
Pearce, Frances Bobbe" 
Newport News. Virginia 
Yost. Betsy J, 
Richmond, Virginia 
• Cum Laude .. Magna Cum Laude ••• Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 20l5 
School of the Arts 
Master of Music 
Condidotcs /Jresencecl b,· 
Dean F. 0011,Qlm 8011dinor, 
G rac/1 wtc Sc/100/ 
Galyen, Thomas Lamkin" 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Holland, Ryan Spencer" 
Falls Church, Virginia 
Rakowski, Shane M. 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Schoepflin, Jonathan D." 
Chester, Virginia 
Waller, George D." 
Washington, D.C 
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School of Business 
Baccalaureate Certificate 
C(ll1dicl,11c1 />rc.,cncecl 
h~ /J.:1111 Ed ( ;ricr 
Baker, Lindsay Katherine" 
Product Innovation 
Leesburg, Virginia 






Singha, Subhendu Kumar" 
Product Innovation 
Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Walker, Caleb R. 
Product Innovation 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wilson, Lee Alexander 
Product Innovation 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Wissinger, Sara Ellen" 
Product Innovation 
Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Bachelor of Sc ience 
Cundid(l(c\ /nc.1cnrccl 
I"' I )<.'(Ill Ed ( ;ricr 
Abdellatil, Yomna Amr 
Business 
Cairo, Egypt 
Abdousalam, Nabill Zakaria 
Accounting 
Reston, Virginia 
Adams, Shawtel Nicole 
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Alali, Laila Baqer* 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alamin, Nizar Abedelmoneim 
Economics 
Falls Church. Virginia 
Albdaya, Yousef Saad 
Business 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Alberto, Leonel E. 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Aldulijan, Saad Abdulrazaq 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alessa, Essa Hassan 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alfalasi, Sail Nasser 
Business 
Washington. D.C 
Alharbi, Meshal B. 
Accounting 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alhashim, Hashim Mansour* 
Financial Technology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Aljunaibi, Hauaa Taher*" 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alkaabi, Khalifa Mohammed* 
Business 
Washington. DC 
Alkaabi, Saeed Mohammed** 
Business 
Washington, D.C 
Almarzooqi, Abdulla Mohamed* 
Business 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Almeshal, Hussain Ahmed" 
Information Systems 
Richmond. Virginia 
Almohsen, Mohammed Essa* 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Almusabain, Naser Abdulla*" 
Business 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 
AI-Mutair, Abdullatif A. 
Information Systems 
Henrico, Virginia 
Alobaida, Homoud Abdulaziz* 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Alohoutade, Eliane Mahoutin" 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 
Alrashedi, Suhail Bakhit** 
Business 
Washington, D.C 
Alsaleh, Fares Mohammed** 
Financial Technology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alsamani, Omar A. 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alshaibani, Rami Abdulaziz 
Economics 
Richmond, Virginia 
Alshushan, Samah Fahad* 
Financial Technology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Anderson, Jordy A. 
Business 
Annandale, Virginia 
Ansary, Said Wais 
Business 
Springfield, Virginia 
Askew, Jennifer Kyong-a 
Information Systems 
Richmond. Virginia 






Baiden, Melissa A." 
Account ing 
Springfield. Virginia 
Baier, Erin Lea 
Marketing 
Newport News, Virginia 
Bailey, P. Connor" 
Business 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Bak-Brevik, Joshua Joseph" 
Business 
Alexandna, Virginia 
Baker, Lindsay Katherine*" 
Accounting 
Leesburg, Virginia 
Bakker, Tim Marcus 
Marketing 
Richmond. Virginia 
Barnett, Ethan Daniel 
Business 
Lanexa, Virginia 
Barton, Brian J, II" 
Accounting 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Baumgardner, Joseph Ryan 
Marketing 
Ruckersville, Virginia 






Behdad, Shariar A. 
Information Systems 
Vienna, Virginia 
Bell, Adrian L" 
Information Systems 
Hampton, Virginia 
Bempah, Michael H. 
Marketing 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Bennett, Erica Lia Nelle" 
Marketing 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Bible, Trent Daniel* 
Business 
Roanoke, Virginia 
Bing, Shannon Leigh 
Business 
Forest, Virginia 
• Cum Laude · • Magna Cum Laude • • • Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 2015 
School of Business 
Bixler. Kevin Gregory Buie, Tatyana L.awrencia" Castillo, David Erik" Crenshaw, Joesph M." 
Accounting Accounting Business Business 
Virginia Beach. Virginia Fredericksburg, Virginia Hennco. Virgima Mechamcsville. Virginia 
Black, Daniel Steven* Bunch, Madison Michelle* Chang, Jia-Chi Crews. Harrison Archer" 
Accounting Business Business Information Systems 
Lebanon. Pennsylvania Virgima Beach, Virgima Richmond, Virginia Henrico. Virginia 
Blake. Rebekah Leanne Burton, Graeson Evan" Chapman. John-Almon Kendall" Crowe, John Christopher 
Business Business Business Marketing 
Mechamcsville, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Richmond. Virginia Falls Church. Virg111ia 
Blanton, Joshua Mark* Busam. Christina Renae Charlwood, Jacob A." Cumberbatch, Sinead Lekeisha" 
lnfonnation Systems Marketing Business Real Estate 
Midlothian. Virginia Richmond, Virginia Fredericksburg, Virgima Woodbridge, Virginia 
Bond. Keedra Eleaner" Busch, Victoria Maria Chauncey, Kyle Edward Daiga. Evan Brooks 
Marketing Business Information Systems Business 
Midlothian, Virginia Fairfax, Virginia Stafford. Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Bonomonte, Christin Regina Byrd, John M. Childress. Connor Eric Daluz Soares, Loic J. 
Business Information Systems Business Business 
Henrico, Virginia Goochland, Virginia Newport News, Virgima Alexandria, Virgima 
Busher, Christine Cabacar, Jordan Leigh Childress. Jessica Rae" Davis, Aaron Christian" 
Business Marketing Business Business 
Chesterfield, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Chester. Virgima Providence Forge, V1rgima 
Bourroughs. Kathryn Rose Calabro, Daniel W. Chithpravongsa. Casey de Barros, Emerson Valdir Jose 
Information Systems Business Marketing Business 
Centreville, Virgima Annandale, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Falls Church. Virginia 
Bozzone. Reid Bohman" Campero, Marcos James Chu, Marcus Degaraff. Matthew William 
Business Business Information Systems Accounting 
Charlottesville, Virginia Fairfax, V1rgima Annandale. Virginia Chesapeake. Virgima 
Brandel, Christiana Joy**" Canterbury, Lorin M. Ciardullo, Patrick Jr." Del Vecchio, Vincent J. 
Business Accounting Business Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia Hopewell, Virginia Springfield. Virginia Chesterfield, Virginia 
Brown, Jonathan Lloyd Cao, Qian" Clifton, Kendall D. Denno, Marc Joshua 
Business Accounting Business Accounting 
Doha, Qatar Richmond, Virginia Fairfax Station. Virginia Stafford, Virginia 
Brown, Markeisha J. Carlyle, Thomas Everette Ill Coles. Austin Gary Dixon, Kendall Michelle-Monet 
Business Business Marketing Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia Goochland. Virginia Dumfries. Virginia 
Brown, Ronald Jr. Carter, Joshua A.* Collier. Mitchell Andrew" Dodampahala. Thimuthu Charith" 
Information Systems Marketing Business Accounting 
Chester. Virginia North Chesterfield, Virginia Newport News. Virginia Chantilly, Virginia 
Brown. Taylor D. Carter, Rolanda P.* Condron, Collin Reed Douglas. Kya Alexis Gaynell 
Marketing Business Accounting and Economics Accounting 
Yorktown, Vkginia Richmond, Virginia Arlington, Virginia Hampton, Virginia 
Brown, Vance Andrew Carter. Rolonda Patrice Copon, Jordan Guevarra* D'Souza. Isaac" 
Information Systems Business Marketing Information Systems 
Manassas, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia Burke. Virgima 
Bryant. Lauren Brie* Cash. Stephanie N." Couts, Claybourne A." Duncan, Jordan Bernard 
Business Marketing Financial Technology Business 
Palmyra, Virgima Williamsburg, Virginia Woodbridge, Virginia East Orange. New Jersey 
• Cum Laude •• Magna Cum Laude ••• Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student 'Degree conferred August 2015 \'CL' Co111111e11ce 111eni 2015 +3 
School of Business 
Dunu, Doreen Selonn" 
Business 
Keswick, Virginia 
Dutton, Bria Eileen" 
Marketing 
Stafford, Virginia 
Einbinder, Thomas S. 
Marketing 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Fauntleroy, Jasmine Ariel" 
Accounting 
Millers Tavern. Virginia 
Fields, Matthew Spencer 
Marketing 
Powhatan. Virginia 
Finklea, Christopher Maurice 
Information Systems 
Cheste( Virginia 
Flowers, Richard Joshua II 
Marketing 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Fontana, Cannine Joseph* 
Information Systems 
Cheste( Virginia 






Fatso, David Arnaud Pouokam" 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Frederick, Brittany Monique" 
Marketing 
Uniondale, New York 
Frick, Meredith Alexandra" 
Business 
Glen Allen. V1rg1nia 




Gachet, Lisette Natalie" 
Information Systems 
Mililani, Hawaii 
Gaines, Joseph B. 
Business 
Suffolk, Virginia 
\"Cl I Commencement 2015 
Gaither, David Bradley 
Marketing 
Winchester. Virginia 
George, Christopher Blake" 
Business 
Cheste( Virginia 






Gibson, Colin J. 
Business 
Leesburg. Virginia 
Gill, Thomas Edwin 
Business 
Williamsburg, V1rginia 
Glazer, Michael C." 
Business 
Vienna, Virginia 
Glidewell, Daniel Robert*** 
Information Systems 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Gravely, Devan M. 
Marketing 
Hennco. Virginia 
Gray, Briana Jocelyn*" 
Accounting 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Green, Nicholas Austin 
Business 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Grim, Joshua M. 
Business. Marketing 
Midlothian. Virginia 






Gustafson, Stephanie M." 
Accounting 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Gwaltney, Graham Lee Ill 
Business 
Colonial Heights. Virginia 
Hairston, Michael Dean Jr." 
Information Systems 
Manassas. Virginia 
Hall. Charlotte R. 
Marketing 
Alexandria. Virginia 






Hamennan, David Louis 
Accounting and Information Systems 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hankins, Joseph R. 
Economics 
Providence Forge. Virginia 
Harding, Blair Ann" 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hargrave, Zachary A. 
Marketing 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Harris, Holly Nicole 
Business 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Harvey, Brandon M. 
Economics 
Richmond. Virginia 
Harvey, Patrick Michael 
Business 
Henrico. Virginia 
Hassan, Syeda Tania 
Information Systems 
Herndon. Virginia 




Henderson, Reginald Rashad 
Business 
Gainesville, Virginia 
Henson, Shennan Nicholas*** 
Marketing 
Louisa. Virginia 
Hessler, Jordan Lee 
Information Systems 
Palmyra. Virginia 
Hiatt, Scott Michael 
Information Systems 
Springfield. Virginia 






Irby, Lisa M. 
Business 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Jackson, Jerae· A." 
Business 
Waldorf. Maryland 
Jaffe, Brian M." 
Information Systems 
Great Falls. Virginia 
James, Brittany Marina* 
Economics 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Jennelle, Nicholas Tyler" 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 






Johal, Manjit S." 
Business 
Spnngfield. Virginia 
Johnson, Amber Mamie Kyle 
Accounting 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Johnson, Marques A." 
Accounting 
Stafford, Virginia 
Johnson, TKeyah Chante" 
Business 
Suffolk. Virginia 
Jomphe, Philippe William 
Business 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Jones, Lietta Bernadette" 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude ... Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 201~ 
School of Business 
Jordan. Kiara Nicole Lancaster, Barbara Diane MacGowan, Rebecca L.** McNear, Javonte Lamarr 
Business Business Business Business 
Suffolk, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Vienna, Virginia Roanoke, Virginia 
Joyce, Connor E. * Latif, Roteb Ahmad" Mahmood, Ibrahim Syed* Mel, David Sokhom 
Marketing Information Systems Information Systems Information Systems 
Massanutten. Virginia Richmond, Virginia North Chesterfield, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Joyner, Andrew Bradley* Lavell, Tucker Joseph" Malik, Mohammad Osman" Merriam, Alex Michael 
Information Systems Information Systems Business Marketing 
Virginia Beach. Virginia Richmond, Virginia Manassas, Virginia Toms River. New Jersey 
Kamali, Zhina* 0 Lavelle. Jennifer Nell Malone, Katelyn Dawn" Merriman. Jenna Brooke" 
Marketing Accounting Information Systems Business 
Vienna. Virginia Fairfax, Virginia Emporia, Virginia Haymarket. Virginia 
Kang, Curtis J, Lavine, Trevor Austin Manadan. Vozabeth Lacerna Mohammad, Ariana" 
Marketing Marketing Marketing Accounting and Information Systems 
Fredericksburg, Virginia Vienna. Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia Stone Ridge, Virginia 
Kang. Hyunwoo Lay, Sokly Manaloto, Kirby Anthony Moltaji, Raana V. 
Business Information Systems Information Systems Business 
Annandale, Virginia Herndon, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia Herndon, Virginia 
Kavuru, Raja N. Layman, Ethan F,** Manning, Jamie Alyse Monette, John Collins 
Business Accounting Business Business 
Richmond, Virginia Warrenton, Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia Chesterfield, Virginia 
Keeler, Jennifer Nicole Lazo-Norvani, Ricardo Marcussen. Christopher Matthew Montague. Richard Byron 
Business Business. Economics Accounting Business 
Fredericksburg, Virginia Vienna. Virginia Richmond, Virginia Newport News, Virginia 
Kelly, Patrick Artell Le, Bich Thao Thi" Martin. Phillip Glenn" Mosbrucker, Cody J." 
Business Business Information Systems Information Systems 
Purcellville, Virginia Annandale, Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Keskin, Tune Berk Lee, Sung Hyun**0 " Mascarenhas, Natasha Jeannine Mosher, Nathaniel Kyle 
Information Systems Business Marketing Accounting 
Richmond, Virginia Chantilly, Virginia Springfield, Virginia Quinton, Virginia 
Khan, Mohammad Hamza Leonard. John D." Mason, Bobby Moynihan. Matthew Charles 
Information Systems Economics Business Accounting 
Chantilly, Virginia Herndon, Virginia Fredericksburg, Virginia Clifton, Virginia 
Kim, Dong Hyuk Lillard, Matthew Scott Matthews. Chad Alan Murdock, Jessica Anne** 
Marketing Business Accounting Business 
Busan. South Korea Midlothian, Virginia Chester. Virginia 
Aylett. Virginia 
Kinelski, Peter Brian* Lim. Ve Lin*" Mattox. John Carter* Murray. Jasmin Tyler 
Marketing Information Systems Information Systems Marketing 
Providence Forge, Virginia Seoul. South Korea Henrico, Virginia 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
King, Hannah Grace" Liverpool, Nia Deleis Mccarron. Cathleen Anne 
Naff. Carter D. 
Marketing Marketing Accounting and Business 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia Lynchburg, Virginia 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Kolb, Allan P.* Ly. Lyna McErlean, Logan S. 
Naji, Christopher" 
Information Systems Accounting Information Systems 
Information Systems 
Fredericksburg, Virginia Falls Church, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Leesburg, Virginia 
Kruger. Mason E. Ma. Oianwei" McGrath, Sean l" 
Nealis. Alexys Kristina 
Marketing Business Economics 
Marketing 
Norfolk, Virginia Guangzhou, China Richmond, Virginia 
Stafford, Virginia 
• Cum Laude •• Magna Cum Laude • • • Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 2015 
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School of Business 
Nelson, Savannah Ann Patel, Daven J.11 Purrington, Jay R.** Seeto, Nathan Michael Bessette" 
Marketing Business Marketing Business 
Chesterfield. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Gloucester, Virginia Springfield, Virginia 
Ngo, Hongthanh Paterson, Lauren E. Randall, Dena N. Selenica, Jorgo 
Accounting Accounting Business Business 
Richmond. Virginia Doha. Qatar West Point. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Nguyen, Alexander T.** Pence, Jessica Lynne" Reese, Jennifer Nichole Seng, Ruth J. 
Accounti ng. Business Business Accounting Accounting 
McLean. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Glen Allen. Virginia Chester, Virginia 
Nguyen. Huyen T.** Perez, Alexandra Tahiri11 Rice, Jemila Kesi11 Sennanyana, Galefele T. 
Financial Technology Business Accounting Business 
North Chesterfield. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Washington. D.C. Gaithersburg. Maryland 
Nickerson, Kara J.** Perkins, Kevin Matthew" Richards, Kimberly Anne Shearer, Elizabeth Morgan 
Real Estate Marketing Accounting Business 
Richmond. Virg111ia Richmond. Virginia Mechanicsville. Virginia Chester, Virginia 
Ning, Jonathan Peterson, Anthony Lee Jr.* Rivera, Kevin Alcides Sheldon, Kelsey Ann 
Financial Technology Information Systems Information Systems Business 
Great Falls. Virginia Petersburg. Virginia Herndon, Virginia Midlothian. Virginia 
Nious, Samantha Nicole" Pham, Dat Ouoc* Romero Cossio, Danny R. Shin, Hyekang J. 
Marketing Accounting and Business Business Accounting 
Bnstow. Virginia Sterling. Virginia Falls Church. Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Noudegbessi, Nathalie Etonam Phan, My D. Romero, Nestor I. Short, Sara Elizabeth 
Business Marketing Accounting Accounting and Business 
Potomac. Maryland Richmond. Virginia Fairfax. Virginia Woodbridge. Vifginia 
Novsak, Jennifer Marie" Pheiff, Julie Arlene" Roncales, Thomas Alberto Shoup, Ashleigh Lauren" 
Business Marketing Information Systems Accounting 
Henrico. North Carolina Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Caroline County, Virginia 
O'Donnell, Charlie Phillips, Lauren Elaine" Rooks, Jeffrey J. Shrivastava, Utkarsh 
Marketing Business Marketing Information Systems 
Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Herndon, Virginia 
Oh, David S. * Phung, Ashley W.* Rowe, Michael Brian* Shutterly, Nicholas E.11 
Business Accounting Marketing Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia Oakton. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Olson, Holly M.11 Pinard, Bradley Craig* Safar, Jassem11 Sidibeh, Musa 
Business Accounting Business Business 
Clermont. Florida West Point. Virginia Kuwait City, Kuwait Richmond. Virginia 
Otchere, Ernest Pinello, Michael J." Sayegh, Yasmine" Singh, Gursharn 
Information Systems Marketing Business Business 
Woodbridge, Virginia Salem. Virginia Vienna, Virginia Leesburg. Virginia 
Owusu, Isaac Kwasi Poe, Nathan S. Schaub, Kevin M. Singha, Subhendu Kumar*" 
Business Business Information Systems Business 
Sterling. Virginia Glen Allen. Virginia Leesburg. Virginia Colonial Heights. Virginia 
Padden, Jordan Alexander* Potts, John A. Schleh, Christopher R. Smajlagic, Elvina 
Accounting Information Systems Business Business 
Richmond. Virginia Alexandria. Virginia Virginia Beach. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Parekh, Madhvi Daxeshkumar Powell, Alexander M.** Sears, Jordan Michael Snider, Rachael Alana 
Accounting Information Systems Business Business 
Chester, Virginia Salem. Virginia Glen Allen. Virginia Henrico. Virginia 
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Soignoli, Matthew D. 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Somers, Layla Corinne*" 
Accounting 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Sosale, Akshaya Bhaskar" 
Business 
Lorton. Virginia 
Stankavich, Eric Craig" 
Information Systems 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Stapleford, Sarah Elizabeth 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Steckmann. Jacob Lawrence" 
Business 
Stafford. Virginia 
Stewart, Dillon Harrison 
Business 
Cabin John. Maryland 
Stone, Mark Lee" 
Real Estate 
Geneva. Switzerland 
Stubbe, Nicholas Leland 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 






Sweeney. Jean C. 
Economics 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Ta, Kristina Trang** 0 " 
Business 
Fairfax. Virginia 
Tabron, Kwame S. 
Economics 
Goode. Virginia 
Talbott, Ricky John* 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 
Talley, Trevor Nicolas 
Business 
Henrico. Virginia 
Taylor-Zayas, Orelia Shannon 
Business 
Chesapeake. Virginia 
Tchokouani, Boris l" 
Accounting 
Douala. Cameroon 
Tekle, Abele H. 
Marketing 
Fairfax. V1rg1n1a 
Thomas, Chelsea Noel 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Tolley, Andrew Michael Jr. 
Business 
Wytheville. Virginia 
Tomlinson, Akil Ian 
Business 
Springfield. Virginia 
Tong, Shao Yu 
Business 
Hennco. Virginia 
Torres Diaz. Bryam Roger 
Information Systems 
Ashburn. Virginia 









Ujevic, Robert E. 
Business 
Reston. Virginia 






Vass, Lauren Bennett" 
Accounting 
Henrico. Virginia 
Velasquez. Denis C. 
Marketing 
Woodbndge. Virginia 
Vermejo Blumen, Sergio Andres" 
Business 
Trujillo. Peru 
Villalobos, Arali Alexandra 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Vines, Taylor Wynette 
Marketing 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Vo, Duoc Thanh 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
Vuong, Anh Tuan 
Information Systems 
Falls Church. Virginia 
Walker, Ambrose Dominic 
Information Systems 
Triangle. Virginia 
Walker, Caleb R.* 
Marketing 
Richmond. Virginia 
Wallace. Kaylor A." 
Marketing 
Abingdon. Virginia 






Ware, Aaron M. 
Business 
Ashburn. Virginia 
Waris, Marta Linnae 
Marketing 
Stafford. Virginia 
Watkins, Rachel Elisabeth* 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
West, Shaunese Antonette* 
Accounting 
Newport News. Virginia 
White, Nicklas J. 
Business 
Roanoke. Virginia 
Williams. Javie l." 
Business 
Richmond. Virginia 
• Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O Universi ty Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
School of Business 
Williams, Russell Todd Jr." 
Business 
Hampton. Virginia 
Wilson, Lee Alexander 
Marketing and Economics 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Wissinger, Sara Ellen" 
Marketing 
Arlington Heights. fl/1no1s 
Woody, Carla T. 
Accounting 
Montpelier. Virginia 
Wormley. Dominique O'neal" 
Information Systems 
Culpeper. Virginia 









Yantis, Gerald Colin 
Information Systems 
Richmond. Virginia 
Yeattes, Mark Waters Jr." 
Business 
Emporia. Virginia 










U ndergraduate Certificate 
Cu,dic/,,c,·, pr,·,c111 ccl /r, 
l ),'ll1\ F. J),.11glm /l,.11,/inu1 , 
( ;ndudCL )d1r1r ,{ 
Atsou, Richard S. 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 
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Carter, Philip J. 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 
Christian, Kathleen Elizabeth" 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 








Colonial Heights. Virginia 
Georgieva-lvanova, Lina S. 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 
Haines, Andrew S. 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 






Hinzman, Jordan E. 
Information Systems 
Stafford. Virginia 
lrigaray, Adrienne E. 














.J.8 \ 'Cl 1 Cummcnceme11t 2015 
Logsdon, Kathleen K. 
Accounting 
Powhatan. Virginia 
Marcus, Caroline Dulany" 
Account ing 
Warrenton. Virginia 
Martin, Stephanie A. 
Information Systems 
Henrico. Virginia 
Miller, Robert E. 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 
Nickle, Jason C. 
Information Systems 
Amelia Courthouse. Virginia 
Robinson, Vickie L. 
Information Systems 




Straton, Tharpa Wickert 
Accounting 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Strickland, Joseph A. 
Accounting 
Falls Church. Virginia 
Wojtowicz, Milissa L. 
Accounting 
Richmond. Virginia 





Cundidm.:., pr.:scnr.:d !),, 
D.:c111 F. Dou1;lus lfo11dinor. 
Crwl1w1c Schuul 
Marshall, Olivia Anita" 
Business Administration 
Staten Island. New York 
Price, Debbi Lisa" 
Business Administration 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Rudman, Kendra Whitney" 
Business Administration 
Richmond. Virginia 
Master of Accountancy 
CancliclllCes /n-csernccl hy 
Demi F. Dou1;h, Boudinot. 
Gmcl1w1c Schou/ 






Dean-Duru, Marlon C. 
Accountancy 
Ashburn. Virginia 
Dietz, Alice Katelyn 
Accountancy 
Richmond. Virginia 
Edwards, Ryan Wayne 
Accountancy 
D1sputanta. Virginia 
Hung, Adrian W." 
Accountancy 
Rome. New York 
Jeffress. Blair Nicole" 
Accountancy 
Chester, Virginia 






Master of Arts 
Cunclic/(ltc, pr.:sen1ccl h,, 
Drc111 F. Do11glm /3011clinl)(, 
Cmcl1wte School 
Hill. Brian Paul 
Economics 
Richmond. Virginia 
Jones, Michael Anthony 
Economics 
Richmond. Virginia 
Shockley, Thomas Lacy 
Economics 
Richmond. Virginia 
Master of Business 
Administration 
CancliclllCes J)resen1ecl hv 
Dean F. Dou1;lru 13011dinot , 
Grad1wce School 
Aleid, Abdullah Naser 
Business Administration 
Riyadh. Saudi Arabia 
Ammerlaan. Robert J. 
Business Administration 










Burns. Devon Clare" 
Business Administration 
Richmond. Virginia 
Conner, Randall S." 
Business Administration 






Pembroke. New Hampshire 
Daniels, Eugene M." 
Business Administration 
Stafford. Virginia 
Dao, Thao (Kelly)" 
Business Administration 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Dorney, Brian W. 
Business Administration 
Richmond. Virginia 
• Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Oumville, Miles Ashton Simpson 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Fricke, Kyle Aaron" 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
George, Steven Ricardo" 
Business Administration 
Petersburg, Virginia 
Gracik, Brittany M. 
Business Administration 
Chesterfield, V1rg1nia 
Harrison, Kristen M. 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hauser, Erin-Marie Anderson" 
Business Administration 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Hendricks, Anthony James 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Jackson, Thomas Justin 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Jenkins, Tara Danielle 
Business Administration 
Prince George, Virginia 
Kazi, Shahida Sayeda 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Korenman, lyudmila M. 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
lackey, Stephen Edward" 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Malcomb, Paul Jordan 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Munn, James Chapman" 
Business Administration 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Myrick, Jesse Junius II 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 









Snowa, Kelley Anne 
Business Administration 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Stewart, Craig L 
Business Administration 
Henrico, Virginia 
Teachey, Herbert E. Ill" 
Business Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
Tharp, Steven A. 
Business Administration 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Vitiello, Jacqueline Rose" 
Business Administration 
Henrico, Virginia 






Master of Science 
Conclidmc, prc·,c1Hd h,• 
/)cun F. Dn11['.lm /3cnnlinrn, 




Belliappa Kademada, Abhimanyu 
Business 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
Campbell, Richard Clay 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Carrow. Chandos Jade 
Information Systems 
Richmond, Virginia 
Conner, Randall S." 
Information Systems 




Dos Santos, Aline Goncalves" 
Business 
Campinas, Sao Paulo 






Gottshall, Jamie L" 
Business 
Colonial Heights, Virginia 






Griffea, Walker S. 
Business 
Newport News. Virginia 















Mickal, Garrett James" 
Business 
Lafayette, Louisiana 
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Nkonya, Minza Elizabeth 
Business 
Dumfries, Virginia 
Ravulapati, Sai Veena Pravallika 
Computer and Information 
Systems Security 
Richmond, Virginia 
Redmond, Gregory P. 
Computer and Information 
Systems Security 
Richmond, Virginia 






Sampery, Melissa Brooke 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 






Wilberger, Joshua S. 
Business 
Henrico, Virginia 
Willis, Melinda Joy 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 
Zydel, Thomas W. 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 
Master of Supply 
Chain Management 
( :undi,/,,1<.', />rc'.\c'll!d In· 
/\:,111 F / J,, 11 ~/(), /11ndi11,,1. 
( ir,cc/w11,· \c/1""/ 
Belzer, Daniel Jacob Nall" 
Mount Vernon. Virginia 
Pekarek, Andrew E." 
Walhalla, South Carolina 
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School of Business 
Master of Product 
Innovation 
Ccmcliclmc.\ /nesen 1ccl b~ 
Dean F. /Ju11das Brnn/inol, 
Grad11i1rc Scliool 
Ameen, Laurel Cash 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Bumgarner, Rebecca Paigh 
Aylett. Virginia 
Campbell, Karin Smith 
Richmond, Virginia 
Saenghiranthan, Kokhwan 
Chiang Ma,: Thailand 
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School of Dentistry 
Master of Sc ience 
in Dentistry 
Candidate pn:senred hy 
Dean F. D011glm B011dinor, 
Grad11llte School 
Lee, Katherine Jane Southwell" 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
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School of Education 
Post-baccalaureate Master of Education Byrd, Victoria Blaze" Gooden, Lauren C." 
Graduate Certificate Sport Leadership Counselor Education 
Candidme1 />rnenc.:d h)' Richmond, Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Cancliclare, />rewnred /,\, /Jecm F. Doug/(t, Bu1.1cfi1101, Campbell, Sydney Noel Graham, Tyler Neal 
/Jecm F. Drn1g/(ls /3011din()(. Crncl1.1lll <' School Sport Leadership Sport Leadership 
Crnd1111re Sdwol Acome, Jennifer M." 
Lynchburg, Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Costanzo, Samantha Meagan Educational Leadership Cannine, Robert Harris, Cynthia Sharae· 
Disability Leadership Chester. Virginia Counselor Education Counselor Education 
Midlothian, Virginia Altizer Hawkins, Mary 
Richmond, Virginia Chesterfield, Virginia 
Balog, Rebecca Ruth Bernadette Clapper, Michael James Harris, Kristi LaShay" 
Disability Leadership Counselor Education Sport Leadership Special Education 
Hennco. Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Menlo Park, California Richmond, Virginia 
Barrett, John Christian Ball, Heaven R." Cochran, Emily Marie" Hatt, Cody Redman" 
Medical Education Educational Leadership Sport Leadership Sport Leadership 
Richmond. Virginia Tappahannock, Virginia Adel, Iowa Spnngfield, Vermont 
Dragoescu, Ema A." Bates, Derrick Cleveland" Conway. Esra Kazangolu" Hauser, Erin-Marie Anderson" 
Medical Education Special Education Educational Leadership Sport Leadership 
Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Charlottesville, Virginia 
Kogut, Christopher Paul Bates, William R. Corey, Christal lmani" Haynes, Susan C. 
Medical Education Sport Leadership Special Education Adult Learning 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Marchetti, Catherine M. Batts, Justin Cody" Dawson, Garrick Phillip" Innes. Colin Robert" 
Disabi li ty Leadership Sport Leadership Sport Leadership Educational Leadership 
Richmond, Virginia Davidson, North Carolina Norfolk, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Maxvold, Nonna J. Berenato, Brock G." Dixon, Karlyn Michelle" Jackson, Cheleah Victoria 
Medical Education Sport Leadership Sport Leadership Counselor Education 
Richmond, Virginia St Loui:s. Mi:ssouri Charlotte, North Carolina Hustle. Virginia 
McIntosh, Georgia N. Bergendahl, Caitlin Sasser" Fields, Deborah Kisha" Johnson-Blaziak, Sonja M. 
Medical Education Adult Learning Reading Adult Learning 
Wash111gton, DC Newark, Delaware Midlothian. Virginia Chester. Virginia 
Morales-Theodore, Rosa Berlin, Kathryn Elizabeth" Foster, Bradley C." Kearney, Kelsey McBane" 
Margarita Special Education Sport Leadership Sport Leadership 
Medical Education Richmond. Virginia Christiansburg, Virginia Durham, North Carolina 
Glen Allen, Virginia Broaddus, Tiara Afrodite Nichole French, Elizabeth" Kephart, Lisa J." 
Popp, Jessica S. Counselor Education Sport Leadership Reading 
Disability Leadership Williamsburg. Virginia Sykesville, Maryland Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Charlottesville. Virginia Brown, Donald Christopher" Gary, Robert Armistead V Kirby, Juhara A." 
Rigby, Fidelma Burke Sport Leadership Sport Leadership Special Education 
Medical Education Long Island, New York Richmond. Virg1n1a Centreville, Virginia 
Richmond. Virginia Brown, Whitney Elizabeth Gatzlaff, Chad Michael Kraegel, Lauren" 
Uram-Tuculescu, Cora Gabriela Counselor Education Sport Leadership Reading 
Medical Education Fredericksburg, Virginia Winona, Minnesota Ypsilanti. Michigan 
Glen Allen, Virginia Burns, Samuel Anthony Gay, Cynthia" Kraus, Brittney Butler" 
Vinnikova, Anna K. Adult Learning Special Education Special Education 
Medical Education Mount Vernon, New York Crozet, Virginia Hennco. Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia Butta, Matthew Craig" Goo, Michelle" Laporte, Talitha Marie" 
Sport Leadership Educational Leadership Special Education 
Richmond, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Oxnard. California 
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, Lawrence, Joshua Ryan" 
Sport Leadership 
Salem. Virginia 
Lodge. Forrest Robert" 
Sport Leadership 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Males. Scott Charles" 
Educational Leadership 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Manak, Caitlin M. 
Counselor Education 
Pottstown. Pennsylvania 
Manganello, Chaney Anne 
Sport Leadership 
Richmond. Virginia 
Martinez, Santiago Lucio" 
Sport Leadership 
Bogota. Columbia 
Maurer, April Rhoades" 
Educational Leadership 
Moseley, Virginia 






Meek, Alana Nicole" 
Special Education 
Woodbridge. Virginia 
Miller, Katherine E." 
Special Education 
Henrico. Virginia 
Mitchell, Samantha Jo" 
Sport Leadership 
Abingdon. Virginia 
Mock, Bradley R." 
Special Education 
West Bloomfield. Michigan 





Fort Wayne. Indiana 
Mortensen, Lauren C. 
Adult Learning 
Richmond. Virginia 
Neely, Thomas Alexander Ill 
Sport Leadership 
Birmingham. Alabama 
Noel. Tara Ann 
Counselor Education 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Okonta, Lemmy lkechekwu" 
Special Education 
Queens. New York 
Otto, Tiffanie Amanda" 
Special Education 
Richmond. Virginia 
Palmer, Gregory Allen 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Richmond. Virginia 
Pantazelos, Joshua David" 
Sport Leadership 
Birmingham. Alabama 
Peters, Rachel Lynne 
Counselor Education 
Richmond. Virginia 
Petrey, Rebecca Gill" 
Educational Leadership 
Richmond. Virginia 
Petty, Marcus L. Sr." 
Educational Leadership 
Brooklyn, New York 
Preddy, Samantha L. 
Counselor Education 
Richmond. Virginia 





Glen Allen. Virginia 
Rea, Ashley Marie 
Educational Leadership 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Reahard, Taylor Friend 
Counselor Education 
Richmond. Virginia 
Rohr. Kathy 0." 
Reading 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Roldan, Veronica Anne 
Special Education 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Rollins, Eliott Strawbridge" 
Special Education 
Somers Point. New Jersey 
Russell, Chelsea Elizabeth 
Counselor Education 
Partlow. Virginia 
Sada, Deanna Mills" 
Reading 
Richmond. Virginia 
Scott, Adam Benjamin Lawson 
Special Education 
Richmond. Virginia 
Smith, Whitney Monea'" 
Special Education 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Steeley, Amanda E. 
Special Education 
Mineral. Virginia 
Stemkowski, Nick Alexander" 
Sport Leadership 
Charlotte. North Carolina 
Steppe. Rodney L. 
Adult Learning 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Stewart, Courtney Breanna" 
Special Education 
Richmond. Virginia 
Taylor. Jenna Kate" 
Sport Leadership 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Thompson. Steele Brandon 
Sport Leadership 
Warrenton. Virginia 
Wait, Elizabeth Anne 
Spiridigliozzi" 
Special Education 
Durham. North Carolina 
Weiner, James Farley" 
Sport Leadership 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Wood, Susan G." 
Special Education 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
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School of Education 
Master of Teaching 
Condiclc1rc.1 f>re,e mccl b,· 
D.:lm F. Du11,~lo.1 8011 cl inor. 
c;rnd1 1ll!c 5clwnl 
Belcher, Sara Paige 
Blacksburg. Virginia 
Bennett, Rachel Elizabeth 
Dinwiddie. Virginia 
Callaway, Amy Marie 
Richmond. Virginia 
Castro, Jaclynn Crisostomo 
Richmond. Virginia 
Condrey, Catherine A. 
Richmond. Virgima 
Diaz, Julissa J. 
Arlington. Virginia 
Farrar, Audrina LaShay" 
Petersburg. Virginia 
Fisher, Leeanna Kay 
Henrico. Virginia 




Govert, Jeffrey 0. 
Richmond. Virginia 
Hall, Alexandra Nicole 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Hamill, Worod Kaseem 
Brooklyn, New York 
Hinski. Kathlin Amelia 
Chesterfield. Virginia 
Hocutt, Shannon L. 
Riverside. California 
Horne, Olivia Marie 
Norfolk. Virginia 
Hosman, Lauren Macdonald 
Manassas. Virginia 
Jefferson, Ariel S." 
Richmond. Virginia 
Jones, Christopher G. 
Richmond. Virginia 
Kelley.Rachael Lee 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
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Kramer, Candace Fallon 
Springfield, Virginia 
Layton, Jessica Harley 
Henrico, Virginia 
Lisk, Sarah Elizabeth 
Richmond, Virginia 
Maiden, Brittany Nicole 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Matsuura, Elise Alexandra 
Richmond, Virginia 
Mccannon, Christina Danielle 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
McDonald, Kasey Nichole 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
McKenna, Siobhan Therese11 
Toano, Virginia 
Meier, Sarah Kathryn 
Chantilly, Virginia 
Nichols, Christin Nicole 
Sedley, Virginia 
Dlmeda, Jennifer Leigh 
Chester. Virginia 
Peaseley, Carter Crutchfield11 
Richmond, Virginia 
Perry, Shane J. 
Dumfries, Virginia 
Pinero, Ciara Maquell 
Stafford, Virginia 
Poore, Samantha M. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Ramey, Angela Joy 
Richmond, Virginia 
Ravan, Amanda Marie 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Reams, David Michael 
Richmond, Virginia 
Reichley, Amelia Claire11 
Manassas, Virginia 








St. John, Melissa G.11 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Swift, Trinity Noell 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Taylor, Virginia E. 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Tran, Elisha Grace 
Richmond, Virginia 
Trimble, Erin Danielle 
Waynesboro, Virginia 
Wheeler, Ian Anthony 
Hampton, Virginia 
Wheeler, Kathryn Elizabeth 
Herndon, Virginia 
White, Lalifha Sharie" 
Richmond, Virginia 
Whitt, Holly Carol 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Wilcox, Lindsay Teal 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wright, Kayla M. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wyatt. Lindsy Denise 
Hopewell, Virginia 
Post-master's Certificate 
Candidates presented by 
Dean F Douglas Boudinot, 
Graduate School 






Cave, Angela Carol 
Educational Leadership 
Stafford, Virginia 
Felps, Caitlin Manasco" 
Reading Specialist 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Finch, Marianne K.11 
Reading Specialist 
Richmond, Virginia 






Walsh, Kenneth J. 
Educational Leadership 
Rochester, New York 
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School of Engineering 
Bachelor of Science Hodges, Robert M. Radhakrishnan, Nandu Computer Science Post-baccalaureate Computer Science 
Candi(id rc., J>r,·,cnrccl 1w Richmond. Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia 
Undergraduate Certificate 
Deem Bmhmu I). /3, "',Ill Ingram, Jessica Erin Kelly Ramos, Ervin Jr. c(/)1(/iclme, /)re,enced 1,,. 
Alqadeeb, Manahel A.* 
Mechanical Engineering Computer Science Dean F. Du11.~/m 13uudinur , 
Biomedical Engineering 
Stafford, Virginia Richmond. Virginia ( irnd1wrc Sc/11)(1/ 
Richmond, Virginia Johnson, Dante D. Seal, Brian K. 
Ashley, Zachery Jarrett* 
Electrical Engineering Computer Science 
Hubenthal, Max 
Electrical Engineering 
Richmond. Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia 
Computer Science 
Richmond. Virginia 
Midlothian, Virginia Krisinger, Jacob M. Seymour, Nicholas Richard 
Bayne, Tyriek Rashad 
Biomedical Engineering Chemical and Life Science Engineering 
Nikicicz, John** 
Mechanical Engineering 
Burke, Virginia Vienna. Virginia 
Computer Science 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania Krupacs, Andrew Michael Sheybani, Natasha Diba**
0
" Stone, Oliver Roberts" 
Blondin, Jason Edward 
Electrical Engineering Biomedical Engineering Computer Science 
Computer Science 
Richmond, Virginia Coloma! Heights. Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Centreville. Virginia Mack, Trevor Dante" Simmons, Drew Harmon**" 
Bond, Gerrit Russell" 
Biomedical Engineering Electrical Engineering Master of Science 
Computer Science 
Culpeper, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Mechanicsville, Virginia Mauocco, David M.* Sivils, Patrick G." 
C(l)1didarc1 /nesenred In 
Bressler, Ashton Hadley" 
Mechanical Engineering Computer Science Deon F. /)111,gl(/\ 13u11Llin11c, 
Mechanical Engineering 
Spnngfield. Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia ( ;rud1wre )ciwul 
Richmond, Virginia McAlexander, Michael S." Stuart, Andrew James** 
Algubili, Alialhadi Ramadhan 
Camargo, Adriana Rocio* 
Computer Science Biomedical Engineering Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Fredericksburg. Virginia Scottsdale. Arizona Basrah, Iraq 
Midlothian. Virginia Moore, Jerald F. Summerville, Steven J. 
Alrbiaan, Malak" 
Caskie, Kendall M. 
Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering Computer Science 
Mechanical Engineering 
Mechanicsville. Virginia Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virgima 
Richmond, Virginia Morgan, Sarah W. Trinh, Tina Dan 
Arenas, Joshua 
Cobbinah, Eric Kweku 
Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering Biomedical Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Sandston. V1rg1nia Chantilly, Virginia Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia Murphy, David Adam Vazquez, Gabriela 
Bradley, Philip Miles II 
Collins, Aidan Gerard*** 
Mechanical Engineering Biomedical Engineering Engineering 
Computer Science 
Mechanicsville, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
West Point, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia Narron, Jeremy Ross***" Vichith, Vattana Vincent 
Brooks, Justin Jeffrey Whitaker 
Cyprus, Garrett Nathaniel** 
Computer Science Computer Science 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Biomedical Engineering 
Midlothian. Virginia Woodbridge, Virginia 
Greensboro. North Carolina 
Toronto, Ontario Othman, Mustafa Musa Vo, Ngoc Hue Thi" 
Bryce, Keith C. 
Dagra, Mahir V. 
Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Biomedical Engineering 
Richmond, Virginia Lorton, Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia 
Glen Allen. V1rg1nia Paredes, Timothy Gain" Warth, Allison Joyce 
Chandra, Jeevitha 
Do, Marian Thuy Tien 
Mechanical Engineering Chemical and Life Science Engineering 
Computer Science 
Computer Engineering 
Dumfries. Virginia Annandale, Virginia 
Vijayawada, India 
Richmond, Virginia Patel. Karan Ashok 
Waugh, Lauren N.* Clayton, Lindsay Ellen 
Granek, Dor H. 
Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Biomedical Eng ineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Glen Allen. Virginia Henni:o, Virginia 
Sevema Park, Maryland 
Fairfax. Virginia Pepper, James Blake 
Zheng, Tyler YongJie" Conte, Armond S. II 
Hassan, Nadiah T. 
Computer Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
Engineering 
Biomedical Engineering 
Chester, Virginia Henrico. Virginia 
King George, Virginia 
Lowell, Massachusetts 
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Dodd, Brandon Michael 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Powhatan. V1rg1nia 
Donachy, Shaun D." 
Computer Science 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Elmore, Joel D." 
Engineering 
Fishersville, Virginia 
Evans, David Benjamin 





Hegde, Karthik A. 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Kalasa. India 
Hill, Jonathan M. 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 






Laustsen, Wayne Ronald" 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Newport News. Virginia 
Magsood, Hamzah A. 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Richmond Virginia 
Murugesan, Aswin Kumar 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Madurai. India 
Patterson, Laura Kathryn 
Biomedical Engineering 
Herndon, Virginia 
Picchi, John J. 
Engineering 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Radhika, Monika Rassi" 
Biomedical Engineering 
Tamil Nadu, India 
Ratti, James A. 
Biomedical Engineering 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Ravulapati, Sai Veena Pravallika 
Computer and Information 
Systems Security 
Richmond, Virginia 
Redmond, Gregory P. 
Computer and Information 
Systems Security 
Richmond, Virginia 
Sands, Allison M. 
Computer Science 
Richmond, Virg111ia 
Smith, Brian A. 
Biomedical Engineering 
Fredencksburg, Virginia 
Smith, Ernest William Jr. 









Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Richmond, Virginia 
Tapadiya, Rahul Shyam 
Computer Science 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
Wang, Borwyn Ann 
Biomedical Engineering 
McLean, Virginia 
Ward, Steven Thomas" 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Suffolk, Virginia 
Woulard, Jacqueline Vanessa 
Engineering 
Denver, Colorado 
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L. Douglas Wilder School of 
Government and Public Affairs 
Baccalaureate Certificate Ball, Durell A. Hart, Andrew T.* Homeland Security and Homeland Security and 
Candidmn />rc,cnted /,\' Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Dean NiraJ \ '.:nrw 
Richmond. Virginia Midlothian. Virginia 
Benavides, Gabriela Estefania* Hinton, William Alexander 
Pack. Andrew L Homeland Security and Homeland Security and 
Product Innovation Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Springfield, Virginia Glen Allen. Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Shankle, Manon Noel" Bosnakis, Yiorgos Holmgrain, Jennifer L. 
Product Innovation Homeland Security and Homeland Security and 
Richmond. Virginia Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Bachelor of Arts 
Richmond, Virg1n1a Sterling, Virginia 
Butts, Kenyon Denzell* Huynh, My Hanh Thi 
Candidares /ircscn1cd l"· Homeland Security and Homeland Security and 
Dean Niraj \ 'emw Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Surry County, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Ahmad,Anam Davies, Ashley Lynne* Kelly, Spencer Kelly" Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Stafford, Virginia Richmond, Virginia San Diego, California 
Akhtar, Muhammad A." DiMartino, Emily Danielle Kracke, Briana Elizabeth* Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Woodbndge, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Chester, Virginia 
Alefari, Mohammed* Dipalma. Eric Paul" Kress, William John" 
Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond, Virginia Rochester, New York Wayne, New Jersey 
Allen, Kevin Mackenzie" DuRousseau, Matthew S.* Lee, Christiana Joo-Soon 
Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
Colonial Heights, Virginia Purcellville, Virginia Woodbridge, Virginia 
Almansoori, Faisal Obaid**" Duty. Matthew Allen Loren, Brooks Randall 
Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness 
McLean, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Almehrzi, Saeed Ali Gabala. Andrew James*" Meissgeier, Kurt Anthony 
Homeland Securi ty and Homeland Security and Joseph" 
Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Homeland Security and 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates Montpelier, Virginia Emergency Preparedness 
Alshamsi, Ahmed Hamad" Gutierrez-Silva, Kevin 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Homeland Security and Homeland Security and Morrison, Leah Renee 
Emergency Preparedness Emergency Preparedness Homeland Security and 
Al Ain, United Arab Emirates Richmond, Virginia Emergency Preparedness 
Armstead, Bianca Deloris" Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond, Virginia 
• Cum Laude • • Magna Cum Laude ••• Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student ' Degree conferred August 20 l 5 
Nene, Caythar Shirish** 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Manassas, Virginia 
Ossio, Diego Fernando 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Phillips, Cody J.** 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Leesburg, Virginia 
Rodgers, Christopher Ward 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond. Virginia 
Rodgers, Lauren M.** 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Herndon, Virginia 
Samuel, Brandin Terrell" 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Lorton. Virginia 
Schroeder, Jacob August 
Leighton 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Beaverdam, Virginia 
Smith. Michael C. II 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond. Virginia 
lines, Joseph M. 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond. Virginia 
Tran, Phong Guoc 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond, Virginia 
Urrutia, Berenice C. 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness 
Arlington, Virginia 
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Valencia, Stephanie J. Bellmer. Kelsey Nicole Cooper, Jordan A. Fremd. Kimberly H. 
Homeland Security and Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Emergency Preparedness Sterling. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Midlothian. Virginia 
Springfield. Virginia Berkie. Carey A. Corona. Perla B." Garner. Eric Lavelle 
Waris, Brianna M." Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Homeland Security and Manakin Sabot. Virginia Springfield. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Emergency Preparedness Belkowski, Marissa Renee Cowdin. Justin M." Giles. Kenneth Brandon" 
Stafford. Virginia Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Whited. Jay Wesley" Suffolk. Virginia Stafford. Virginia Clinton. Maryland 
Homeland Security and Bishop, Dylan Michele Cross. Ryan Mark*" Glover. Alana Rochell 
Emergency Preparedness Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Reston. Virginia Lynchburg. Virginia Rk:hmond. Virginia Suffolk. Virginia 
Williams. Ashley L. Blake, Dewey Lee Ill Dimatulac, Lauren Mariel Goodman, Harry l." 
Homeland Security and Criminal Justice Guevara Criminal Justice 
Emergency Preparedness Ruther Glen. Virginia Criminal Justice Tnangle. Virginia 
Cheste( Virginia Richmond. Virginia Green. Briana Symone'" Bucholz. Brandon James 
Young, Jordan Anne*" Criminal Justice Dorsey, Rodrick A. Criminal Justice 
Homeland Security and Rk:hmond. Virginia Criminal Justice Ettrick. Virginia Emergency Preparedness Glen Allen. Virginia Green. Megan Lynn Blackstone. Virginia Bui, Abraham Dau" 
Criminal Justice Durham. Nigel P. Criminal Justice 
Bachelor of Science Richmond. Virginia Criminal Justice Richmond. Virginia 
Burgess. Corinne A.**" Newport News. Virginia Greep. Michele S.* 
l ·u11tli,lu1c; /n,·,c111d Ir, Criminal Justice Eagles, Colton Shayne" Criminal Justice 
/ lc·w1 i\J irnj \ ·,Tmc, Richmond. Virginia Criminal Justice Richmond. Virginia 
Alderei, Mahmoud Hamad* Buskey, TraOuann L. Richmond. Virginia Guenther, Jeffrey Damon**" 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Ehsan, Narmeen Criminal Justice 
Richmond. V1rg1nia Richmond. Virginia Criminal Justice Stafford. Virginia 
Alie-Cox, Mohamed B." Butts. Kenyon* Richmond. Virginia Hall. Abigail M. 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Eickemeyer. Lindsey Nicole Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia Surry County, Virginia Criminal Justice Henrico. Virginia 
Alkaabi, Ali Dbaid Callejas. Luis Alberto" Richmond. Virginia Hall, Alexia M. 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Everman, Mark Alan Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia Alexandria. Virginia Criminal Justice Richmond. Virginia 
Almehairbi, Nayhan Sail* Chaplin. Paul E. Chesapeake. Virginia Haney, Jasmine Monique 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Farmer. Jerry M. Criminal Justice 
Abu Dhabi. United Arab Emirates Chesapeake. Virginia Urban and Regional Studies Richmond. Virginia 
Alness. Brandon D. Cho. Huang Won Richmond. Virginia Hankins, Chantel Nichole" 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Ford. Forrest S. Jr. Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia Lorton. Virginia Criminal Justice Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Baker, David M. Cobb, Alyssa R. Mechanicsville. Virginia Hawkes. Shaneqa C. 
Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Frame. Gregory H. Criminal Justice 
Williamsburg. Virginia Dumfries. Virginia Criminal Justice Richmond. Virginia 
Baker, Kathleen Rose* Coleman. Tara J. Richmond. Virginia Hernandez. Roxana L 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Francis, Christopher S." Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia King George, Virginia Criminal Justice Arlington. Virginia 
Bektic, Damir Connolly, Matrasa Helen" Herndon. Virginia Howells. Matthew Stephen" 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Franklin, Melissa S." Urban and Regional Studies 
Srebrenica. Bosnia and Herzegovina Williamsburg, Virginia Urban and Regional Studi es Richmond. Virginia 
Richmond. Virginia 
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Hurd, Anthony" Krzyzkowski, Kathryn Elizabeth* Nabi, Modasar Hussain Powell, Alvin Jerome Jr.* 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Chesapeake, V1rg1n1a Leesburg, V1rg1nia North Chesterfield, Virginia Manassas. Virg111ia 
Hutzell, Nathan Patrick Lee, Aarika Christine Nalbach, Brittany Faith Proctor, Tamera Michelle 
Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Petersburg, V1rg1nia Baltimore. Maryland Midlothian. Virginia Washington. 0 C 
Hyman, James E. Jr. Lillo, Grace Mary Nash, Matthew Hunt Pryor, Bruce A. 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia t1amsville. Maryland Williamsburg, Virginia Arlington. Virginia 
Jacobs, Antonisha Dawn" Lilly, Brittany Lilly Nelson, Alexis J. Pursell, Charles Turner 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Baltimore, Maryland Richmond. Virginia A/die. Virginia Bowling Green. Kentucky 
Jenkins, Kanise Sharon" Lockard, Jena Katlyn Newman, Megan A. Rajan, Jay Chandra 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Richmond, Virginia Alexandria. Virginia Virginia Beach. Virginia McLean. Virginia 
Johnson, Melvin T. Lucas, Fabienne Nathalie Nick, Morghan A." Richardson, Devon A. 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice 
Richmond, Virginia Stafford, Virg1n1a Fredericksburg. Virginia Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Johnston, Shelby Elizabeth" Mansaray, Sahied M." Odom, Amber Rae" Rivera, Charlotte Isabel 
Urban and Regional Studies Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia Woodbridge, Virginia Newport News. Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Jones, Morgen L Marshman, David Joseph" Owusu Sekyere, Fred Robinson, Brittany Leahann 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Jordan, Rachel Marie** Martin, Colin Lee" Pack, Andrew Lawrence* Rosacia, Christopher J." 
Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice 
Richmond. Virginia Fie/dale. Virginia Springfield, Virginia Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Kaila, Cody Joshua*" Martinez, Kristen M. Palanchi, Justin M.** Sanders, Erin A.* 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Fredericksburg, Virginia Montpelier, Virginia Budd Lake. New Jersey Richmond, Virginia 
Karki, Jyoti McDonald, Wallace L Peramas, Daniel M." Sandy, Emily Katherine" 
Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Doha, Oatar Hopewell. Virg1n1a Glen Allen. Virginia Hanover, Virginia 
Kelley, Shawn William" McElderry, Jonae Alyse Perkins, Jessica Nicole Saxon, Taylor R. 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Palmyra. Virginia North Chesterfield, Virg111ia 
Kingery, Thomas" Metcalf, Thomas P. Phan, Ronald Due Tuong" Scott, Latrice R. 
Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice 
Powhatan. Virginia Midlothian. Virginia Arlington. Virg111ia Charlottesville. Virginia 
Kitami, Zaida E. Molina, Jakelin B. Polanco, Nicholas Adam" Seymour, Gina M. 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice 
Powhatan, Virginia Falls Church. Virginia Newport News. Virginia Fairfax. Virginia 
Knowlin, Alexis R.* Moore, Nichole L Polk, Amethyst Ashley" Shankle, Manon Noel**
0
" 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies 
Newport News. Virginia Midlothian. Virginia Fredericksburg. V1rg1nia Richmond Virginia 
Kracke, Briana Elizabeth* Morton, Evan Lane" Potts, Kalyn Allis" Sharma, Payal" 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice 
Chester, Virginia Fredericksburg. V1rg1nia Stafford. Virginia Fredencksburg, Virginia 
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Sims. Deja Marie Waller, DeVante' Antonio Andrews, Wendell M." Lewis, Shaka L" 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Geographic Information Systems Homeland Security and 
Ashburn. Virginia Drakes Branch. Virginia Richmond. Virginia Emergency Preparedness 
Smith, Callie Marie Warrick, Tehquin L Ashline, Heather Marie" Petersburg, Virginia 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Geographic Information Systems Matko, Lindsey 
Stafford. Virginia Yorktown. Virginia Boone. North Carolina Public Management 
Smith, Ciara Shante Washington, Mahlik Vashti Assalone, Melissa Leigh" Richmond. Virginia 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Non-profit Management Mughal, Safoorah 
Chesapeake. Vkg1nia Norfolk, Virginia Sun Praine. Wisconsin Homeland Security and 
Snawder, Kara Alexis* Weaver, Sharisse N. Brown, Alex Matthew" Emergency Preparedness 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Homeland Security and Richmond. V1rgima 
Wilhamsburg, Virginia South Boston. Virgima Emergency Preparedness Shen, Qin 
Solomon, Yafei" Whitt, James Tyler" Richmond. Virginia Geographic Information Systems 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Campbell, Brittany Denise Huzhou, China 
Alexandria, Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia Homeland Security and Toliver, Tiffany D. 
St. John, Kelly Nicole" Wilmore, Elizabeth Grace* Emergency Preparedness Urban Revitalization 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Fredericksburg, Virginia Houston, Texas 
Richmond. Virginia Warrenton, Virginia Carter, Chloe N. Trussell, Audrey Grace 
Swindell, Reanna Michelle II** Wilson, Alexandra Nicole" Non-profi t Management Non-profit Management 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Richmond, Virginia Bedford, Virginia 
Currituck. North Carolina Hanover, Virginia Cherebin, Jessica Lynn Wolfe, David" 
Tatum, Lawrence M. Wolf, Kathryn Elizabeth" Non-profit Management Geographic Information Systems 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Bedford. Virginia Richmond. Virginia 
Richmond, Virginia Montclair, Virginia Harman, Kenneth G. 
Tesfaye, Antenhe" Wright, Katoria T. Non-profit Management Master of Arts 
Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Mechanicsville, Virgima Cancliclmcs />resenrecl /,y Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Williamsburg, Virginia Hartgrove, Charles Walton Deem F. D011glas Bouclinol. 
Topper, Bradley Joseph* Wyatt, Phillip Curtis Public Management Graduate School 
Urban and Regional Studies Criminal Justice Ashland. Virgima 
Mount Horeb. Wisconsin Richmond, Virginia Hatcher, Brandon Da'Von Biggus, Chelsea Madeline Nicole 
Tran, True-Thi l" Zaidi, Syed Urooj Publ ic Management Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness Criminal Justice Criminal Justice Buckingham County, Virginia Upper Marlboro. Maryland Falls Church, Virgima Alexandria. Virginia Holtzman, Susan A.B. 
Travers, Braden R." Public Management Mikus, Casey R." 
Criminal Justice Post-baccalaureate Louisa. Virginia Homeland Security and 
Stafford. Virginia Graduate Certificate Emergency Preparedness Hunt, Jamila Akosua Shenandoah, Virginia 
Tronge, Bryan Daniel Cu ndidw.es /:>rcscnrecl /,y 
Public Management 
Montano, Jhoanne Fatima Criminal Justice Richmond. Virgima 
Midlothian. Virgima Dean F. D,!llgln., Boudinot, Homeland Security and 
Crncl11urc School Jennings, Ashley Nicole" Emergency Preparedness 
Turner, Timetria D. Homeland Security and Herndon. Virginia 
Criminal Justice Aljehani, Salwa Emergency Preparedness 
Richmond. Virgima Urban Revita lization Nathalie, Virginia Rose, Andrew 
Richmond. Virgima Homeland Security and 
Tyskowski, Nicholas A." Kimbrough, Delores Brooks Emergency Preparedness 
Criminal Justice Anderson, Thomas Robert Non-profit Management Lynchburg, Virginia 
Broadlands. Virginia Non-profit Management Richmond, Virgima 
Walden, Melton Gilbert Ill 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Lampkin, Jonah Paul" 
Criminal Justice Urban Revitalization 
Richmond. Virginia Suffolk, Virginia 
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Master of Public 
Administration 
Candidates /n·esenred hy 
Dean F. Ouugla.s Boudinoc, 
Gradcwt.: School 
Bason. Veronica Carol 
Manassas, Virginia 
Campbell. Brittany Denise 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Carter, Chloe Nicole 
Richmond, Virginia 
Dunn. Christopher Sean" 
Chesterfield, Virginia 
Feagans, Andrew S. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Fontenla, Katrina C. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Gore, Taryn Debra-Anne 
Richmond, V1rg1nia 
Hannifin, Ryan Michael 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Hunefeld. Stephen W. 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Muhammad. Jeri 
Richmond, Virginia 
Peeks, Andrea E. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pendleton. Joshua H. 
Richmond, V1rg1nia 
Robinson, DaNika Neblett" 
Richmond, Virginia 
Sarkissian. Mandy R. 
Smithfield, Virginia 
Starke. Shanita Diane 
Richmond. V1rg1nia 
Wall. Sten David" 
Lakeville, Minnesota 
Wyatt, Warren Ill 
Hanover. Virginia 
Master of Science 
Candidllce.1 /nesenced h:,i 
Deem F. Drn1g/11.s B01ulinoc, 
Grmliwre School 






Master of Urban and 
Regional Planning 
Cccncliclaces /Jre.1emed h,, 




Ashline, Heather Marie" 
Boone, North Carolina 
Bates, Rachel 
Richmond, Virginia 
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Brown. Ronald L" 
Richmond, Virginia 




lee, Darrin J. 
Weems, Virginia 
Pineda. Leonardo A. 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
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School of Medicine 
Post-baccalaureate Ohashi, Jennifer Sachiko Dvergsten, Erik Christian Pham, Christopher K. 
Graduate Cert ifi cate Public Health 
Biostatistics Biochemistry 
Winchester, Virginia Charlottesville. Virginia Tustin. California 
( ·,01didu1c., /n,:1c,11d In· 
Master of Science 
Ekanem, Nicole" Sanford, Amy Lynn 
/)cu» F. I )u11,di1, /l<>1u lino1. Anatomy and Neurobiology Microbiology and Immunology 
( iru,/11i1lc' .\chuul ( :urnlidu1,:1 /)rc\cn1ed /,\, 
Great Falls. Virgima Colonial Beach. Virginia 
Allen, Kirsti Breeden I ),:mi F. I )011,glm /3u1ulinrn, Elkovich, Andrea J." Seibert, Danielle K. 
Pre-Medical Graduate Health Sciences ( irud1ww .\clwul Microbiology and Immunology Human Genetics 
Charlottesville. Virginia Chesterfield. Virginia NapefVille, Illinois 
Demirci, Sevtap Hatice11 
Ahmad, Syed Farhan Gaspar Barba, Cesar Enrique Smith, David Michael Biochemistry 
Pre-Medical Graduate Health Sciences Bluefield. Virginia Addiction Studies Physiology and Biophysics 
Gaithersburg. Maryland Mexico City, Mexico Forest, Virginia 
Blumenschein, Karen Griffin, Brian Patrick" Dobbs, Samuel John" Addiction Studies Thummala, Suneel K. 
Pre-Medical Graduate Health Sciences Lexington. Kentucky Biochemistry Anatomy and Neurobiology 
Reston. Virginia Alexandria. Virginia Bangalore. India 
Bressan, Juliet Homan Hashmi, Fiza11 Vasquez, Andrea Monique Henley Addiction Studies Varn, William Drake 
Pre-Medical Graduate Health Sciences Dublin. Ireland Physiology and Biophysics Physiology and Biophysics 
Richmond. Virgima Manassas. Virginia Jacksonville. Florida 
Bruno, Ninu Houghton, Ben 
Master of Public Health Physiology and Biophysics 
Webb, Timothy A. 
Garland, Texas Addiction Studies Biochemistry Reading. England Lynchburg, Virginia 
( ·,odd,t1c·, />r,·,,·111,·,/ h:v Chalasani, Sri Lakshmi" Johnson, Adam Lee" I ),:,m F I )11u~lt1, /l,n1dinu1, Pharmacology and Toxicology Microbiology and Immunology Doctor of Medicine ( iru,/11lllc' Schu11/ Gandhinagar, India Hampton, Virginia 
Arberg, Alison Graham Chang, Vysie Kienow, Laura Ann" 
Ca ndicltt1<' .\ /1re.1enrecl liy 
Public Health Addiction Studies Dean Jerome F. Sirn,m 111 
Richmond, Virgima Queensland, Australia 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Fairfax Station, Virginia Alam, Sonia 
Castro, Bryan J, Cichewicz, Allie Brittney Liu, Hangcheng11 Vienna. Virginia 
Public Hea lth Addiction Studies 
Siler City, North Carolina Midland Park. New Jersey 
Biostatistics Bell, Alicia Marie 
Richmond, Virgima St. Louis. Missouri 
Donovan, Summer" Clark, Gene Chatman" Mahasuar, Rajnarayan Omitogun, Babatunde D. 
Public Health Biochemistry 
Missio11, Texas Richmond, Virginia 
Addiction Studies Richmond, V1rgima 
Ballarat, Australia Stone, Audra M. 
Groskaufmanis. Lauren Helen" Daniel , Rhonda" 
Publ ic Health Biochemistry 
Mehr, Rana" Newport News, Virgima 
Dakton. Virgima Richmond. Virginia 
Microbiology and Immunology Watkins, Justin Alexander 
Fairfax. Virginia Chester, Virginia 
Yu, Jeff Chu-fu 
Tustin. California 
62 \ 'C l ' Cu111111 .?nc.?nre11t 2015 
• Cum Laude • • Magna Cum Laude • • • Summa Cum Laude ' University Honors Student ' Degree con ferred August 2015 
School of Nursing 
Bachelor of Science Carpenter, Laurie J. Fielder, Jonathan Terrell Jenison, Holly A.* Virginia Beach, Virg1n1a Mechanicsville, Virginia Virginia Beach. Virgima 
Candiclmcs />rncnceel /,v Carter, Yvonne N. Fisher, Danielle Croslin" Jones, Julie Sharlene" Dean )clln Ciicldcn., Glen Allen, V1rg11ua Richmond, V1rgima Norfolk, Virgima 
Ahn, Patricia* Casey, Megan Anne Foley, Jessica E. ** Jones, Olivia Teressa* 
Burke, Virginia Newport News. Virginia Yorktown, V1rgima Walkerton. Virginia 
Altadonna, Heather Denise Cashel!, Margaret Riley Gallagher, Caroline Rhea** Justice, A. Sue 
North Chesterfield, Virginia Richmond, Virgima Glen Allen, Virginia Chesterfield, Virg111ia 
Arrieta, Mara Lee Chong, Elisa B. Gilbert, Brenda Carol" Kariuki, Josephine M.* 
Midlothian, Virginia Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan Lancaster. Virg111ia Fort Eustis. Virginia 
Austin, Ashanta Nichea" Cooper, Felicia Lynne* Glass, Sidney Lyle* Karkala, Swathi 
Capron, Virginia Richmond, Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia Glen Allen, Virginia 
Austin, Virginia Payne Cox, Jamilya C. Gleason, Sarah Ray Kekoler, Benjamin Z.* 
North Chesterfield, Virginia Richmond. Virginia Chesterfield, Virginia Oak Hill, Virginia 
Bader, Victoria J. Crosbie, Elizabeth M.** Godsey, Kristen Lynn** Kowalski, Teryl Denise 
Richmond, V1rg1nia Manassas, Virginia Midlothian. Virgima Mechanicsville. Virg111ia 
Beverly, Dawn Louise" Davis, Kimberly Ann** Goldberger, Shana Michelle Laguna, Rigene Sawi** 
Newport News, Virginia Keez!etown, Virginia Midlothian. Virgima Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Beyer, Rebekah" Davis, Kristen Brooke** Gopaul, Savitri Sherry Landis. Candace Caye 
Henrico, Virginia Tappahannock. Virginia Richmond, Virginia Chesapeake, V1rgima 
Bichara, Patrick Sean de Kanter, Christine A.** Grainger, Osiris Eugenia" Leary, Kelley Kratt** 
Virginia Beach. Virginia Springfield. V1rgima Richmond, Virginia Charlottesville, Virginia 
Bolt, Jessica Marie Doleba, Brianna Marie** Greear, Julie Christine* Lehman, Allison M.* 
Williamsburg. V1rg1n1a Montpelier. Virginia Dumfnes. Virgima Richmond, Virginia 
Boott, Elizabeth Jennings* Dove, Loren Temple** Hawkins, Jennifer Leigh* Lewis, Ariel Alexis** 
Vienna, Virginia Mechamcsville, Virginia Henrico. Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Bratton, Alexa Therese** Doyle, Chrystal Hall" Herndon, Jessica Nicole Lott, Renee M.* 
Glen Allen, Virginia Glen Allen, Virgima Coloma! Beach, Virgima Marshall. Virginia 
Brennan, William Patrick* Duncan, Caitlin Dianne* Hickey, Emily E.*** Lynch, Amy Elizabeth" 
Henrico, Virginia Newport News, Virginia Lynchburg, Virgima Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Brightman, Dana Marie Dunivan, Kevin Franklin" Hilbert, Robyn R. Malhotra, Jessica Lofgren 
Richmond, Virgima Scottsville, Vkg1nia Chesapeake, Virginia Richmond, Virgima 
Britton, Kelly K. * Ellis, Pamela Grace Hinkle, Frances Irene** Mallory, Danny Artnette* 
Glen Allen, Virg1n1a Virginia Beach. Virgima Richmond, Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Brown, Jordan Elizabeth** Englehart, Alecia Marie* Hinton, Anne-Taylor Elizabeth Marks, Lauren Brooke 
Midlothian, Virginia Richmond. V1rg1nia Midlothian, Virginia King William. Virg111ia 
Broyles, Annika Marie" Evans, Carey Sayers** Hummel, Brooke Anne Marks, Nicholas Harmon* 
Richmond, Virg1n1a Williamsburg, Virginia Williamsburg, Virginia Henrico. Virgima 
Buck, Christopher Glenn Evans, Timothy Ryan* Ingram, Nicole L * Mayer, Whitney Rose 
Richmond, Virgima Richmond. V1rg11ua Richmond, Virginia North Chesterfield. V1rgima 
Burnette, Deborah Suzanne" Falgui, Burt Thomas Irby, Kevin Daniel* McCartt, Kyle Jared*** 
Sandston, Virginia Hennco. V1rg1n1a Midlothian, V1rg1nia Richmond. Virginia 
Carnes, Chantal** Ferguson, Elizabeth McCormack Jarratt, Britnie Chavone McClellan, Sarah Elizabeth** 
Midlothian. V1rginia Richmond, Virg1n1a Richmond. Virginia Richmond, 1/Jrgima 
• Cum Laude .. Magna Cum Laude ... Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 I 'Cl.' C,111111encc111enl 2cl/ 3 6 3 
.. 
School of Nursing 
McElvene, Francesca Beltran 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Mendoza, Wendy Carolina 
Padilla** 
Manassas, Virginia 
Mercado, Ray Fort Anthony 
Taguines 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Montoya, Erica Michelle** 
Richmond, Virginia 
Mutter, Alexis Grace* 
Richmond. Virginia 
Naidoo, Diana D.* 
Richmond, Virginia 
Neece, Bennett T.** 
Yorktown, Virginia 
Nester, Jaclyn Adams** 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
Neurohr, Anne Louise West 
Richmond, Virginia 
Nunn, Nicholas Andrew* 
Toano, Virginia 
Painter, Chase Tyler" 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Papajohn, Carrie L.'1 
Ruther Glen, Virginia 
Patrick, Amie M." 
Richmond, Virginia 
Pendleton, Laura Bowman*** 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Perez, Christina Elizabeth** 
Faffs Church. Virginia 
Perkins, Emiko 
Bossier City, Louisiana 
Perron, Douglas Gerard* 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Phillips, Lauren Drewry* 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Plummer, Christopher Allen** 
Centreville. Virginia 
Poindexter, Vicki Lynn 
Sandston. Virg111ia 
Raikes. Lauren Marie 
Richmond. Virginia 
64 l 'Cl I Com mencement 2015 
Roberts, Scott William** 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Rojero, Chandra Razelli Galve* 
Henrico, Virginia 
Rojero, Tatiana Marguerite Galve 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Roll, Kelly Michelle 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Rosales, Myleen 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Rosche, Megan E. *** 
Halifax. Virginia 
Rose, Charmaine Kate V.* 
Arlington, Virginia 
Roth, Michael Douglas***" 
Richmond, Virginia 
Ruffin, Annie Leach 
Chesapeake, Virginia 
Salvatori, Jennifer J.* 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Shea, Andrea Lindsey** 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Shelnutt, Rachel Caroline** 
Richmond, Virginia 
Sherrill, Natasha Renae 
Richmond, Virginia 
Sinclair, Megan Joy* 
Colonial Heights, Virginia 
Slater, Cassandra Ann*** 
Richmond, Virg111ia 
Smith, Abbie Elizabeth* 
Richmond, Virginia 
Smith, Penny C." 
Williamsburg. Virginia 
Smith, Shannon Ross** 
Highland Springs, Virginia 
Soule, Misty Dawnn 
Warrenton. Virginia 
Sta Ana, Jose Ma Emmanuel 
Man lulu 
Glen Allen. Virg111ia 
Stone, Holley Michelle 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Stone, Lee Warner*** 
Richmond, Virginia 
Streett, James Todd 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Stroh, Marie Celeste 
Fairfax Station, Virginia 
Suchar, Danielle Marie** 
Springfield, Virginia 
Surdukowski, Jennifer A.* 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
Swisher, Stephanie M.* 
Richmond, Virginia 
Thomas, Emily Alden 
Richmond, Virginia 
Tolly, Alison Marie 
Mason, Michigan 




Valero, Laura Joan** 
Stafford. Virginia 




von Bargen, Kyley** 
Midlothian. Virginia 
West, Cherith Brook 
Hennco, Virginia 
West, Elizabeth Dills" 
Mechanicsville, V1rg1nia 
Wickliff, Kyle Allen** 
Richmond, Virginia 
Wilkinson, Ryan Phillip*" 
Danville, Virginia 
Williams, Natasha Lea* 
Kenbndge, Virginia 




Yun, Molly Miae** 
Richmond. Virginia 
Master of Science 
Ccmclidares />resen tee/ b:,i 
Deem F Dm,.~lcrs Bmrdinor , 
Grucf11ate Schnul 
Abraham, Anila 
Glen Allen. Vkginia 
Bagby, Patrina Olivia 
Richmond, Virginia 
Battiston, Terrice L. 
Richmond, Virginia 
Beauman, Jessica E." 
Quinton. Virginia 








Daniel, Virginia M. 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Davis, Janneise Bonita" 
Chester. Virg1n1a 
Dean, Amy Lyn 
Greenville, North Carolina 
Desai, Pankty Harin 
Midlothian. Vkginia 
Finch, Lucia Lorine 
Newport News. Virginia 
Fritter, Emily 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Grossman, Afton Polier" 
Richmond, Virginia 
Hayes-Sandridge, Mallory N. 
Richmond. V1rgima 
Kearney, LaToya Shant'e 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
Kubinec, Karen Williams 
Charlottesville. Vkginia 
Lamb, Victoria Hebb 
Chester. Virginia 
* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Leishman, Lena Maureen Patterson, April" Shea, Margaret Catherine 
Richmond, Virginia Richmond. Virginia Richmond, Virginia 
Mathews. Teria Danielle Roberts, MaryAnn Elizabeth Tabb. Emily Marie 
Newport News, Virginia Midlothian, Virginia Roanoke, Virginia 
McCarthy, Susan Fleming Runk, Barbara Green Wade, Heather Ryann 
Richmond, Virginia Hayes. Virginia Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Nichols, Kathryn Elizabeth" Sahadeo. Stephanie Christine" Whitaker, Jennifer Leigh 
Roanoke, V1rg1nia Richmond. Virginia Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Parrish, Jennifer Mohrmann" Schaefer, Kristina" Wood, Cheryl V." 
Montpelier, Virginia Chester, Virg111ia Richmond. Virginia 
* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
School of Nursing 
Post-master's Cert ificate 
( 'un,/i,",c", /irc,cn1n/ h,· 
/ )<-'(Ill F. I), 11 ,gill , 13, 11 l<iirn >I, 
(ind11mc :i,Ji,,.,/ 
Meyer, Emma Benedetti 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
Sievers, Lisa Christine 
Springfield, Virginia 
\ 'Cl'C,111 111e11ce111ent2015 65 
School of Pharmacy 
Master of Sc ience 
(_ :dJJl/d(l(L'\ /lJ\' \1..' )1(1..'L l hy 
/l,·<1n F. I l. ,11.JI\ fl, ,11,ltn111 
l init/11urc· .\du,11/ 
Shah, Heta Nishith" 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Mumbai. India 
Zalavadia, Ankit Ashok 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Richland. Washing/On 
66 \'Cf 1 ('u 111111c11c.:m c 11I 2015 
Doctor of Pharmacy 
l ·,mt!itldlc', />r,·,cnt,·,/ lw 
/ ),·, 0 1 /"','[' Ii T. / )1 /'m, 
Ghitani, Alireza" 
Vienna. Virginia 
Nguyen, Leann Thanh-Lan" 
Woodbndge. V1rgi111a 
lilahun, Beemnet Hailu" 
Addis Ababa. Ethiopia 
· Cum Laude • · Magna Cum Laude · · · Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree con ferred August 2015 
School of Social Work 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Cw1llicluc ..:, />r..:,<' 11C ccl h\· 
Deem ./,1111..:, f /-li11c ..:rlmw 
Bergen, Colleen E.11 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Byers, William Walker 111 11 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Elkhatib, Sarah11 
Fairfax Station. Virginia 
Gwynn. Alexandra Nicole*11 
Newport News. Virgima 
Mahan, Brooke Taylor11 
Heathsville. Virginia 
Nega, Herani G.11 
Richmond. Virginia 
Peerman, Shannon S.11 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
Peters, Evan o.11 
Richmond. Virginia 
Rager, Crystal Lee11 
Manassas. Virginia 
Rijos, Lianne Nicole11 
Springfield. Virgima 





Titcombe, Titilope Alexandria*11 
Richmond. Virginia 
Westfall, Breanne Michelle*11 
Midlothian. V1rg111ia 
Williams, Donnica Shonta'* 
Fredericksburg, Virg11ua 
Master of Social Work 
( ',111d1cluc,·, prc:,..: 11c ..:d '"' 
/) ,·un F l lu11.~ l<1 , lJu11dinuc, 
c;n"111,1C c \d1uul 
Backels, Adam K.11 
Millersville. Virg111ia 
Baglio, Meghan Patricia11 
Bristow. Virginia 
Ewald, Lindsay Melissa11 
Knoxville. Maryland 
Jefferson, Rashida Akua11 
Hampton. Virg111ia 
Kuonen, Sarah 11 
Syracuse. New York 
Lawton-Munn, Synthia Lee11 
Boston. Massachusetts 
* Cum Laude O Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Newton, Elizabeth C. 
Henrico. Virginia 
Roper, Beth E,11 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Rose, Angel N.11 
Richmond. Virginia 
Sessom-Parks, Leslie E. 
Rockville. Maryland 
Seusy, Brent M.11 
Suffolk. Virginia 
Spain, Garry B.11 
Gloucester, Virginia 
Taylor, Marisa Cosco11 
Norfolk. Virgima 
\ 'Cl ' Co111111 e11ce 111c11l 2(..115 6 7 
University College 
Baccalaureate Certificate 
Cundiclw.:, /ne,enre,l bv Deem 
IV. l icmlner Cmnphd/ 
Martin, Anthony R. 
Product Innovation 
Denver, Colorado 
Smith, Daniel Ryan 
Venture Creation and 
Product Innovation 
Long Island. New York 
Bachelor of 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
Cemdiclcm:s /)rc1emed h,, Deem 
W'. Gardner Ce1m/)/)d/ 
Alston, Rebecca Elizabeth 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Baamonde, Jonathan Patrick11 
Herndon. Virginia 




Boys, Heather Kaylann 
Doha. Qatar 
Brooks, Mark Randall 
Fincastle. Virginia 
Clark, Arletha Faith Benee'* 
Newport News, Virginia 
Do, Khanh An Nguyen 
Woodbridge. Virginia 
Duddy, Dianna Marie 
Midlothian, Virginia 
Gray, Cherisse Elizaga 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
Hayden, Claire Elizabeth11 
Lynchburg. Virginia 




Lowery, Holly Anne11 
Spotsylvania. Virginia 
Martin, Anthony R. 
Denver, Colorado 
McBee, Valorie Sturgis 
Richmond. Virginia 
Mitchell, Raven Symone 
Yonkers. New York 
Morgan, Nicholas Joseph 
Richmond, Virginia 
Morris, Andrew Kyle11 
New Kent, Virginia 
Munford, Alisa Danielle 
Louisa. Virginia 
Murray, Luke Edward 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Obando, Arnulfo Antonio Jr. 
Woodbridge, Virginia 
Outen, Chloe Alicia 
Doha, Qatar 
Owusu-Sampah, Nicholas A.11 
Woodbndge, Virginia 
Pope, Betsey King 
Doha. Qatar 
Roukous, Kyle McDarby11 
Richmond, Virginia 




Smith, Daniel Ryan 
Long Island, New York 
Steele, Matthew Brian* 
Dakton, Virginia 
Stells-Davis, Ashley Elizabeth**11 
Richmond. Virginia 
Thornburg, Kelly Blaine*11 
Kilmarnock, Virginia 
Zinski, Chelsea Lauren 
Midlothian, Virginia 
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VCU Life Sciences 
Bachelor of Science 
Cun,/idurc, /)rc,<'llfccl In· /11rcrin1 
\ 'ice Pro1 rn r Lcunurd ,--\ . :imoch 





Glen Allen. Virginia 
Abbasi, Sohaib R. 
Bioinformatics 
Springfield. Virginia 
Alvis, Grant C. 
Environmental Studies 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Arena. Jessica Ann* 
Environmental Studies 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Bailey, Carter L 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 
Baldwin, Robert T. 
Environmental Studies 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Bedwell, Paige E. 
Environmental Studies 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Burton, Kristen L * 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 
Fanner, Charles C. Jr." 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 




Figueroa, Katherine L 
Bioinformatics 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Finnell, Daniel R. 
Environmental Studies 
Centreville. Virgima 
Foster, Caleb D. 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 
Gandee, Cole N. 
Environmental Studies 
Fairfax Station. Virginia 
Garnett, Cory Dennis 
Bioinformatics 
Castleton. Virginia 
Harding, Christopher E. 
Environmental Studies 
Falls Church. Virginia 
Howard, Dillon A. 
Environmental Studies 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Humphrey, Mark A. 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 
Johnston, Jessica Marie" 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virgima 
Kindberg, Jonathan Paul" 
Bioinformatics 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Kundavaram, Kireet Reddy 
Bioinformatics 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Lang, Evan P. 
Environmental Studies 
Charlottesville. Virginia 
Levering, Ryan A. 
Environmental Studies 
Westminste( Maryland 
Lyon, Erica Leigh" 
Environmental Studies 
Newport News. Virginia 
Maddox, Daniel Edward" 
Environmental Studies 
Reston. Virginia 
McGhee, Kaylyn V.* 
Environmental Studies 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Milby, Ryan C. 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 
Moore, Carly M. 
Environmental Studies 
California. Maryland 
Nice, Cara A. 
Environmental Studies 
Providence Forge. Virginia 
Nicholson, Joseph C. 
Environmental Studies 
Stafford. Virg111ia 
Oliver, Rebecca L* 
Environmental Studies 
Manakin Sabot. Virgima 
O'Neal, Jonathan P. 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 






Robertson, John Bolt Jr." 
Environmental Studies 
Roanoke. Virginia 
Schlotterer, Aaron J." 
Environmental Studies 
Fredericksburg. Virginia 
Shelby, Morgan Muse" 
Environmental Studies 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
Sudol, Brian P. 
Environmental Studies 
Doswell. Virginia 
Toher, David Robert" 
Environmental Studies 
Midlothian. Virg111ia 
Watling, James Christopher" 
Environmental Studies 
Glen Allen. Virginia 
* Cum Laude ... Magna Cum Laude • 0 Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 






Master of Bio informatics 
C 111clit/111,•, prc.sc lll cd In· 






Voegtly, Logan J. 
Glouceste( Virginia 
Master of Environmental 
Studies 
C,m,licl.irc, prc·,,·111c·cl h · 
/),'tm F. /)1111glu, 13u11,/i11111. 
l.irncl1wrc :--:cli,,11/ 
Carpenter, Lee W. 
Alexandria. Virginia 
Moore, Shana M. 
Wincheste( Virginia 
Murphy, Heather J. 
Ashland. Virg111ia 
Pajda, Austin T. 
Midlothian. Virginia 
Sostak, Brendan Edward 
Virginia Beach. Virginia 
Tatge, Ashley E. 
Williamsburg. Virgima 
\ 'CL' Commcnccm e11 l 21...11 S 69 
VCU Life Sciences 
Master of Science 
C<1n,/itl<11c, />r,·,c111,,/ 11\· 
I ),·un F. I ), 111g/," I,, ,, "/in, ,1. 
( ind11c11,· \'111111/ 
Dodson, Jenna C.'' 
Environmental Studies 
Stafford. Virginia 
Glascock, Abigail L 
Bioinformatics 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Hinkle, Jameson E." 
Environmental Studies 
Roanoke. Virginia 
Stickley, Samuel Fitzsimons" 
Environmental Studies 
Radford. Virginia 
Wimble, Christopher E" 
Environmental Studies 
Richmond. Virginia 
70 \'Cf ' Cu 111111c11cem e11f 20} 5 
* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree con ferred August 2015 
VCU Office of Research 
and Innovation 
Master of Science 
C,m,li,lll1c·., />rc"·n1c·,I /," I \•u11 F. 
/)011.~ /<1, Bu1di111Jf. ( ;r,d11<11c· \c/11 ,. ,/ 
Dai, Yun" 
Clinical and Translationa l Sciences 
Fujian. China 
Gorgey, Ashraf S." 
Cl inical and Translational Sciences 
Richmond Virginia 
Park, Margaret A." 
Clinica l and Translational Sc iences 
Greenwood. South Carolina 
• Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude • 0 Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 \
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Doctor of Philoso2hy 
C.111cliclu1,·, />rc''c'lllc',/ h,· I ),'<I ll F 
/)"i(~/<1.1 /3rndin111, (. ;nd11t11,· :;,fi11.,f 
Abrams, Jasmine Alexis11 
Health Psychology 
Norfolk. Virgin,a 
BS. Virgin,a State University 
Ms. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Di:ssertation "The Heart of Strength: 
The Strong Black Woman Schema and 
Cardiovascular Disease Risk" 
Dissertation Adviser. Faye Belgrave. Ph.D. 
Adams, Kevin E. 11 
Health Related Sciences 
Charlottesville. Virg111ia 
BA. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
MDiv.. The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary 
Dissertation. "Patterns in Chaplain 
Documentation of Assessments and 
lnteNentions. a Descriptive Study" 
Dissertation Adviser Diane Dodd-McCue. OBA 
Aduba, Donald Chukwuemeka Jr.11 
Biomedical Engineering 
Kansas City. Missouri 
BS, University of Virg1111a 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Multi-platform Arabinoxylan Scaffolds 
as Potential Wound Dressing Materials" 
Dissertation Adviser Hu Yang, Ph.D. 
Agarwal, Stuti 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Lucknow India 
BS, University of Lucknow 
MS. Hamdard University 
Dissertation. "Pemetrexed, A Modulator of AMP-
Activated Kinase Signaling and Inhibitor of 
Transactivation of Wild Type and Mutant P53'' 
Dissertation Adviser Richard G. Moran. Ph.D. 
]2 I 'C( 1 Conn11 e11ce 111cnl 2015 
Al-Abdullah. Muhammad M.11 
Business 
Amman. Jordan 
BS. Yarmouk University 
MS .. Salford University 
Dissertation. "An Actor-Network Theory 
Approach in Investigating the Information . 
Systems Perspective of Ant-Money Laundenng 
Compliance Through a Case Study of the 
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) 
Implementation in a Jordanian Local Bank" 
Dissertation Adviser Allen S. Lee. Ph.D. 
Alcaine, Jose G. 
Public Policy and Administration 
New Orleans. Louisiana 
BS. Lou1s1ana State University 
MBA., Tulane University 
Dissertation. "Factors Affecting Institutional 
Performance at High and Very High Research 
Universities Policy Impl ications" 
Dissertation Adviser: Sarah Jane Brubaker. PhD. 
Alhazmi, Aiman Saud 
Human Genetics 
Richmond. Virgin,a 
BS. King Saud University 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Investigation the Role of the 
Nucleosome Remodel ing Factor (NURF) 
as a Regulator of Gene Expression" 
Dissertation Adviser Joseph Landry, Ph.D. 
Almohaini, Mohammed Ahmad11 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
AI-Ahsa. Saudi Arabia 
BS. King Saud University 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Development of Natural Cyclic 
Peptide Inhibitors of XRCC4/XL Interaction for 
Radio-Sensitization of Breast Tumor Cells" 
Dissertation Adviser: Lawrence F Povirk. PhD. 
Almugaiteeb, Turki I. 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
Khabber, Saudi Arabia 
BS, King Fahd University 
Dissertation. "Enhancing Magnetic Properties 
of Cobalt Carbide COXC (X=2 or 31 Using 
Different Nucleating Agents and SAS-JMP 
Statistical Tool to Apply it in Flow Chemistry" 
Dissertation Adviser Everett Carpenter. Ph.D. 
Alotaibi, Moureq R. 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Alwassil, Osama l.11 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
BS. King Saud University 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation "Elaboration and Design of a7 
nAChR Negative Allosteric Modulators" 
Dissertation Adviser Malgorzata Dukat, Ph.D. 
Alzuman, Abad N. 
Public Policy and Administration 
Riyadh. Saudi Arabia 
Antoni des, Bradley J.11 
Counseling Psychology 
Hastings. Nebraska 
BS. Kansas State University 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Looking "Upstream: The Role 
of Basic Psychological Needs Satisfaction 
in SeNice Members· Future Orientation" 
Dissertation Adviser Steven J. Danish. Ph.D. 
Arab, Pezhman 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
Khomein. Iran 
BS. University of Arak 
MS. University of Tehran 
Dissertation. "Designed Synthesis of 
Nanoporous Organic Polymers for Select 
Gas Uptake and Catalytic Applications" 
Dissertation Adviser. Hani M. EI-Kaderi. Ph.D. 
Arnold, Cassidy C.11 
Clinical Psychology 
Charleston. South Carolina 
BA, University of Colorado 
MS, V1rgin,a Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Adherence to and Competence 
with Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Youth 
Anxiety Psychometric Evaluation" 
Dissertation Adviser Michael A 
Southam-Gerow. Ph.D. 
• Cum Laude · · Magna Cum Laude • • • Summa Cum Laude O University onors u n 
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Ashourirad, Babak 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
Tehran, Iran 
BS.. Sharif University 
MS.. Tarbiat Modares University 
Dissertation: "Heteroatom-Doped Nanoporous 
Carbons: Synthesis. Characterization and Their 
Appl ications to Gas Storage and Separation" 
Dissertation Adviser. Hani M. EI-Kaderi. Ph.D. 
Bamgbade, Babatunde A.11 
Engineering 
Ibadan, Nigeria 
BS. Obafemi Awolowo University 
MS.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Measurements and Modeling of 
Hydrocarbon Mixture Fluid Properties Under 
Extreme Temperature and Pressure Conditions" 
Dissertation Advisers. Frank B. Gupton. 
Ph.D , and Mark A. McHugh, Ph.D. 
Bell. Catherine Macdonald 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
B.S.. MS., University of the Witwatersrand 
Dissertation: "Rheb Dynamics on Lysosomal 
Membranes Determines mTDRCl Activity 
After Loss of P53 or Activation of AMPK" 
Dissertation Adviser. Richard G. Moran. Ph.D. 
Bennett, Andrew Alan11 
Business 
Richmond, Virginia 
B.S.. Clemson University 
MA., Gonzaga University 
Dissertation. "Take five7 Examining the Impact of 
Microbreak Duration, Activi ties. and Appraisals 
on Human Energy and Performance" 
Dissertation Advisers. S. Douglas Pugh, 
PhD , and Allison S. Gabriel. Ph.D. 
Bissett, Spencer Nathaniel 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Lexington, Virgima 
BA Wake Forest University 
MS.. Virgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Vines in Coastal Ecosystems: Roles. 
Impacts. and Implications of Climbing Plants 
in a Dynamic. Physically Dominated Habitat" 
Dissertation Adviser. Donald R. Young. Ph.D. 
Biswas, Ayan Kumar 
Engineering 
Jessore. Bangladesh 
BS., Bangladesh University 
Dissertation "Hybrid Straintronics-Spintronics 
Energy-Efficient Non-Volatile Devices for 
Boolean and Non-Boolean Computation" 
Dissertation Adviser. Supriyo Bandyopadhyay, Ph.D. 
Brinkley, Kendra w .11 
Engineering 
Richmond. Virginia 
B.S.. MS.. Virgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "The Synthesis. Characterization. 
and Application of Solid Supported Catalyst" 
Dissertation Adviser. Frank B. Gupton. Ph.D. 
Bumgarner, Heather Jones11 
Education 
Richmond. Virginia 
BA University of Virgima 
MA. , Virgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "The National Board Certification 
Process as Professional Development: 
Perceptions about the Impact That Characteristics 
of the Process Had on Professional Growth" 




BA University of Virginia 
MS.. Virgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Reproductive Health and Behavior: 
The Role of Abuse and Couple Pregnancy Intent" 
Dissertation Adviser. Saba W. Masho. DrPH. 
Coe, Antoinette Bartolotta 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Bethel Park. Pennsylvania 
BA Washington and Jefferson College 
Pharm.D.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Identifying Problems During 
Transitions of Care and Reasons for 
Emergency Department Utilization in 
Community-Dwelling Older Adults" 
Dissertation Adviser. Leticia R. 
Moczygemba. Pharm.D . Ph.D. 
* Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Colombo, Amy J. 
Media. Art. and Text 
Clarksburg. West Virginia 
B.FA .. University of Delaware 
MFA .. University of West Virginia 
Dissertation. "GAML A Hypermedia 
Edition of James McNei l! Whistler's 
The Gentle Art of Making Enemies" 
Dissertation Adviser. Nicholas Frankel. Ph.D. 
Conklin, Sarah Blaine11 
Education 
Rocky Mount. Virginia 
BA James Madison University 
MS .. George Mason University 
Dissertation: "High School Teacher and 
Adm inistrator Perceptions about Student 
Hea lth Promotion An Exploratory Study" 
Dissertation Adviser. Sharon Zumbrunn. Ph.D. 
Conner, Keyanna M. 
Chemistry 
New Church. Virgima 
BS . Hampton University 
Dissertation: "Gas-Phase Studies of 
Organic Reaction Mechanisms" 
Dissertation Adviser. Scott Gronert. Ph.D. 
Cooper, Racheal Lindsey 
Systems Modeling and Analysis 
Disputanta. Virginia 
B.S.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
MS.. Old Oom111ion University 
Dissertation. "An Appli ed Mathematical Approach 
to Mode ling: Systemic Estrogen and Wound 
Healing. Hematopoietic Bone Marrow Stem 
Cel ls. and Gas Exchange in the Lungs and Body" 
Dissertation Adviser. Angela Reynolds. Ph.D. 
Coover, Robert A.11 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Cary, North Carolina 
B.S.. The University of North Carofli1a at Greensboro 
Dissertation: "Development of Irreversible 
Substrate Competitive Probes for PKA Activity" 
Dissertation Adviser. Keith C. Ell is. Ph.D. 
\ 'CL 1 (\Jmmc11cc1111.~11i Jtl/ 2 7 3 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Culshaw. Mary K. 
Health Related Sciences 
Alberta. Canada 
B.S.. University of Alberta 
MS.. McMaster University 
Dissertation. "Individuals with Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorder (FASO): Predictive Factors 
for Successful Occupational Performance" 
Dissertation Adviser: Shelly Lane. Ph.D. 
Dempsey, Melanie Croft 
Education 
Midlothian. Virginia 
B.S., The University of North Carolina 
MEd. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University 
Dissertation "Factors That Influence Breast 
Cancer Diagnoses Among Virginia Women 
40-64 Years Old Who Uti lized the Every 
Woman's Life Program 1998-2012" 
Dissertation Adviser: Joann T Richardson. Ph.D. 
Doyle. Sarah Tyler 
Psychology 
Richmond. Virginia 
B.A. University of Kentucky 
MA .. American University 
Dissertation. "Causes and Consequences of Peer 
Victimization Among Adolescents with Autism" 
Dissertation Adviser: Kevin Sutherland. Ph.D. 
Eaves. Hugh L. 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Birmingham. England 
B.S.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Analytical Methods for High 
Throughput Sequencing Data" 
Dissertation Adviser Maria Rivera. 
Ph.D. and Bonnie Brown. Ph.D. 
El Shahawy, Omar11 
Social and Behavioral Health 
Cairo. Egypt 
B.S.. Ain Shams University 
MS.. VriJe University Amsterdam 
Dissertation. "Impact of E-Cigarettes on 
Physician Recommendations of Tobacco 
Use Cessation Pharmacotherapy" 
Dissertation Adviser: Jennifer Elston Lafata. Ph.D. 
7-J. \ 'C( ' C ... , 111111 1: 11c1: 111 c ,,t 2015 
Farghaly, Ahmed Abd Elsameh Abozeed 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
Assiut. Egypt 
B.S .. MS.. Assiut University 
Dissertation: "Fabrication of Multifunctional 
Nanostructured Porous Materials" 
Dissertation Adviser: Maryanne M. Collinson, Ph.D. 
Figg, Jennifer 
Media. Art. and Text 
Baltimore. Maryland 
BFA .. Rhode Island Schoof of Design 
MF.A., University of California 
Dissertation. "Beyond the Graph: 
Visualizing Corn Production" 
Dissertation Adviser: Eric Garberson. Ph.D. 
Fisher. Adam Barclay11 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Vienna. Virginia 
B.S. . V1rg ima Polytechmc Institute and State University 
Dissertation: "Ex Vivo DNA Cloning" 
Dissertation Adviser Stephen S. Fong. PhD. 
Freitas. Kelen 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Maringa. Brazil 
B.S. Centro Universitario de Man11ga 
MS.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Effects of Nicotinic Acetylcholine 
Receptor Agonists in Assays of Pain-
Stimulated and Pain-Depressed Behavior" 
Dissertation Adviser: S. Stevens Negus, Ph.D. 
Gade. Aravind Reddy 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Warangaf. India 
B.S.. Kakatiya University 
MS.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "nAChRs As Targets to Reverse 
Morphine Inducted Constipation" 




B.S.. Sun Yat-sen University 
MS.. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Graph-Based Regularization 
in Machine Learning: Discovering Driver 
Modules in Biological Networks" 
Dissertation Adviser: Tomasz Arodz. Ph.D. 
Garey, Andrew L. 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
Garroway, Andrea M.11 
Clinical Psychology 
Rochester. New York 
B.S., Cornell University 
MS., V1rgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Resil ience in Parkinson's dis-
ease: An Empirical Examination of Age-
Related Components of the Construct" 
Dissertation Adviser. Bruce Rybarczyk, Ph.D. 
Gilliland. Stanley Eugene Ill 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 
Clarksville, V1rgima 
B.S., James Madison University 
MS .. V1rgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Synthesis. Surface 
Functionalization. and Biological Testing of 
Iron Oxide Nanoparticles for Radiofrequency 
Hyperthermia Treatment of Cancer" 
Dissertation Advisers: Everett Carpenter. 
Ph.D., and Michael Shultz, Ph.D. 
Gitchel. George T. 
Biomedical Engineering 
Fairfax Station. Virginia 
Grim, Travis William 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Richmond. Virg111ia 
B.S .. V1rgima Po/ytechmc Institute and State University 
Dissertation. "CB1 Transgenic Mice: An In Vivo 
Model to Assess Efficacy at the CB1 Receptor" 
Dissertation Adviser Aron H. Lichtman, Ph.D. 
Halloran. Sybil C.11 
Public Policy and Administration 
Richmond, Virginia 
BA V1rgima Commonwealth University 
MS .. Northwestern University 
Dissertation. "Undocumented Students and 
Access to Higher Education in Virginia: 
Admission, Enrollment, and In-State Tuition" 
Dissertation Advisers: Wil liam C. Basher Jr., 
Ed D , and Sarah Jane Brubaker, Ph.D. 
• Cum Laude O Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O University Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Hamada, Ahmad M. 
Media. Art. and Text 
Kuwait City, Kuwait 
B.A.. Kuwait University 
MA., Indiana University 
Dissertation. "The Integration History of Kuwaiti 
Television From 1957-1990; An Audience-
Generated Oral Narrative on the Arrival and 
Integration of the Device in the City" 
Dissertation Adviser. Tim Bajkiewicz. Ph.D. 
Herbert, Joseph Ames 
Biomedical Engineering 
Franklin, Virginia 
BS., University of Mary Washington 
Dissertation. "Age Related Changes in Pulmonary 
Mechanics and Inflammatory Response 
to Ventilator Induced Lung Injury" 
Dissertation Adviser. Rebecca Heise. Ph.D. 
Holbrook, Landon Tucker11 
Engineering 
Richmond, Virg111ia 
B.S., MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Generation and Delivery of 
Charged Aerosols to Infant Airways" 




B.S., University of Maryland 
Dissertation. "Functional Study of CMYA5, 
A Candidate Gene For Schizophren ia" 
Dissertation Advisers. Rita Shiang, Ph.D . 




B.A., University of Oregon 
MA., University of North Carolina 
Dissertation. "First-Generation College 
Students A Qual itative Exploration of the 
Relationship Between Faculty-Student 
Interaction and Parental Education Level" 
Dissertation Adviser. Maike Philipsen. Ph.D. 
lssaka Galadima, Hadiza11 
Biostatistics 
Niamey, Niger 
B. S, St. Cloud State University 
Dissertation. "Controll ing for Confounding 
When Association is Quantified by 
Area Under the ROC Curve" 
Dissertation Adviser Donna McClish, Ph.D. 
Iyengar. Preethi Ranganathan 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Mumbai, India 
B.S.. MS. University of Mumbai 
Dissertation: "Mysteries of the Trypanosomatid 
Maxicircles: Characterization of the 
Maxicircle Genomes and the Evolution of 
RNA Editing in the Order Kinetoplastida" 




B.S. MS., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Rogue Signal Threat in Thrust-
Based Cooperative Spectrum Sensing" 
Dissertation Adviser. Meng Yu, Ph.D. 
Jean. Sophoniell 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Stamford, Connecticut 
B.S.. University of Richmond 
Dissertation: "Characterization of the Regulation 
and Function of Neisseice Gonorrhoeae Ton 
B-Dependent Transporters: T dfG. T dfH. and T dfJ " 




B.S, Hacettepe University 
Dissertation. "Oiazaborole Linked Porous 
Polymers: Design, Synthesis. and 
Application to Gas Storage Separation" 
Dissertation Adviser Hani M. EI-Kaderi. Ph.D. 
• Cum Laude ... Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O Universi ty Honors Student "Degree conferred August 2015 
Doctor of Ph ilosophy 
Kamapantula. Bhanu Kishore 
Engineering 
Hyderabad, India 
B.S. Vasavi College of Engineering 
MS, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University 
Dissertation. "Exploring Biological Robustness 
Using Wireless Sensor Network as a Prototype" 
Dissertation Adviser. Preetam Ghosh, Ph.D. 
Kersting, Karen Erica11 
Counseling Psychology 
Wauwatosa. Wisconsin 
B.A ., University of Wisconsin 
MA .. University of Minnesota 
Dissertation. "The Ticking of the 
'Biologica l Clock' : Worry about Future 
Fertil ity in Nulliparous Women" 
Dissertation Adviser Kathleen Ingram. JD., Ph.D. 
Kwon, Yongung 
Rehabilitation and Movement Science 
Seoul, South Korea 
B. S, Yeungnam University 
MS.. The University of North Carolina 
Dissertation. "The Effect of Rest Intervals 
on Performance. Neuromuscular Function. 
Postural Control. and Biomechanics During 
the Star Excursion Balance Test Associated 
with Chronic Ankle Instabi lity" 
Dissertation Adviser. D.S. Blaise Williams Ill, Ph.D. 
Lazaryan. Shushan 
Systems Modeling and Analysis 
Richmond. Virginia 
B.S, Yerevan State University 
MA., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Discrete Nonlinear Planar Systems 
and Applications to Biological Population Models" 
Dissertation Adviser Hassan Sedaghat. Ph.D. 
Leitl, Michael David 
Pharmacology and Toxicology 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 
B.S.. Washington State University 
MS, Lehigh University 
Dissertation "Expression and Pharmacological 
Modulation of Pain-Depressed in Rats" 
Dissertation Adviser. S. Stevens Negus. Ph.D. 
\ 'Cl' Cv »1111c11ce111enl 201.:' 7 5 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Leonard. Robert Dale" 
Systems Model ing and Analysis 
Oak Hill, Ohio 
BS, Ohio University 
Dissertation: "Considerations for Screening 
and Fol low-Up Experimentation" 
Dissertation Adviser David J Edwards, Ph.D. 
Leslie, Shirae Kerisha 
Engineering 
Kingston, Jamaica 
BS, Randolph-Macon College 
MS, Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation. "The Development of a Cell 
Delivery System Using Alginate Microbeads 
for Bone and Carti lage Regeneration" 
Dissertation Advisers: Barbara 0. Boyan, 
PhD , Frank 8. Gupton, Ph.O, Zvi Schwartz, 
OMO , PhD , and Michael H. Peters, Ph.D. 
Lord, Benjamin Dyson" 
Cl inical Psychology 
Fredericksburg, Virginia 
BS, Longwood University 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation "Measuring the Coping Efforts of 
Grieving Undergraduate Students: Developing 
the GCOPE Through a Mixed-Method Design" 




BS, D1ck1nson College 
Dissertation. "High throughput data analysis: 
Application to T-Cell Receptor Sequencing" 
Dissertation Adviser. Kellie J Archer, PhD. 
Maliki, Murtadha Al 
Mechanical Engineering 
BS, MS., Basrah University 
Dissertation. "Power Maximization for Pyroelectric, 
Piezoelectric, and Hybrid Energy Harvesting" 
Dissertation Adviser: Karla Massi, PhD. 
76 \ 'CU C.:m1111ence111enl 2015 
Massenzo, Trisha J, 
Biomedical Engineering 
Morristown, Tennessee 
BS, East Tennessee State University 
Dissertation· "Investigation of Kinetic Visual 
Biofeedback on Dynamic Space Symmetry" 
Dissertation Advisers: Peter E. Pidcoe, D PT., 
Ph.D .. and Paul A Wetzel, Ph.D. 
Mehari, Krista Ruth" 
Cl inical Psychology 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
BA, Hope College 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Where Does Electronic Aggression 
Fit?: A Comparison of Dimensional and 
Categorical Models of Adolescent Aggression" 
Dissertation Adviser Albert 0. Ferrell, Ph.D. 
Mellado Corriente, Marina 
Art History 
Cordoba, Spain 
BA, Univers1dad de Cordoba 
M.A., New York University 
Dissertation: "The Architecture of Knowledge: The 
Jesuit College of Oaxaca, 16th to 19th Centuries" 




BS, Shanghai University 
MS., University of Alabama 
Dissertation. "Individual Traits and Entrepreneurial 
Intentions: The Mediating Role of Entrepreneurial 
Self-Efficacy and Need for Cognition" 
Dissertation Adviser Ronald H. Humphrey, Ph.D. 
Mickens, Melody Nichole" 
Clinical Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
BA., College of William and Mary 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Toda en la Familia Examining 
Relationships Between MS Impairments, 
Family Needs, and Caregiver Mental 
Health in Guadalajara, Mexico" 
Dissertation Adviser Paul Perrin, PhD. 
Molisani, Anthony Joseph 
Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Rochester, New York 
BS, University of Rochester 
MPH, Drexel University 
Dissertation. "Evaluation and Comparison of 
Theoretical Models' Abilities to Explain and 
Predict Colorectal Cancer Screening Behaviors" 




BS, Longwood University 
Dissertation. "Exploring the Influence of 
Socioeconomic Status on the Executive Function 
and Theory of Mind Skil ls of Preschoolers" 
Dissertation Adviser. Geraldine Lotze, Ph.D. 
Moore, Rick A, 
Health Related Sciences 
Stafford, Virginia 
BS, Southern Illinois University 
MS, University of Alabama 
Dissertation: "Measuring the Impact of the 
Patient Centered Medical Home." 
D1ssertatwn Adviser Jonathon P DeShaza, Ph.D. 
Moorehead-Carter, Yvette Marie" 
Education 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
BA., Howard University 
M.A., University of Virginia 
Dissertation. "The Impact of Singing-Integrated 
Reading Instruction on the Oral Readying 
Fluency and Motivation of Elementary 
Students in an Out-of-School Time Program" 
Dissertation Adviser Valerie Robnolt, Ph.D. 
Nalli, Ancy Dimpy 
Physiology 
Richmond. Virginia 
BS, Osmania University 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Characterization of Mechanism 
of Action of Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) in the 
Regulation of Smooth Muscle Function" 
Dissertation Adviser. Karnam S. Murthy, Ph.D. 




B.S. MPH .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation: "Relational Coordination: An 
Exploration of Nursing Units. An Emergency 
Department and In-Patient Transfers" 
Dissertation Adviser. Jeanne Salyer. Ph.D. 
Omohundro, Tracie Quinn 
Education 
Appleton. Wisconsin 
B.A.. University of Virginia 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "A Mixed Methods Study of First-
Year Secondary Teachers· Perceptions of Their 
Preparedness for the Technology Rich Classroom" 




B.S. MS. Shenyang Pharmaceutical University 
Dissertation. "The Potential Impact of 
Organic Cation Transporters in Psychiatric 
Disorders and the Role of Organic Cation 
Transporters in Drug Interactions" 
Dissertation Adviser. Douglas H. Sweet. Ph.D. 
Parrish, Janice R.11 
Education 
North Chesterfield. Virginia 
B.A.. Norfolk State University 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "A Study of the Effectiveness 
of a Truancy Reduction Program for 
Middle and High School Students" 
Dissertation Adviser Jonathan D. Becker. JD . Ph.D. 
Payne, Kyle Kristopher11 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Bedford. Indiana 
B.S. Indiana University 
Dissertation: "lmmunotherapy of Cancer: 
Reprogramming Tumor/Immune Cellular 
Crosstalk to Improve Anti-Tumor Efficacy" 
Dissertation Adviser: Masoud H. 
Manjili. DVM . Ph.D. 
Peacock, Amber Rhodes 
Education 
Mechanicsville. Virginia 
B.A.. MS. Texas Tech University 
MEd. James Madison University 
Dissertation. "Exploring Stakeholders· Perceptions 
of the Evaluation of Early Field Experiences in an 
Undergraduate Teacher Preparation Program" 
Dissertation Advisers. Joan Rhodes. 
Ph.D. Yaoying Xu, Ph.D . Terry Dozier. 
Ed.D . and Mark Allan. Ph.D. 
Ouinoy, Alexis Michelle11 
Clinical Psychology 
Alpharetta. Georgia 
BS .. University of Florida 
MS .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Stakeholder Views on 
Behavioral Health Care in the Pediatric 
Primary Care Setting A Qualitative 
Approach Towards Integration of Care" 
Dissertation Adviser Michael A 
Southam-Gerow. Ph.D. 
Raftery, William E. 
Public Policy and Administration 
Quinton. Virginia 
B.A.. Fordham University 
MPA. John Jay College of Criminal Justice 
Dissertation. "Efficiency of Unified Vs. 
Non-Unified State Judiciaries" 
Dissertation Adviser. Robyn McDougle. Ph.D. 
Ray. Melissa Oarlene11 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Lynchburg. Virginia 
B.S. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation "Characterization of Transfer of the 
Mobile Genomic Island Encoding Methicillin 
Resistance Among Staphylococci" 
Dissertation Adviser. Gordon L. Archer. M.D. 
Robinson, Elizabeth Moore11 
Clinical Psychology 
Atlanta. Georgia 
B.A.. Washington and Lee University 
MS .. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "The Contribution of Parent 
Psychological Functioning to Parental 
Monitoring. Youth Adherence. and 
Glycemic Control During Adolescence" 
Dissertation Adviser. Clarissa S. Holmes. Ph.D. 
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Doctor of Philosophy 
Sadock, Elizabeth J.11 
Cl in ical Psychology 
Riverside. Connecticut 
B.S. College of William and Mary 
Dissertation. "Evaluation of Psychological 
Services for Anxiety and Depression Provided 
in a University-Based Primary Care Clinic" 
Dissertation Adviser. Stephen M. Auerbach. Ph.D. 
Sah, Sanjay K. 
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering 
Siraha. Nepal 
B.S. University of Central Oklahoma 
MS. Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Magnetic Materials Characterization 
and Modeling for Magnetic Shielding of 
Modules in Particle Accelerators" 
Dissertation Adviser. Jayasimha Atulasimha. Ph.D. 
Sakloth, Farhana 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
New Delhi. India 
B.S. University of Mumbai 
Dissertation. "Psychoactive "Bath Salts" Analogs 
lor Synthetic Cathinones) Investigation of 
Mechanisms of Action. Structure-Activity 
Relationships and Homology Modeling" 
Dissertation Adviser- Richard A Glennon. PhD. 
Saleh. Ahmed Mohammed11 
Engineering 
Richmond. Virginia 
B.S. MS .. Alexandria University 
Dissertation. "Micro- and Macro-Scale Modeling 
of Filter Aging: Effects of Particle Poly-
Oispersity and Fiber Cross-Sectional Shape" 
Dissertation Adviser Hooman V Tafreshi. Ph.D. 
Saxena, Kunal 11 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
New Delhi. India 
B.S. MS. Manipal University 
Dissertation: "Development and Validation 
of a Discrete Event Simulation Model to 
Evaluate the Long Term Impact of Electronic 
Cigarettes on the US Population" 
Dissertation Adviser. David A. Holdford. Ph.D. 
\ 'CU Co 111111 e11ce111enl 2(115 77 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Sheldon, Jonathon Ervin 
Chemistry 
Rockville, Maryland 
BS, Longwood University 
Dissertation. "Light Controlled Drug 
Activation and Release" 




BS, Mah1dol University 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Meta-Analysis in 
Gene Expression Studies" 
Dissertation Adviser Kellie Archer, Ph.D. 
Sperlaua, Justin Robert 
Clinical and Translational Sciences 
Richmond, Virg111ia 
BS, The University of North Carolina 
Dissertation. "Depletion of the Chromatin 
Remodeler CHD4 Sensitizes AML Blasts to 
Genotoxic Agents and Reduces Tumor Formation" 
Dissertation Adviser Gordon D. Ginder, MD. 
Stone, Victoria Nanette 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Columbia, South Carolina 
BS, Florida State University 
Dissertation: "A Novel Antimicrobial Drug 
Discovery Approach in the Periodontal 
Pathogen Porphyromonas Gingivalis" 




BS, University of Kashmir 
MS, Virgima Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Dynamics of Identity Threats in 
Online Social Networks Modeling Individual 
and Organizational Perspectives" 
Dissertation Adviser Gurpreet Dhillon, Ph.D. 
78 \ 'Cl ' Ct.1111111c11cc m c11l 2015 
Toscano, Nancy A." 
Public Policy and Administration 
Richmond. Virginia 
BS, Siena College 
MS,, New York University 
Dissertation. 'leadership, Organizational Culture 
and Nonprofit Employees' Commitment" 
Dissertation Adviser. Nancy Stutts, Ph.D. 
Trapp. Stephen Klaine" 
Counseling Psychology 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
BA American University 
MEd, Vanderbilt University 
Dissertation. "Motivation, Mindfulness, and 
Metabolic Factors Predicting Adolescent 
Adherence and Attrition in a Multidisciplinary 
Weight Management Program" 
Dissertation Adviser Marilyn Stern, Ph.D. 
Tully, Carrie Elizabeth Bair" 
Clinical Psychology 
Trumansburg, New York 
BA Boston University 
Dissertation: "Development and Preliminary 
Validation of the Youth Therapist 
Observational Cultural Competence Scale" 
Dissertation Adviser Michael A 
Southam-Gerow, Ph.O. 
Ulmer, Lisa Jane" 
Cl inical Psychology 
Midlothian, Virginia 
BA James Madison University 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Longitudinal Relations Between 
Peer Victimization and Delinquency: The 
Mediating Roles of Sadness, Fear, and Anger" 
Dissertation Adviser Terri Sullivan, Ph.D. 
Varier, Divya 
Education 
Glen Allen, Virginia 
BS., Old Dominion University 
Dissertation. "Examination of Formative Assessment 
In A Postsecondary English Language Program" 
Dissertation Adviser James H. McMillan, Ph.D. 
Vaughan, Catherine Ainsley" 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Virginia Beach Virginia 
BS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Investigation of Gain-of-
Function Induced by Mutant P53" 
Dissertation Adviser: Sumitra Deb, Ph.D. 
VieBrock, Lauren 
Microbiology and Immunology 
Bel Air, Maryland 
BS, University of Maryland 
Dissertation: "Orentia Tsutsugamushi 
Ankyrin-Repeat Protein Family Targeting 
of the Host Endoplasmic Reticulum" 
Dissertation Adviser: Jason A Carlyon, Ph.D. 
Vorster, Paul Johannes" 
Integrative Life Sciences 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
BS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Cell Cycle Regulation of Retinal 
Progenitors A Role for the Nance-Horan 
Syndrome Protein in Retinogenesis" 




BS, Huaq1ao University 
MS, Chongqing University 
Dissertation. "Integrated Nanoscale Imaging and 
Spatial Recognition of Biomolecules on Surfaces" 




BS, Sheyang Pharmaceutical University 
MS, Peking Union Medical College 
Dissertation: "Enhancing Placental Uptake 
of lopinavir by Using a Transporter 
Targeted Prodrug Approach" 
Dissertation Adviser Phillip M Gerk, Ph.D. 




BS, Yangzhou University 
MS, Shanghai Institute of Pharmaceutical Industry 
Dissertation. "Development of Clinically Relevant 
In Vitro Performance Test for Powder Inhalers" 
Dissertation Adviser Peter R. Byron. Ph.D. 
Winthrop, Emily Davis 
Art History 
Charlottesville, Virginia 
BA M.A., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Allergies of the Modern 
The Female Nude in Art Nouveau" 
Dissertation Adviser Eric Garberson, Ph.D. 
Woods, Jacqueline Diana" 
Counseling Psychology 
Ashburn. Virginia 
BA College of William and Mary 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Nourish-C: Implementing A 
Family Based Weight Loss Intervention 
in a Church Community" 
Dissertation Advisers: Suzanne Mazzeo, 
PhD, and Marilyn Stern, Ph.D. 
Worthington-Stoneman, Danielle C. 
Clinical Psychology 
Richmond, Virginia 
Young, Anna M. 
Public Policy and Administration 
Arvada, Colorado 
BS .. Loyola University 
MS .. Northeastern University 
Dissertation. "Variations in Specialized 
Policing Response Models as a Function of 
Community Characteristics - A Survey of 
Crisis Intervention Team Coordinators" 
Dissertation Advisers. William Pelfrey, 
Ph D , Ivan Suen, Ph D , Thomas Baker, 
PhD, and Charles Klink, Ph.D. 
Zachariah, Elizabeth Shobha" 
Engineering 
Henrico, Virginia 
BS. MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Spatio-Temporal Modeling of 
Anatomic Motion for Radiation Therapy" 
Dissertation Adviser Alen Dace!, Ph.D. 
Zaharakis, Nikola R 
Psychology 
Staten Island. New York 
BA Hunter College 
MS, Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Initial Development and Validation of 
the Communication about Marijuana Measure" 
Dissertation Adviser Wendy Kliewer, Ph .D. 
* Cum Laude O Magna Cum Laude *** Summa Cum Laude O Universi ty Honors Student · Degree conferred August 2015 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Zamora, Guido Esteban Alvarez 
Media, Art, and Text 
Cuenca. Ecuador 
B.FA., Univers1dad de/ Azuay 
MFA., Virginia Commonwealth University 
Dissertation. "Mis Avatares: A Framework for 
Exploring Avatars Beyond Baudril lard's Simulacra" 




BS. MS. University of Novi Sad 
Dissertation. "Direct L2 Support Vector Machine" 




BS, Fudan University 
MS, University of Kentucky 
Dissertation. "Effects of HIV-1 Viral 
Protein Tat on the Viability and Function 
of Oligodendroglial Cells" 
Dissertation Adviser Pamela E. Knapp, Ph.D. 
Dear graduate, 
On behalf ofVCU Alumni, I am privileged and honored to congratu-
late you on chis wonderful occasion. Although you likely received 
much support and encouragement from your families and friends, this 
is a personal educational achievement that is a tribute to your hard 
work and intellectual perseverance. 
As you bring this chapter of your academic career to a close, we hope 
you will recognize that your university and your alumni organizations 
have provided you with solid ground from which to grow. We also 
hope that you, as alumni, will use your significant talents and energies 
to not only continue your alumni organizations' stewardship for future 
generations but also to expand upon it. 
We invite you to join more than 174,000 VCU alumni throughout the world and, with words and 
deeds, show the excellence and quality of your education. Be proud of your university, because we 
are proud of you! Our wish for each of you is that you realize your full potential and, in doing so, 
find a method of contributing back to society and the university in a way that is meaningful for you. 
I hope you will become an active member of VCU Alumni and get fully engaged with your alma 
mater. We won't be the best VCU Alumni we can be without U! 
Yours for VCU, q~zw~ 
James E. Williams (B.S. '84; M.S. '96) 
President, VCU Alumni 
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Virginia Commonwealth University 
As one of only 28 public universities with academic medi -
cal centers to be des ignated by the C arnegie Foundation as 
"Community Engaged" with "Very High Research Activity," 
Virginia Commonwealth University has cemented its reputa tion 
as one of the nation's top 200 research universities worldwide. 
Under the leadership of Pres ident Michae l Rao, Ph.D., 
VC U boasts $270.3 million in fund ed research, as well as 22 
graduate and first profess ional programs 
ranked in the top 50 nationally by U .S . 
News & World Report. And, th rough 
the guidance of its strategic plan, Q uest 
fo r Distinction , VCU remains poised to 
further its status as a premier, urban 
public institu tion able to meet the 
demands of dive rse populations th rough 
impactful research, rigorous study and 
ex tensive community engagement . 
This miss ion traces its roots to two 
institutions: the Medical College of 
Virginia, established in 1838 as the 
medical department of Hampden-Sydney 
College, and the Richmond School of 
Social Economy, founded independently in 19 17 and operated 
as the Richmond d ivision of the College of William & Mary 
beginning in 1925. 
MCV, after ga ining independence in 1854, became state-
affili ated in 1860, while in 1939, the College of William & 
Mary changed the name of its Richmond division to Richmond 
Professional Institute, which then went on to become an 
independent state institution in 1962. 
Spurred by recommendations se t forth in a 1967 legislati ve 
report commiss ioned by Edward A . Wayne Sr. , pres ident of 
the Richmond Federal Reserve Bank, city and state leaders 
began to envision a comprehensive and diverse urban univer-
sity born from the infrastructure and resources of MCV and 
RPI. In I 968, Gov. Mills E. Godwin Jr. signed that bold vision 
into ex istence as VCU . 
Today, VCU serves an in tegral ro le in the economic and 
cultural vitality of the city and the state, educa ting the current 
and future workforce, reaching out to the community, advanc-
ing research and enhancing patient care. More than 174,000 
VCU alumni live and lead around the world . 
The uni versity enro lls more than 3 1,000 students in 226 
degree and certifica te programs in the arts, sc iences and 
humanities. Sixty-three of the programs are unique in Virginia, 
many of them cross ing the disciplines of VCU's 13 schools 
and one college . VCU has a full -time 
instruct ional faculty of more than 2, 200 
who are nationally and internationally 
recognized for excellence in the arts, 
business, education , engineering, the 
humanities, the life sc iences, social work 
and all the health care professions. 
VCU students and faculty live and 
work in locations around the state and 
around the world , including at the VCU 
School of the Arts in Qatar, which has 
been awarding fine arts degrees since 
2002. The School of Medicine and the 
School of Pharmacy co llaborated with 
the !nova Health System in Northern 
Virginia to establish the VCU -lnova Campus fo r third- and 
fourth-year medica l and pharmacy students, and the School 
of Pharmacy opened a second sa tellite location for Doctor 
of Pharmacy students at the Unive rsity of Virginia Medical 
Cen te r in C harlottesv ille . 
As one of the pre-eminent , comprehensive academic 
medical centers in the nation - and the No. 1 hospi ta l in 
Virginia as ranked in 20 15 by U .S . News & World Report 
- VCU Health offers state-of-the-art care in more than 200 
spec ialty areas, many of national and in te rnational note, 
includ ing organ transplantation , head and spinal cord trauma, 
burn healing and cancer treatment. 
VC U and VCU Health have been honored with prestigious 
national and internationa l recognition fo r top-quality 
graduate , profess ional and medical-care programs, reflecting 
a commitment to be among A merica 's top research uni ve rsi-
ti es foc used on student lea rning. 
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